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On The Influence of Monsoons on ENSO
Ben P. Kirtman
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies, Calverton MD
1. Introduction

of interannual SST variability in the tropical Pacific.
Using statistical techniques, the effect of the monsoon
is then incorporated into the coupled model.
The results from the coupled model
simulations that include the empirical monsoon suggest
that the monsoon enhances ENSO variability (i.e., the
feedback is positive). In particular, the largest response
in the simulated SSTA variability is approximately 3-4
months after the monsoon as suggested by the observed
correlation shown in Fig. 1.

Temporal correlations between Indian
Monsoon indices (e.g., all India rainfall anomalies;
Webster and Yang, 1992 wind shear index) and typical
ENSO indices (e.g., NIN03 averaged SSTA) give
maximum negative correlation for the Monsoon season
preceding the peak phase of the ENSO (see Fig. 1). Put
simply, the Indian summer monsoon season (JuneSeptember) immediately preceding warm ENSO
conditions for the boreal winter (December-February)
will be anomalously weak. Similarly, an anomalously
2. Isolating the Impact of a Variable Monsoon on
strong Indian monsoon precedes cold ENSO
Tropical Pacific Wind Stress Anomalies
conditions. This counter-intuitive relation suggests that
As discussed above, the primary difficulty in
Indian monsoon variability somehow affects ENSO
understanding how the Indian Summer monsoon might
variability.
The primary difficulty in understanding how
affect ENSO is that the two phenomena are coupled
the Indian summer monsoon variability affects ENSO
and it is difficult to isolate them. The strategy used here
__ _yai"iabili!Y_iSth!J.t the~QphenQ1llfliJ.a_~e in~gi"alpll.rts_ __
_ is_to fo_l"c;~_<ll!_A._Qf:M ~j1:h_~_li!J!l1t<>!()gic_ct! S_S'[ ancl_then
of the coupled ocean-land-atmosphere climate system
using linear regression isolate the effect of a variable
and it is difficult to separately consider their effects on
monsoon on tropical Pacific wind stress anomalies. The
tropical Pacific wind stress anomaly produced by this
global climate anomalies. The problem is further
calculation is independent ofENSO variability.
complicated by the fact that internal dynamics plays a
significant role in Indian summer Monsoon variability.
Using monthly climatological SST as the
Nevertheless, we suggest the following mechanism by
lower boundary condition, the COLA AGCM (see
which Indian summer monsoon variability can affect
Kinter et al., 1988 for a description of the AGCM) at
triangular 30 horizontal resolution and with 18 vertical
ENSO variability and produce the correlation seen in
Fig. 1.
levels was integrated for 50 years. Figure 2a-b shows
The Indian monsoon is a large sub-tropical
the June-September AGCM climatological mean
heat source which affects the global circulation.
precipitation over the greater Indian monsoon region
Variability of the monsoon, in turn, is associated with
and its standard deviation, respectively. While the
global circulation anomalies. In particular, it is likely
model produces a well defmed monsoon (Fig. 2a), the
that variability in the Indian summer monsoon forces
precipitation is displaced too far to the south with much
anomalies in tropical Pacific wind stress. These
of the Indian Peninsula having less than 8 mm day· 1• In
anomalies in the wind stress may force anomalies in the
general the regions of largest variability (Fig. 2b)
SST and thermocline depth. The thermocline depth
correspond to regions where the mean precipitation is
anomalies result in a temporally remote response in the
largest. In particular, the Bay of Bengal has a
SSTA. Assuming that an anomalously weak (strong)
maximum of3.5 mm day· 1 precipitation anomaly that
is coincident with the 13 mm day· 1 mean.
Indian summer monsoon produces westerly (easterly)
wind stress anomalies in the tropical Pacific, the
Using the precipitation standard deviation as
monsoon will have a positive feedback on ENSO.
a guide, we have defmed a monsoon rainfall anomaly
-------~ri-order-totest this hypothesis we use_a _______ mdex [MRA.Ytooellie area-averaged rliinfaH-iinonialy - - - - - - simple coupled model (Zebiak and Cane, 1987) that
over 60°E-11 0°E and 5°N-30°N. In order to calculate
does not include the effects of a variable monsoon. A
wind stress anomaly pattern that corresponds to any
state-of-the-art atmospheric general circulation model
given MRA, we applied linear regression to the MRA
(AGCM) forced with climatological sea surface
and tropical Pacific wind stress anomalies. Figure 2c
temperature as a lower boundary condition is then used
shows the zonal wind stress anomaly pattern averaged
to determine tropical Pacific wind stress anomalies
over June to September that corresponds to MRA value
associated with a variable monsoon without the effects
of 1 mm day· 1• During an anomalously strong monsoon

-

1 -

only. Figure 4, to be compared with Fig. 1, shows the
correlation between this monsoon wind stress index
and the NIN03 SSTA. Similar to the observed
correlation between MRA and NIN03 SSTA, the
model gives maximum correlation for winter season
immediately following the monsoon. The model
correlations are stronger than the observed because the
empirical monsoon model assumes that the monsoon
variability is perfectly predictable and completely
determined by SSTA in the eastern Pacific.

there are easterly wind stress anomalies throughout
most of the tropical Pacific. Similarly, during a weak
monsoon the zonal wind stress anomalies are
predominantly westerly. Recall that climatological SST
were used in this AGCM simulation so that this
anomalous monsoon - anomalous wind stress
association is independent of any ENSO variability.
In order to incorporate the effects of an
anomalous monsoon in the coupled model we again
employ an empirical technique. A statistical prediction
model for MRA is developed by linearly regressing
observed MRA onto NIN03 SSTA for the period
1950-1992. The observed rainfall data comes from
Parthasarthy et al., (1993) and the observed NIN03
SSTA comes from the GISST2.2 data (see Parker et al.,
1995). This linear regression implies that a NIN03
SSTA of 1.0°C corresponds to -0.65 mm day· 1 MRA.

4. Concluding Remarks

3. The Effect of the Monsoon on the Simulated
ENSO
The simple coupled model both with and
without the empirical monsoon was integrated for 300
_ years .. The.frrsUOO.years.of.the.simulationhas_been
neglected in all the results presented here. Figure 3a
shows a time longitude cross section along the equator
of the difference in the SSTA variance between the
simulation with the empirical monsoon and without the
monsoon. As to be expected, including this positive
feedback due to the monsoon increases the SSTA
variance for each month of the year. Interestingly, the
largest increases in SSTA variance occur during late
fall and early winter approximately 3-4 month after the
monsoon. The smallest change in the SSTA variance
is during the pre-monsoon months April-June.
In a similar format as Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b shows
the zonal wind stress variance due to the empirical
monsoon only. The phase Jag between the monsoon
wind stress forcing in the central Pacific and the SSTA
in the eastern Pacific is readily apparent.
Based on Fig. 3b, a monsoon wind stress
index is defined as the area averaged (160°E-140°W,
5°N-5°S) wind stress due to the empirical monsoon
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Observed Indian monsoon rainfall anomalies
and NIN03 SSTA have a strong negative correlation.
This negative correlation in strongest for NIN03 SSTA
occurring 3-4 months immediately following the
monsoon season. It was suggested the an anomalous
monsoon forces anomalous wind stress in the tropical
Pacific. Moreover, we suggested that these wind stress
anomalies have a positive feedback on the monsoon
explaining the correlation seen in Fig. 1.
Using the COLA AGCM forced with
climatologicaLSSIA,_we__showed_ that-a-variable
monsoon gives wind stress anomalies in the tropical
Pacific that would have a positive feedback on ENSO
variability. Based on empirical techniques, a statistical
monsoon was incorporated in the Zebiak-Cane coupled
model. Comparison between the simulation with and
without the monsoon indicates that the monsoon
enhances the SSTA variability in the eastern Pacific.
The largest increase in the variance is during the late
fall and early winter immediately following the
monsoon. A correlation between the coupled model
monsoon and NIN03 SSTA reproduces the correlation
between observed MRA and NIN03 SSTA.
Finally, it should be noted that these results do
not suggest that the monsoon forces ENSO. Indeed,
ENSO variability exists in the model without the
monsoon. These results do suggest that the monsoon
can enhance ENSO variability, particular during the
winter following the monsoon.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE DROUGHT MONITORING CENTRES
FOR EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA

By Z. K. Atheru
Kenya Meteorological Department

P.O. Box 30259
Nairobi

1.

BACKGROUND.
The frequent and widespread droughts of the 1980s and their attendant problems
of famine and economic hardships in most parts of Africa provided a strong
background for the establishment of monitoring capabilities within eastern and
southern Africa.
The establishment of the Nairobi and Harare operational
drought monitoring centres under the UNDP/WMO project "DROUGHT
MONITORrNG FOR EASTERN Al'-JD SOUTHERN AFRICA" arose out of the
realization that alleviating the effects of drought in the subregion could not be
effectively tackled in isolation but through well coordinated regional
collaboration.
The project has 24 participating countries namely Angola Botswana. Burundi.
Comoros. Djibouti, Ethiopia. Eritrea. Kenya. Lesotho. Malagasy. Malawi.
Mauritius. Mozambique, Namibia Rwanda. Seychelles. Somalia. South Africa.
Sudan. Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda. Zambia and Zimbabwe (Figure l ).

2.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT.
The initial and main objective of the project was to develop drought monitoring
capabilities at sub-regional and national levels through the establishment of the
two Drought Monitoring Centres (DMCs) at Nairobi. Kenya and Harare.
Zimbabwe. The DMCs are responsible for timely monitoring of drought \Vith
respect to its intensity, geographical extent. duration and impact upon agricultural
production and giving early warning for the formulation of appropriate strategies
to combat its adverse effects. This is achieved through improved application of
meteorological and hydrological data and products. The centres are therefore
sub-regional climate diagnostic centres from where ·information relating to
drought and weather patterns is readily available to interested users within and
outside the eastern and southern Africa sub-region.

3.

DMC PRODUCTS.

_____Ihe_pruducts__ (lmf_s~rvices from the Drought Monitoring Centres could be grouped
----largely into three categori.es:--1.

ii.
iii.

assessment of the current state of drought stress;
cumulative drought stress;
extended range forecasts.
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The products produced for real time/near real time drought monitoring include basic
statistics of water stress over the previous 10 days and one month. Cumulative drought
stress is also provided over periods of three months and annual time scales.
Sueh -cumulative -indices are used to monitor the space-time evolutions of water stress
and the potential socio-economic impacts over the region. The major activities of the
DMC are however devoted to extended range rainfall prediction using ENSO and
variability of sea surface temperatures as the major predictors. The prediction products
from the DMCs included 10 day, monthly and seasonal rainfall outlooks and potential
socio-economic impacts over the sub- region.
Most of the extended range forecasting methods currently used by the DMCs are largely
empirical. These empirical methods have been based on the diagnostic studies which
have been carried out within the region. Such studies have indicated significant
prediction skill of rainfall with the Southern Oscillation Index (SOl). Global/regional
Sea Surface temperatures, monsoon circulation among many others (Ogallo 1987. Ogallo
et al 1989, Nyenzi 1992, Ininda 1995, Okoola 1997, Sun et al 1997, Atheru et al 1998).
Most of the methods have been based on linear correlation and regression concepts
associating seasonal rainfall with time lagged values of some group of predictors.
Recent methods have included canonical correlation analysis and the use of some
discriminant functions like empirical orthogonal functions in the determination of the
best combination of the seasonal predictors.
- -Dynamical and statistical- -model-- products -especially --sea -surface -temperatures- from
several Advanced Climate Centres such as the Climate Prediction Center (CPC).
International Research Institute for Climate Prediction (IRI), European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) etc. are used as inputs or predictors in
the statistical models at the centre.

4.

TARGET GROUPS/BENEFICIARJES.

The major target groups that directly obtain DMC products are the weather
services within the subregion. farmers. decision makers. planners and relevant
national, regional and international institutions.

5.

ACHIEVElVIENTS.

The Drought Monitoring centres (DMCs) have achieved commendable results in
the areas of data processing, drought monitoring, seasonal weather forecasting
and capacity building.
Two operational sub-regional meteorological data banks comprising of
rainfall and temperature values for most of the synoptic stations of
member countries for the period 1957 to date, have been established at the
two centres.
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The products disseminated by the centres are used by many institutions
within and outside Africa for agricultural and water resources management
and are crucial for early warming systems for food security in the Eastern
and Southern Africa subregion.
The DMCs have been able to regularly forewarn the target groups of the
possibility of anomalous rainfall behaviour in the subregion. For instance.
the likely occurrences of below normal rainfall conditions in the southern
African sector during the 1991/92 and 1994/95 seasons were predicted as
early as March 1991 and May 1994 respectively. Similarly the anomalous
rainfall that characterised the East African sector during 1991 - 1993 and
1997/98 were predicted well in advance.
Human resources development has been another important aspect of the
project. Staff from the participating countries have been trained in
agrometeorology, hydrology. climatology, data processing and climate
prediction through workshops and attachments.
The establishment of the DMCs has resulted in the fostering of closer
cooperation among the participating countries and between regional
organizations within and outside the sub-region. The cooperation enabled
the DMCs to successfully organise several climate outlook forums
involving climate scientists. policy makers and the user community. The
---climate--outlook-- forums-started- b)"-the-DM Cs- hav~--now- been emulated· by
many other regions of the globe. These forums have proved beyond doubt
that pre-disaster mitigation strategies through optimum use of climate
information and products can contribute enormously to food security
sustainability in the eastern and southern Africa sub-region. The climate
outlook forums have been adopted as one of the new strategies for the
generation and application of climate information and prediction
products/services for sustainable socio-economic development.

6.

PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS.
Some of the problems encountered by the DMCs include:

Lack of reliable and efficient communication system for data and
products exchange. It is not possible to collect all the near real
time data needed for analysis via the Global Telecommunication
System (GTS). Hence the DMCs had to resort to other
supplementary ways of data collection such as use of fax.
-·------ -------- ------telephone- etc~eurrently;-however,-a-number-of-cuuntdes-lTave-------e-mail which they use for data dissemination.
Late acquisition of near real time data from participating countries
at times poses a hinderance to the timeliness of the products
preparation and dissemination.
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7.

FUTURE PLANS.
There is potential to transform the DMCs into centres of excellence in climate
analysis and prediction with particular emphasis to the extreme climate events
across the subregion. This could be achieved if additional resources are made
available to improve the existing products through development of additional
climate monitoring and prediction techniques.
The high priority areas are:
Internet connectivity of the participating countries so as to rmprove
product dissemination as the member countries could access our products
on the World Wide Web. The DMC-Nairobi home page can be accessed
through the address <http://www.meteo.go.ke/dmc>
Greater use of remote sensing data and products particularly rainfall
estimates and NDVI to improve climatological analysis of areas with poor
data covarage.
Climate prediction research for the subregion with a view to improving
the operational medium and long range weather forecasting techniques.
Upgrading of the computing capabilities to facilitate improved operations.
- development- of-systems -and- communications--witlrother-centres.
It is hoped that additional resources will be available to strengthen the operations
of the DMCs since the problem the centres are addressing is part and parcel of
the climate system and will remain with us for a long time to come. Furthermore .
. the cost of maintaining the centres is negligible compared to the impact of
extreme climate conditions on the regional economy.
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TRACKING OF MONSOON DEPRESSIONS
Tracking of Depressions is done with the help of:i)

Conventional surface and upper air weather charts.

ii) Quantitative Precipitation Radars.
iii) Satellite imageries received through the Polar Orbiting Satellites
(NOAA 12, 14 & 15)

I)

WEATHER CHARTS
The Meteorological surface and upper air charts are regularly prepared at 3 hourly

interval during the flood season (15th June to 15th October) using data received from the
Meteorological network in the country. The data is also received by RTT from Delhi on
Global Transmission System (GTS) broadcast relayed via Karachi. Facimile analyzed Charts
(Surface, 500mb & 300 mb) are also received from Tashkent.

The tracking of the depression is started right from the Bay of Bengal ( or from
_ Arll.bi~__SJ!1!L~d iJ.s_Qosition j§__mark_~d daily on _weathe_£_charts. 11:~-p~obable movement~---
depending upon other meteorological conditions is reported daily in the flood bulletins.

The methodology adopted is based on the following:-

A)

STEERING WIND FORCE

This is a common practice adopted to forecast the probable movement of the
monsoon system. For this purpose. the surface and upper air weather charts of 850 h Pa, 300
hPa & 200 hPa are used. It is significant to note that the best level to identify the centre of a
monsoon depression is 850 hPa chart where the wind is almost friction free. The higher level
wind direction ( at 300 hPa & 200 hPa) right above the Centre of the monsoon low or
depression is considered to be as an indicator for the future movement of the monsoon system
provided it is free from the wind of the system itself. From the wind speed at upper level,
movement of the system in terms of distance is -also estimated wliiCli-may riotbe correct - - - - every time.
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Pakistan. The situation depends upon the location of the westerly wave, position
of the Jet stream, north and north east of upper catchments of rivers and also on
the position of Tibetan high. This is the situation for category-IT floods. Under
this situation floods first occur in river Chenab due to its peculiar topographic
features which provide the most favourable conditions for the orographic lifting
of the south west/south east monsoon currents. Ravi and Jhelum are affected next
in sequence, followed by river Sutlej. Relatively the late occurrence of the floods
in Sutlej is due to the flat and lengthy upper catchment of the Beas and Sutlej
rivers. In addition. a number of control structures in the form of barrages and
dams which exist across the two rivers in India significantly delay the arrival of
flood wave in Pakistan. Floods in Jhelum and Chenab may be significantly
greater than the category-! floods. Generally the flood peak at Mangla is limited
to below 5 lac cusecs but may reach 7 lac cusecs under an extreme condition.
The problem can be safely resolved by resorting to safe pre flood releases and
flood peaks at Trimmu- the down stream point (confluence of rivers Jhelum and
Chenab) can be averted by a sufficient margin of time.

C)-Tl:lltd- and the most critical situation is when the depression takes a- straight --northerly direction under the effect of a strong westerly wave present over
Afghanistan or over the North west Pakistan. From its position over Rajasthan. it
enters Pakistan along Lahore/Gujranwala divisions skipping the catchments of
Sutlej and Ravi to the east. The upper catchments of Chenab, Jhelum and Indus
rivers come under its direct influence. Extremely heavy rains may occur over
Mangla and/or Tarbela catchment under this situation depending upon the fmal
-position of the depression. Extremely heavy floods (category-Ill) may occur
under this condition. The Probable Maximum Flood(P.MF) is an extreme case of
category-Ill floods. Historical floods on record under this situation occurred in
the years 1928,1929 and 1992.

INDUS BASIN RIVER SYSTEM
_____ Before_describing_as_tn__how .lvlDs origil1ating_from

th~j:l~y__Qf_l3~ngal

_()r_f\.rabi<i!!_ Sea

ai"~

tracked, a brief description of the Indus river basin is given.
Indus basin encompasses five rivers. Indus is the main river of the system. while Jhelum,
Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej are its tributaries. Upper catchments of all the rivers are
mountainous with some of the highest peaks of the world located within the Indus catchment.
Annex-1.
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(B)

AXIS OF MONSOON TROUGH

The axis of monsoon trough which is extended usually from Pakistan to the Bay of
Bengal through Indian Punjab, Haryana, U.P. & Behar is also a general indicator of the trend
of the movement of a Monsoon Depression/Low unless it is affected by some other
approaching system such as the westerly waves, jet stream , the position of the Tibetan High
or the strong upper air divergence at 300 & 200 hPa levels.

(C)

POSITION OF WESTERLY WAVE. TIBETAN HIGH. UPPER LEVEL
DIVERGENCE & LOWER LEVEL CONVERGENCE & JET STREAM
Westerly waves, which are low pressure waves, belong to the family of extratropical

cyclones consisting of relatively cold airs. These are embedded in westerly flow of wind and
move from west to east. A jet stream is generally associated with the leading edge of these
waves alongwith an upper level divergence interconnected with the lower level convergence.

There is always cold, dry and heavy air in the rear of the line of discontinuity along
the axis of the westerly wave which serves as a barrier to the Monsoon lows/depressions
. moving towards wesLand this_effect alo11g with the inter-connected low levei convergence
-

----

-

and high level divergence tend the system to change its path towards north or northeast.

2.

SATELLITE CLOUD PICTURES:

The facility of getting satellite cloud pictures through the polar orbiting
Meteorological satellites (NOAA 12. 14 & 15) is available. About 4 to 6 very good pictures
covering our area are daily available.
Satellite imageries are used to:-

i)

Identify the position of Monsoon lows/depressions. The tilt of the system towards a
certain direction gives a clue to its probable movement.

ii) Identify the position and strength of westerly wave and its speed using previous pictures
and consequently its interaction with the monsoon Depression/Lows. The position of
westerly wave is very important in determining the-prc)bafile movemeiifoTdepressioris~--- An estimate of its interaction with the monsoon system can be made which is always

extremely helpful in tracking the system on qualitative basis.
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USE OF RADAR IN TRACKING OF MONSOON DEPRESSIONS/LOWS:

An S-Band (10-Cm) Doppler \Veather radar has recently been installed at Lahore and

a C-Band (5-Cm) is already installed at Sialkot some 130 Km north of Lahore. These radars
are very helpful in monitoring the movement of the approaching weather systems when they
come within the range of these radars. One 5-Cm radar is also available at Islamabad, the
capital of Pakistan. The present network is being augmented with two more 5-Cm Radars at
Rahim Yar Khan and Dera Ismail Khan which will become operational from the Flood
season of 1999 i.e. from June. 1999. The movement of a rain generating system into the
upper and lower catchments of rivers in Pakistan can be estimatedected by studying the
system in Doppler mode.
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Period: 01 to 10 January

Issue No. 6

Season: 1998199

Highlights
•

Heavy rainfall n;eeived over the southern half of Zambia

•

Continued widespread
the country.

•

Crops at vegetative and tasselling stages over most parts of
the country.

•

High rainfall deficits over the north eastern districts of Zambia •

. 1:

rainfall expected

over most parts of

Rainfall Departure Map: Below, Normal and Above Normal
Cumulative Rainfall (July 1 to January 10, 1999)

.~.···.·2~1iili~£~i£1·~~~~~~~

nnlCd by Multimcdi:a Zambia
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RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION

During the last dekad (21-31 December
1998) the ITCZ oscillated about the
southern parts of the · country. This
contributed to high rainfall to the south and
low rainfall to the north as evidenced by
the figures in the table on page 3.
Kafironda on the Coppe1 Jelt reported the
highiest of 141 mm, followed by Lusaka
City Airport and Mt MaklJIU with 137mm
each, Msekera 113mm, Kaser,npa 134mm,
K<~bwe 112mm Petauke 105mm and
Lusaka International Airport 94mm. To the
north Kasama recorded the highiest of
86mm with Mansa reporting the lowest of
4mm.
The seasonal rainfall performance so far
shows large magnitude of rainfall deficits in
Northern and northen districts of Eastern
provinces. Mumbwa District stands out as
the most surplus area of up to 49% above
norm-al. -Northern- -and -parts-of- Eastern
Provinces on the other hand are the most
deficit areas in order of 24% to 65% below
normal.
FURTHER OUTLOOK

The intertropical Convergence Zone which
is associated with the rainbelt will continue
to be active and oscillate about the central
parts of Zambia till the 15th of
January, 1999, then will move south.

heavy to disturb agricultural activities. The
main problem area is the northern district
of the country where very little rainfall has
been received. This has affected the
growth of the crops. The areas where
rainfall is normal to above normal and well
distributed, the crops mainly maize is
reported to be at vegetative and flowering
stages. Going by the forecast for the next
ten days, the situation will be very
conducive for the crops in most parts of
the country. Otherwise continued heavy
pours will worsen the situation in areas
where crops need some sunshine for better
development. Reduced rainfall will be mare
appropriate over the southern half where
some dry spells with clear skies will be
necessary. As at now time for planting has
almost run out especially the southern half
for crops like maize. lt is the right time for
to plant crops like beans and potatoes.

PESTS AND DISEASES

Black beetles were spoted in southern
province especially in Bweengwa areas of
Monze district. Leaf spots are attacking
beans in kabwe rural.

Data collection:

A. T. Muwaya
M. Bupe

Further outlook:

R. Mumbi

Forecast: Southern and Western Provinces
will be fairly cloudy with sunny periods
Data analysis:
F. A. Banda
from mid morning over many areas. Warm
A. T. Muwaya
afternoons with showers and
thunderstorms in few places, sunny periods
Desktop Publishing
F. A. Banda
by late mornings and early afternoon
showers and thunderstorms in many places
--continuing welrintol:ne eveningsfrom 1-sth----------------------------------Januc;\ry till the end of the forecast period.
Rest of Zambia will be cloudy with out
breaks of rains in many places.
AGROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Besides the widespread rainfall over most
parts of the country, it was not all that
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Dekadal Rainfall and Rain Days Summary
Issue No: 6
Season: 1998/99
Period: 01 - 10 January
Station

Observed

Normal

Rain Rain
Fall Days
mm

Rain
Fall
mm

~otals

Since 1 July 1998

Rain Rain Normal
Fall Days
Rain
Fall
mm
mm

Rainfall

De:rtur:

'
'

1

11

Solwezi Met

82

6

102

631

Zambezi Met

46

7

78

662

4

2

74

481

43

627

5

1

11

494

168

34

!I

468

12

3

11

11

Mansa Met

26

11
11

11 Mbala Met

67

5

70

320

11 Isoka Met

63

4

75

289

11 Kasama Met

86

7

88

312

Ndola Met

74

8

97

as

5

Kaoma Met

53

11 ICabwe Met

30

467

-147

-31 11

393

-104

-26 11

30

539

-227

11
-42 11

427

32

517

-90

so

~9t

42

420

5

72

511

41

443

68

15

112

5

95

565

28

456

109

24

11

11

11

-1'I Men
___ gu. Met
- 11

--

171

-17

11

4111

11

11

Mumbwa Met

69

7

65

426

35

286

139

49

11

Lusaka I Airport

94

5

70

513

25

350

162

46

11

11

Lusaka C Airport 13 7

8

73

472

25

373

98

26

11

11

Mount Makulu Agr 137

8

63

420

31

388

32

9

3

81

119

23

346

-226

113

5

96

357

30

406

-49

11
-12 11

84

4

84

305

28

404

-99

-24

77

434

27

382

52

14 11

65

384

28

391

-7

-2-11--

70

344

25

377

-34

11
11

11
11 Lundazi Met
11

~
-- -

Msekera Agromet

-65

11

11

Chipata Met

105
7
11 Petauke Met
-11-- --- ----------------------------Choma Met
82
5

I
11

a 11

Livingstone Met

32

4
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAMME

Monday, 18 January 1999
09.00- 10.00

Registration of participants and Opening Ceremony

10.00- 10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

The role and operation of ACMAD - Prof. B. Mohamed

11.30-12.30

The predictability of ENSO - B. Kirtman

12.30 - 14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.00

The activities of the Drought Monitoring Centre - Z. K. Atheru

15.00 - 16.00

Coupled model forecast systems- T. Pafmer

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.30

Use of empirical/statistical methods for climate prediction with application to
Africa - M. Jury

Tuesday, 19 January 1999

-

09.00- 10.00

A look at the IRI (International Research Institute for Climate Prediction)
climate forecast system: construction, validation, performance- N. Graham

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30- 11.30

JMA operational dynamical one-month forecast system - K Takano

11.30- 12.30

The state-of-the-art in ENSO forecasting: a comparison of various prediction
systems - B. Kirtman

12.30 - 14.00

Lunch

14.00- 15.00

Verification of Forecasts- M. Harrison

15.00 - 16.00

Probabilistic verification - T. Pa/mer

16.00- 16.30

Tea Break

16~3o-=--'f7 .30

- ----opmnarstrategies-fonorecast proauction---:-fvf:-F/a-rrisun-- --- ------------ - - -
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Wednesday, 20 January 1999
09.00 - 10.00

Tropical Atlantic and Indian Monsoon circulations and African climate
variability - M. Jury

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

Influence of Indian Summer Monsoon on ENSO - B. Kirlman

11.30-12.30

Space-time characteristics of the equatorial East African monsoons during
northern hemisphere spring - R. Okoo/a

12.30 -14.00

Lunch

14.00 - 15.00

The use of monsoon indicators in the seasonal prediction of East African
rainfall - L. Ogallo

15.00 - 16.00

On the relative roles of Indian Ocean SSTs on rainfall in eastern and
southern Africa - N. Graham

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.00

The response of Kenyan rainfall to fluctuations in surface weather
parameters and OLR in the tropics- W. Nyakwada

17.00-17.30

Reports from Activity Centres (Kuala Lumpur, Nairobi, New Delhi)

Thursday, 21 January 1999
09.00- 10.00

The year 2000 computer problem and its impact on weather forecasting
systems - R. S. Masika

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.00

Statistical seasonal climate prediction for Australia - K Puri (On behalf of D.
A. Jones)

11.00-12.00

Development of seasonal dynamical forecasts with the JMA global model K. Takano

12.00 - 13.00

Global and regional modelling of the short rains over East Africa - N. Graham

13.00-14.00

Lunch

_1A.00-= 15.00_______ AppUcation__Q_Lgrobabjlisti~_yerjficatio_!l__!q___medium range .and seasonal
timescale model integrations- T. Palmer
-------------------15.00-16.00

Value of forecasts- M. Harrison

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.30

Relating the contents of climate forecasts to real world risks - N. Graham
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Friday, 22 January 1999
09.00- 10.00

What way forward for ACMAD in African monsoon prediction/Forecasting -M.

S. Boulahya
10.00- 10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

Short presentations by participants

11.30- 12.30

Panel discussion

12.30

Closing Ceremony
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Local Organising Committee
Ayub S. Mwadali (Coordinator)
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.5678889
E-mail :
ayub.shaka@meteo.go.ke

Nyakwada William
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
william.nyakwada@lion.meteo.go.ke

Kahuha Samuel
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
samuel.kahuha@meteo.go.ke

Okoola Raphael
University of Nairobi
P.O. Box 30197
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.44220145
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
okoola@lion.meteo.go.ke

Maingi Nicholas
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAiROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
nicholas.maingi@meteo.go.ke

Resource Persons
Atheru Z. K.
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
atheru@meteo.go.ke
Ben Mohamed
Scientific Advisory Committe
ACMAD
·-NIAMEY------------ - - - - - ----Niger
Telephone: 227.723160
Fax:
227.723627
E-mail :
ben@acmad.ne

Graham N.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, A-024
University of California
LA JOLLA, CA 92093-0024
USA
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Harrison M.
Forecasting Research Meteorological Office
London Road
- -BRAGKNEbb,Berksl'lire-RG'12-2SZ---------- -- .- - United Kingdom
Telephone: 44.1344.856295
Fax:
44.1344.854026
E-mail :
mharrison@meto.gov.uk
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Jury Mark

Okoola Raphael

University of Zulu land Geography Department
KWADLANGEZWA 3886
South Africa
Telephone: 2735193911
Fax:
2735193420
E-mail :
mjury@pan.uzulu.ac.za

University of Nairobi
P.O. Box 30197
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.4422014/5
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
okoola@lion.meteo.go.ke

Kirtman B.

PalmerTim

Centre for Ocean-Land Atmosphere Studies
Research Scientist
4041 Power Mill Road, Suite 302
CALVERTON maryland 20705
USA
Telephone: 301.595.7000
Fax:
301.595.9793
KIRTMAN@COLA.IGES.ORG
E-mail :

ECMWF
Shinfiels Park
READING RG2 9AX
United Kingdom
Telephone: 44.118.9499600
Fax:
44.118.9869450
E-mail :
tim.palmer@ecmwf.int

Masika Richard

Puri K.

Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail:
richard.masika@meteo.go.ke

Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
G.P.O. Box 1289 K
MELBOURNE, Victoria 3001,
Australia
Telephone: 03.9669.4433
03.9669.4660
Fax:
k.puri@bom.gov.au
E-mail :

Nyakwada William

Takano Kiyoharu

Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
wiiliam.nyakwada@lion.meteo.go.ke

Japan Meteorological Agency
Climate Prediction Division
1-3-4 Otemachi, Chiyodah-ku
TOKYO 100
Japan
Telephone: 813.3212.8341 Ext.3155
Fax:
813.3211-2
E-mail:
k_takano@met.kishou.go.jp

Participants
Abdallah Nassor

Gasengayire Rose

Direction de la Meteorologia
BP 1254
TANANARIVE
Madagascar
Telephone: 261.20.22.402.41
Fax:
261.20.22.408.23
E-mail:
meteo@dts.mg

Meteorological Department
P.O. Box898
KIGALI
Rwanda
Telephone: 250.76572
Fax:
250.72971
E-mail :
mdidace@hotmail.com

Aura Stella

Lemma Melesse

Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
stella.aura@meteo.go.ke

National Meteorological Services Agency
P.O. Box 1090
ADDIS ABABA
Ethiopia
Telephone: 251.1.512299
Fax:
251.1.517066
E-mail :
nmsa@telecom.net.et
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Madan Bahadur Basnyat
Department of Hydrology and Meteorology
P.O. Box406
KATHMANDU
Nepal
Telephone: 977.1.255920/248808
Fax:
977.1.262348/473268
E-mail:
hydro@dhm.wlink.com.np

Nguyen Huu Hai
Service Hydrometeologique
4, Rue Dang thai Than
HANOI
Socialist Rep. of Vietnam
Telephone: 8448253343
Fax:
8448260779
E-mail:

Mahahabisa Mabafokeng
Lesotho Meteorological Services
P.O. Box 772
MASERU 100
Lesotho
Telephone: 0266.325057/41
Fax:
0266.350325/325057
Bulane@lesoff.co.za
E-mail :

Ochoto Sam
Department of Meteorology
P.O. Box 7025
KAMPALA
Uganda
Telephone: 041.251798
Fax:
041.251797
E-mail :
bapuuli@starcom.co.ug

Makwetula Lyford
Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30200
LUSAKA
Zambia
Telephone: 260.1.252728/2171100/251889
Fax:
260.1.251889
E-mail:
Mapande Am in
Directorate of Meteorology
P.O. Box 3056
OAR ES SALAAM
Tanzania
Telephone: 842370 or 844299
Fax:
255.51-844299
E-mail :
nmctz@lion.meteo.go.ke
Mussa Mustafa
Institute Nacional de Meteorologia
P.O. Box256
MAPUTO
Mozambique
-Telephune:-258:1:490064/490148
Fax:
258.1.491150
E-mail :
Mussa-m@hotmail

Ramiz Abdul Muhusin
· Department of Meteorology
Ghazee Building
MAHE
Republic of maldives
Telephone: 960.323084,323302
Fax:
960.320021 ,323084
E-mail
Rotich John
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880 Ext. 2033
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail:
rotich@meteo.go.ke
Samarasinghe Guvani Baladeva
Department of Meteorology
Bauddhaloka Mawatha
COLOMBO?
Sri Lanka
-"Felephene; 94-1~684038-- -· Fax:
941.698311, 691443
E-mail :
meteo@slt.lk
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J. Namu Ndwiga
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.822245/822100
Fax:
254.2.5678889
E-mail:

Sheikh Muhammad Munir
Pakistan Meteorological Department
National Flood Forecasting Bureau
46, Jail Road
LAHORE
Pakistan
Telephone: 92.42.7586479 or 7562874
Fax:
92.42.7587625
E-mail :
sheikh 41 @hotmail.com

Singh Dhanna
New Delhi Activity Centre
India Meteorological Department
Mausam Bhavan, Lodi Road
NEW DELHI110003
India
Telephone: 4631913(0) 4619844(R) 4643570(R)
Fax:
91 11 4626619
E-mail :
dhana@lmd.emet.in

Tu Qipu
Nanjing Institute of Meteorology
NANJING
China
Telephone: 0086.25.7791336
Fax:
0086.25.7010085
tuqipu@nimoz.njim.edu.cn
E-mail :

Siraj Sumilan
Jeddak MEPA
CFO
Saudi Arabia
Telephone: 6532197
Fax:
- 6530197

UAyeKoAye
Department of Hydrology and Meteorology
Kaba-Aye Pagoda Road
MAYANGON 11061
Myanmar
Telephone: 665669
95016659 or 665704
Fax: ·

Songkran Agsorn
Thai Meteorological Department
4353 Sukhumvit Road
Bangna BANGKOK
Thailand 10260

Wairoto J.G.
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail:
joshua.wairoto@meteo.go.ke

Tan Huvi Vein
Principal Meteorological Office
KL International Airport
64000 Sepang
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Malaysia
Telephone: 603.87872388
Fax:
603.87871019
E-mail :
thv@kjc.gov.my

WMO Secretariat

Z. Lei
World Meteorological Organization
7bis, Avenue de la Paix
Case Postale 2300
CH-1211 GENEVE 2
Telephone: 41.22.7308211
Fax:
41.22. 730 80 49
E-mail:
lei_z@gateway.wmo.ch
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WMO TROPICAL METEOROLOGY RESEARCH PROGRAMME (TMRP) REPORT SERIES

1.

National Research Work in Tropical Meteorology (18th report for 1979) (out of print)

2.

Technical Report on "Advance in Tropical Cyclone Research" (by Professor W .M.
Gray)
(out of print)

3.

Informal Meeting of Experts on Semi-Arid Zone Meteorology and Tropical Droughts
(Geneva, December 1980) (out of print)

4.

National Research Work in Tropical Meteorology (19th report for 1980)
(out of print)

5.

Informal Meeting of Experts on Tropical Disturbances and the Associated Rainfall
(New Delhi, December 1981) (out of print)

6.

Technical Report on "Tropical Droughts - Meteorological Aspects and Implications for
Agriculture" (Edited by Professor R.P. Pearce)

7.

Extended Abstracts of Papers presented at the MSJ/JMAIWMO/AMS Regional
Scientific Conference on Tropical Meteorology (Tsukuba, October 1982) (out of print)

8.

National Research Work in Tropical Meteorology (20th report for 1981) (out of print)

9.

Statistical Methods for Tropical Drought Analysis based on Rainfall Data (Prepared
by Drs. R.D. Stem and I.C. Dale) (out of print)

10.

Technical Consultation of Experts on the PRTM Project AZ3 Pilot Studies (Niamey,
October 1982) (out of print)

11.

National Research Work in Tropical Meteorology (21st Report of Activities in 1982)

12.

Technical Consultation of the Steering Committee on Tropical Limited-Area
Prediction Modelling (New Delhi, 12-13 December 1983)

13.

First Meeting of the Steering Committee for Long-term Asian Monsoon Studies (TMP
Project M2) (New Delhi, 14-16 December 1983)

-----1-4-.:- ----second-Session-of-the-GA-S-Werking-GrouJ}-cm--I"roJ}iGai-Meteerele§y-EGeneva,--9-to--- - - 13 April1984)
15.

Extended Abstracts presented at the Second WMO Symposium on Meteorological
Aspects of Tropical Droughts (Fortaleza, 24-28 September 1984) (out of print)

16.

Extended Abstracts of Papers presented at the WMO Regional Scientific Conference
on GATE, WAMEX and Tropical Meteorology in Africa (Dakar, 10-14 December
1984) (out of print)

17.

Report of the Second Meeting of the Steering Committee for Long-term Asian
Monsoon Studies (TMP Project M2) (Kuala Lumpur, 17-20 December 1984)

18.

Topic Chairman and Rapporteur Reports of the WMO/UNDP/OFDA International
Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (IWTC) (Bangkok, 25 November- 5 December
1985) (Vols. I, 11 and Ill)

19.

Lecture Notes for the WMO Regional Workshop on Asian Summer Monsoon (New
Delhi, 4-8 November 1985) (out of print)

20.

National Research Work in Tropical Meteorology (22nd Report of Activities in 1983)
(TD No. 90)

21.

Proceedings of the WMO International Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (IWTC)
(Bangkok, 25 November- 5 December 1985) (TD No. 83)

22.

Extended Abstracts of Papers presented at the WMO/AMS/UCS International
Workshop on Rain-Producing Systems in the Tropics and the Extra-Tropics (San
Jose, Costa Rica, 21-25 July 1986)

23.

Report of the Technical Consultation Meeting of the Steering Committee on Tropical
Limited-Area Weather Prediction Modelling (Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A., 28 to
29 July 1986)

24.

Report on the Implementation of Project AZ2 - Radiation Flux Studies in the Tropics
(scientific background, pilot studies and outline of long-term project)

25.

Collection of Papers Presented at the First WMO Regional Workshop on Asian
Summer Monsoon (New Delhi, 4-8 November 1985)

26.

A Documentation on Two Simple Tropical Models (by Kok-Seng Yap, Department of
Meteorology, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A.)

27.

Report of the Third Meeting of the Steering Committee on Tropical Limited-area
Weather Prediction Modelling (Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A., 22-23 June 1987}

28.
WAMEX-related Research and Tropical Meteorology in Africa (Dakar, Senegal, 10 to
- -- --------,ll-Decemoen98Zl)
29.

Report on the RA 11/RA I Seminar on Local Weather Systems Prediction for the Red
Sea Countries (Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 19-22 January 1986)

30.

Lecture Notes for the Second WMO/MOSTE Regional Workshop on Asian Winter
Monsoon (Kuala Lumpur, 27 June - 1 July 1988)

31.

Report of the CAS Working Group on Tropical Meteorology (Third Session, Geneva,
28 to 31 March 1988) (TO No. 240)

32.

Report of the Steering Committee for Project M2 WMO/CAS Long-term Project for
Asian/African Monsoon Studies (Third Meeting, Kuala Lumpur, 28-29 June 1988)

33.

Topic Chairman and Rapporteur Reports of the Second WMO International
Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (IWTC-11) (Manila, 27 November - 8 December 1989)
(TD No. 319)

34.
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The Economic Value of Seasonal Forecasts: an Analysis of
PROVOST data
T.N.Palmer and colleagues
ECMWF, Shinfield Park, Reading, RG2 9AX, UK

1

Introduction

Three basic objectives for PROVOST (PRedictions Of climate Variations on Seasonal Timescales)
were defined at the start of the project. They are:
• To quau-tify the predictability of the atmosphere on seasonal timescales using ensembles
of integrations of atmospheric models with specified seas surface temperature (SST),
initialised and verified using reanalysis data.
• To develop comprehensive coupled models of the oceans atmosphere and land surface. To
develop ocean data assimilation techniques to provide initial conditions for such coupled
models.
• To test the skill of coupled forecast systems through coordinated hindcast experimentation.
Progress on all three of these items are well advanced as a result of extensive collaboration
between European partners. An operational multi-model European seasonal forecast capability
is possible within the nex~ few years. Results show that such a system may have significant
economic value to potential users. The visibility of the seasonal forecast project has been
·enhanced by the dramatic 1997/98 El Niii.o event.

2

Coupled Forecasts of the 1997/98 El Niiio event

Seasonal predictability of the atmosphere arises to a great extent from its interaction with the
oceans. This interaction is exemplified by the El Niii.o/Southern Oscillation phenomenon. By
chance, nature provided the strongest El Niii.o event on record during the term of the PROVOST
project, and a number of PROVOST partners showed that coupled ocean-atmosphere models
were able to forecast the event, and its global impact, extremely well (Oberhuber et al, 1998;
Stockdale et al, 1998; Anderson and Davey, 1988). As an example, the seasonal forecast system
used at ECMWF comprises an atmosphere model developed at ECMvVF, an ocean model developed at MPI (Germany), and an ocean/atmosphere coupler developed by CERFACS (France).
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Each month an ensemble of about 30 6-month forecasts are run at ECMWF. The ensemble
can be used to generate probability forecasts of world-wide weather. For example, Fig 2 shows
forecasts of the probability of above or below average temperature based on the ECMWF and
the UKMO models. It is necessary to describe seasonal forecasts in this probabilistic way in
order to take into account the chaotic and therefore unpredictable component of atmospheric
variability (eg Palmer and Anderson, 1994). For example, in areas where the underlying SST
anomalies have little influence on the atmosphere, the probabilities in Fig 2 may not be significantly different from 50%.

3

Probability Forecasing and Decision Model Analysis

In assessing the skill of seasonal forecasts, probabilistic validation techniques must be used. As
a result, the 1997/98 forecasts shown above can only be validated in areas where the probability
of below or above average temperature was essentially 100/
The set of PROVOST data analysed in this study comprises 120-day 9-member ensemble
integrations from four different atmospheric global circulation models, run over 14 winter seasons from the period 1979-93 (using as atmospheric initial conditions, data from the ECMWF
15-year reanalysis). These four models are: the ECMWF IFS model, the UKMO Unified Model,
and the Meteo-France Arpege model at two different resolutions (T42 and T63). The models
have been integrated with prescribed observed SSTs.
Examples of probabilistic validation techniques are Brier scores, associated reliability diagrams, and the relative operating characteristic (Palmer et al, 1998). However, whilst these
scores give objective measures of meteorological skill, it is difficult to say whether a useful
level of skill has been achieved. This is not surprising; for some users, an ability to forecast
probabilities that are only marginally different from climatology may be very useful, for others,
such probabilities might be almost worthless.
In the remainder of this extended abstract, part of a more extensive paper (Palmer et al,
1998), the application of probabilistic output from uncoupled PROVOST ensembles is made
to an idealised decision model proposed by Katz and Murphy (1977). Effectively, utility is
expressed in terms of the economic value of the forecasts to the hypothetical user. This measure
of economic value is used to assess the skill of seasonal forecast data.
Consider a potential forecast user who is able to take some specific protective or precautionary action against the impact of some meteorological condition or 'event' E. In the seasonal
context, examples of E could be: the seasonal-mean rainfall is one standard deviation lower
than normal, or seasonal mean temperature is above average. If the user was from the agriculture sector, then possible action could be to plant drought-resistant crops as a precaution
against the occurrence of drought, or to spray for aphid growth as a precaution against the
occurrence of a mild winter.
Suppose we have available an ensemble of seasonal forecasts. For each member of the
ensemble, E is predicted to occur, or not to occur. The ensemble as a whole provides a forecast
probability p(E) of E, based on the fraction of ensemble members in which E occurs.
Suppose that the user's taking precautionary action against the occurrence of E incurs a
cost C irrespective of whether or not E occurs. (Crop spraying incurs a cost; planting droughtresistant crops may incur a cost because seed is more expensive, and possibly also because of
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reduced yield.) However, if E occurs and no precautionary action has been taken, then the user
incurs a loss L (Crops lost through aphid damage, or drought). The user wishes to maximise
economic return. By how much would the PROVOST data, if it were representative of realtime forecast information, have increased economic return? Conversely, how much could a
forecast provider charge for such information?
To determine this, we summarise results from a simple decision-model analysis. First
we need to determine probabilistic hit and false-alarm rates associated with E, given the
PROVOST ensemble data. This can be done as follows. Suppose we assume that E is forecast
to occur if the forecast probability exceeds some threshold, ie p > Pt (and is forecast not to
·occur if p < Pt)· By varying Pt we define the fraction of times H = H(pt) that E is forecast
and E occurs, and F = F(Pt), the fraction of times E is forecast and E does not occur.
On this basis, the user's expected mean expense (per unit loss) M(Pt), based on a decision
to take precautionary action if p > Pt can be shown to be

(1)
where o is the climatological frequency of E.
Given only o, it can be shown that the user should always take precautionary action if
CI L < o, and never take precautionary action if C I L > o. We now define the value V (Pt) of
forecast information to be a measure of the reduction in M(pt) over the mean expense using
climatological information only. V(pt) is then normalised by the value of a perfect deterministic
forecast. (Hence, for a forecast system which is no better than climate, V = 0; for a perfect
deterministic forecast system V = 1.) Again, it can be shown that

(2)
For a given user, ie for a given cost- loss ratio C I L, the optimal value for the user is given by
Vopt = max(V(pt)).

4

The Economic Value of PROVOST data

Here we study the value associated with two. very simple events: the 850hPa temperature
anomaly is below normal (E<o), and, the 850hPa temperature anomaly is below -1K (E<-1).
The hit and false alarm rates are evaluated using forecast output from all extratropical northern
hemisphere grid points.
In Fig 2, V(pt) and Vopt are shown for E< 0 , as a function of C I L, based on ECMWF
ensemble data only. The thin lines show the individual graphs V(Pt) for Pt = 0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.9.
For small Pt, the graph indicates positive value for users with CI L between about 0.2 and 0.5,
but no value for users with higher CI L. Conversely, for large Pt, V(pt) is positive for users
with CIL between about 0.5 and 0.8. The envelope function Vopt shows value for all users with
C I L between about 0.2 and 0.8. The ability of the ensemble forecast to provide this envelope
function Vopt illustrates the benefit of probabilistic forecasts over deterministic forecasts. The
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value of a deterministic forecast would be no better than that given by a single V(pt) curve; a
deterministic forecast has only one hit and false-alarm rate for given E.
It can be noted that Vopt peaks for users with C / L rv 0.5, which is the climatological
frequency of E<o· It can be noted that climatological information (which can only be used to
say whether the user should either always or never take precautionary action) is of no value to
users whose cost-loss ratio is close to the climatological frequency of E. In this sense it is not
surprising that the value of PROVOST data is largest for users whose cost/loss ratio C / L rv o.
Fig 3 shows Vopt for E<_ 1 for all the individual-model ensembles and for the multi-model
ensemble. It can be seen now that maximum value occurs for users with C / L rv 0.2, the
climatological frequency of E<_ 1 . It can also be seen that the value of the multi-model ensemble
data exceeds that of any of the individual models for most cost/loss ratios between 0 and .6.
Note that the scale of the ordinate axis is different in Figs 2 and 3. The value of forecasts of
the E<- 1 event is higher than that of the E<o event for C / L rv o.
To be more concrete about these results, suppose that a user with C j L rv 0.2 estimated that
(s)he could save 1 million dollars through precautionary action assuming a perfect deterministic
forecast of E<_ 1 were available. Then, on the basis of the PROVOST multi-model ensemble
data, about 300,000 dollars could actually be saved.
As shown in Fig 4, value is improved if one restricts to ENSO years. There is also value if
one restricts to Europe only. For E<_ 1 , maximum value for Europe is about 20% of maximum.
This is less than the average for all extratropical NH grid points, but is not negligible. The
impact of ENSO on value over Europe is mixed.

5

Discussion

Excellent progress has been made in seasonal prediction over the term of PROVOST. A number
of institutes have viable coupled-model systems from which forecasts have been made. On the
basis of results from uncoupled PROVOST integrations, the optimal seasonal forecast would
be a probability forecast based on a multi-model ensemble taken over all available models. The
next phase of research must be to generate and assess such multi-model coupled ensembles.
A second phase of research must take a more active account of the user of such forecasts. The
decision model analysis presented here shows a way in which the value of seasonal probability
forecasts can be quantified to users. Although we have only considered two rudimentary events
in this paper, the techniques can be readily adapted to more realistic requirements. Again, the
next ·phase of reasearch would be to apply the decision-model analysis to output from coupled
ocean-atmosphere multi- model ensembles.
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Figure Captions
1. a) Forecasts of the probability that 2m air temperature for December-February 1997-98
will be above or below average based on an ensemble of 30 coupled model forecasts from
the ECMWF system from October 1997. Deep blue indicate a high probability of cold
temperature, deep red indicate a high probability of warm temperature. Regions where
the probabilities are not significantly different from 50% are not shown. b) as a) but
for 850hPa temperature anomaly, and based on integrations of the UKMO model (from
Anderson and Davey, 1998).

2. V(pt) for Pt = 0.1, ... , 0.9, together with the optimal envelope value Vopt, for E<o· Extratropical northern hemisphere grid points.
3. Vopt for E<-l· Individual-model ensembles and multi-model ensembles. Extratropical
northern hemisphere grid points.
4. Vopt for E<-l· Multi-model ensemble. All years (dotted) and El Niiio years only (dashed).
a) all extratropical northern hemisphere grid points, b) European grid points.
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Atlantic and Indian Monsoons and African Climate Prediction
Mark R Jury
Geography Dept, Univ Zululand
6th WMO Monsoon Workshop Contribution

Introduction
The African climate system and the monsoon circulation systems over the adjacent Atlantic and
Indian Oceans are key elements of the global atmospheric circulation. The adequacy of rainfall is,
in many parts of Africa, dependent on prevailing patterns of sea surface temperature (SST),
atmospheric winds, the El Nine Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and climatic responses over the
Indian and Atlantic Oceans. Although research in the last decade tnathas begun to reveal the
extent of the SST influence on African precipitation, much remains to be understood about the
interaction between the African climate system and the surrounding ocean-atmosphere coupling
processes.
Seasonal rainfall predictions, which could improve decision making and benefit the local
population, require enhanced observing networks and greater scientific understanding of the
physical mechanisms at play. Africa's climate is governed indirectly by monsoon circulations that
extend across large parts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. In figure 1 the low level winds
corresponding to the seasonal maxima of the monsoon circulations are shown. In the November to
March season the NE monsoon sweeps across the west Indian Ocean delivering moisture to
Africa. In the June-August period the Indian SW monsoon draws moisture away from east Africa,
yet the Atlantic SW monsoon brings moisture across the Guinea coast of West Africa to feed
easterly waves as indicated in the mean specific humidity fields (figure 2). Hadley Cell overturning
plays a prominent role in the mean circulation. Upward motion is greatest over the Congo basin
and shifts according to solar angle (figure 3). Axes of upward motion from the continental source
extend southeastward during the DJF season to the Indian ITCZ, and westward to the Atlantic
ITCZ in JJA months. A vertical section through these monsoon circulations (figure 4) reveals lower
westerly I upper easterly flow. However over the Indian Ocean in the DJF season, the westerly flow
is 4 km deep and the upper easterlies are weak. Over the Atlantic in the JJA season the westerlies
are shallow (1 km) and the easterlies develop as two jets at 4 and 11 km. Both monsoon systems
are dependent on meridional thermal gradients and are modulated by large scale features such as
the El Nine-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
Warm events in the equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans are associated with climatic extremes
over much of Africa (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Janowiak, 1988; Rocha and Simmonds,
1996a; Shinoda and Kawamura, 1996). In addition, the tropical Atlantic Ocean often exhibits an
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fig 1 (upper left) illustrates lower level winds for monsoon peak periods, fig 2 (lower left) for low
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anti-phase response to ENSO as indicated by a principal component analysis of satellite SST
(figure 5) and OLR (figure 6), whose time scores are correlated and exhibit an ENSO character
(figure 7). Global ENSO events are seasonal (Meehl, 1988) and influence Africa mainly through the
upper atmosphere. A strengthening of upper westerly flow over the African hemisphere during
lndo-Pacific warm events (Fig. 8), results in a concomitant decline (increase) in moisture
confluence over southern (eastern) Africa (Hastenrath et al., 1993). Upper winds are closely tied to
Pacific SSTs, and may explain why the boreal summer rains of tropical northwest Africa tend to be
reduced in ENSO years.

ZONAL TROPICAL WIND ANOMALY
vs PACIFIC NIN03 SST (1968-1994)

2

-2

78

YEAA82

ftg 5 PC pattern exibiting ENSO dipole feature for SST (top) and OLR (fig 6, mid). fig 7 (lower left)
is time score for fig 1,2 where OLR is bold; fig 8 (lower right) compares 200 hPa winds over the
tropical Atlantic with Pacific Nino3 SST anomalies.
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Influence of Indian monsoon
A warmer tropical Indian Ocean is frequently associated with dry (wet) conditions over southern
(eastern) Africa and is itself part of the global ENSO teleconnection (Cadet, 1985; Meehl, 1993;
Jury and Pathack, 1993; Mason, 1995). During El Nitio conditions, the central Indian Ocean
experiences changes in wind stress (Hastenrath et al., 1993; Latif et al., 1994) and a deepening of
the thermocline (McCreary et al., 1993; Tourre and White, 1997). Observational evidence shows
that strengthening of convection and latent heat release over the warmer oceanic areas occurs at
the expense of convergence over Africa (Jury, 1992). A warmer Indian Ocean is associated with an
increased frequency of tropical cyclones (Jury, 1993) and strengthened equatorial westerlies
(Rocha and Simmonds, 1996a). During the onset phase of a warm El Nino, the SW monsoon is
weakened, Indian rainfall is typically diminished, and the subsequent NE monsoon is strengthened.
Evaporation and wind vorticity are mechanisms which play important roles in the coupling process.
These operate sympathetically and act to broaden the regime of ENSO influence away from the
equator, making the Indian Ocean rather unique.
GCM modelling has been used to :investigate interactions between global ENSO signals and
tropical Atlantic and Indian Ocean coupled processes which generate sub-Saharan climate
anomalies (Folland et al., 1991; Janicot et al., 1996, Carton and Huang, 1994). Modelling studies
testing the atmospheric sensitivity to imposed SST confirm that moisture convergence and
simulated rainfall south of the Congo basin is reduced during Indian Ocean warm events (Mason et
al., 1994; Rocha and Simmonds, 1996b, Jury et al1996).
Atlantic monsoon influences
Coupled ocean-atmosphere variations in the tropical Atlantic have been identified which bear some
resemblance to Pacific El Nitio events (Weare, 1977; Tourre et al., 1985, Nicholson and Entekhabi,
1987; Servain, 1991; Zebiak, 1993; Huang et al., 1995; Tourre et al., 1997). The Atlantic also
exhibits a dipole-like feature which modulates the northward penetration of the monsoon and the
latitudinal position of the ITCZ and its overlying African easterly jet. Hence Atlantic SST variability
affects rainfall over
tropical northwest Africa (Lamb, 1978; Folland et al., 1986; Lough, 1986;
Lamb et al., 1986; Palmer et al., 1986; Parker et al., 1988; Janicot, 1992; Ward, 1997) and further
south over Angola, Zambia, etc (Jury 1997). Regional moisture fluxes are modified through tropical
temperature and pressure gradients (Hirst and Hastenrath, 1983; D'Abreton and Lindesay, 1993).
An atmospheric numerical model simulation forced with a composite tropical SE Atlantic warm
event (Rautenbach and Jury, 1997) has provided some support for an Atlantic influence on Africa
climate. February-April rainfall in the simulation was reduced over east Africa, coincident with
'
enhanced tropical easterly flows. An improved observational network, including subsurface data
across the adjacent tropical oceans, is required to further develop this research. Such data would
help define the relevant monsoon teleconnection processes and support the science necessary to
underpin a predictive capability for African and Asian climate.
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Predictability Applications
To take the step from understanding to prediction, a number of practical intermediate
actions are needed (Mason et al 1996). Firstly it is recommended that rainfall station data over
relatively large (3 x 3 degree) but climatically homogeneous areas be averaged to create 'target'
time series. Some statistical guidance is required to optimise the grouping, by considering
seasonality and common inter-annual variations via cluster analysis. Targets which integrate the
effects of climate, such as national maize yield, large river catchment inflows, maximum
temperature, etc may also be considered, where quality data are available. Rainfall indices are
constructed for multiple months or seasons based on user requirements for prediction and the
need to reduce unpredictable intraseasonal'noise'. Generally three month totals (eg. DJF, JJA) are
considered.
A long history of research is needed to define the predictors. These can be done using field
variables (eg SST) independently or in conjunction with the target data using cannonical correlation
analysis or similar techniques. For example a target rainfall index can be used as a reference to
construct a correlation map with global SST anomalies at various lead times of -3 and -6 months
(Jury et al 1994, Jury 1996). Predictor variables can include: SST prinicipal component time
scores; the southern oscillation index (SOl); quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO); wind anomalies; and
surface pressure and convective estimates in key areas with large dimension (15 x 15 degrees)
over the surrounding monsoon regions.
Multivariate regression equations may be formulated by forward step-wise insertion of
candidate predictors within a standard software package, up to a maximum of three to prevent
artificial skill. Models should achieve a hindcast fit~> 50% for a training period of 30 years. Crossvalidation should be done to check the model skill using a tercile category scheme, comparing hits
and misses. Predictability contributed from the global ENSO and ocean-atmosphere coupling in the
Indian Ocean is seasonally dependent. Hence, historically-based forecast models using predictors
prior to July may yield weak results.
Successful uptake of long-range forecasts requires interaction with user groups and their
feedback. The reliability of the forecast is the highest priority. Miss rates exceeding one-in-four
years are of reduced value, because mitigating actions during a 'bad' year can be twice as costly
as potential agricultural profits during a 'good' year. Recent MonteCarlo tests suggest that the total
number of candidate predictors should be less than half the training period. Continual refinement
and reduction of predictors using combined analyses etc will ensure a long future for statistical
modelling applications in Africa and Asia, even though coupled numerical modelling is already
proving operationally useful.
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JMA Operational Dynamical One-month Forecast System

Kiyoharu Takano
Climate Prediction Division
Japan Meteorological Agency
1. Introduction
The JMA has issued a one-month forecast once a week using dynamical ensemble
forecast. The forecaster uses not only direct output of dynamical forecast but objective
forecast derived statistically from dynamical ensemble forecast. Here we introduce
operational forecast and show the skill of the forecast.

2. Operational one-month forecast
The JMA issues a one-month forecast every Friday with a lead-time of one day. For onemonth forecast, we divide Japan into seven forecast areas. The forecast elements are area
mean temperature anomaly, precipitation amount ratio and sun-shine duration ratio
compared with normal. Individual forecast is expressed by three categories i.e. below
normal, normal, and above normal which are of top 30%., middle 40%, and bottom 30%
in the 1961-1990 historical data. Forecasts are issued in deterministic or probabilistic form.
The forecast consists of 28-day mean forecasts, 7-day mean forecasts for the first and
second week and 14-day mean forecasts for from third to fourth weeks. The list of
forecasts is shown in table 1.

Temperature
0
0
0

precipitation amount
x
x
x

sun-shine duration
x
x
x

on•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooooooo•OoOonooooooooooooooouoooooooo•••••••••--••••oo•••••••••••••••""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""uooo

1st week
2nd week
3-41h week
Month

@

@

@
~~-

Table 1 Kinds offorecast elements

©: Probabilistic Forecast 0: Deterministic Forecast

X

:Not Issued

3. The dynamical one-month forecast system
For these issues, a dynamical ensemble forecast system has been used. The model used in
this operational forecast is T63, 30-level version of the JMA NWP model (GSM9603)
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with Arakawa-Schubert cumulus scheme. The sea surface temperature anomalies are fixed
to the initial value during time integration. Using this model, 5-member forecasts based on
singular-vector method (Mureau et al. 1993) are carried out every Wednesday and
Thursday starting from analyses of respective days and then 10 forecasts are prepared for
an ensemble forecast.
4. The objective forecast
As post-processing products of this system, some kinds of maps are produced. Ensemble
mean 500hPa height and anomaly maps, spread distribution maps and time-series graphs
of 850hPa temperature anomalies over Japan are directly produced from model output.
The objective surface temperature, precipitation and sunshine duration forecasts over
Japan are produced by multiple regression equation from model output. The perfect
prognosis method (PPM) which is commonly used in short-range forecast is adopted.
For the objective probabilistic forecast, the probabilities are directly calculated from
frequency distribution of deterministic objective forecasts from individual ensemble
member. However, since our ensemble size is not so large (10), we use another kind of
objective probabilistic forecast. The probability of above normal and below normal is
calculated directly from each ensemble member. The regression equation to calculate
probability can be produced by making predictand binary(1,0). Taking ensemble gets the
objective probabilistic forecast mean of individual probability forecasts.
5. The Forecast Skill of dynamical forecast
5-1

28-day mean SOOhPa geopotential height over the northern hemisphere

Fig. 1 is the time-series of 28-day mean 500hPa geopotential height forecast anomaly
correlation coefficient (ACC) over the northern hemisphere with a 1-day lead. The average
ACC is about 0.5. The forecast skills in spring and winter are better than in summer and
autumn. The tendency of seasonal variation of the forecast skill is the same as that of our
off-line experiments and that of ECMWF seasonal forecast experiments (Brancovic and
Palmer 1998), although the skill of autumn is lower than that of our off line experiment.
5-2

Forecast in Japan

(a) Deterministic forecast
Fig.2 shows the skill of monthly mean forecast. In this figure, the category of maximum
probability is considered as deterministic forecast. All forecasts are better than the
climatorogical forecasts and temperature forecast is the best improvement from
climatorogical forecast in three.
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Figure 1 Time series of the Northern Hemisphere 4week mean (day2-29) 500hPa ensemble mean anomaly correlation.
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(b) Probabilistic forecast.
Fig.3 shows the reliability diagram of probabilistic monthly mean forecast. This figure
shows all issued and objective probabilistic forecasts have good reliability although those
of precipitation and sunshine durations are worse than the temperature.
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5-3 Tropical Atmospheric fields

The forecast skills of monthly mean tropical atmospheric fields are low. Figure 4 shows a
time series of forecast skill of the 4 week mean stream function and velocity potential at
200hPa in the tropics. When intra-seasonal oscillation is active, the forecast skills are
better than those of the persistent forecasts. However, in general, the forecast skills are
almost the same level with those of persistent forecast and worse during mature stage of
ENSO warm-episode (from autumn 1997 to 1998) when the persistent forecast has
extremely high skill.
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Figure 4 Time series of the tropical (20N-208) 4-week mean 200hPa stream function
and velocity potential anomaly correlation.

An important subject of one-month forecast in tropics is the Madden-Julian (MJ)

oscillation. Fig. 5 shows the pattern correlation between forecast and analysis of 200hPa
velocity potential at the equator. The average forecast skills are slightly better than those
of persistent forecast. However, generally speaking, the forecast skill of the MJ-oscillation
is not enough.
Under the present status, the forecast skills in the tropics are not sufficient. The tropical
forecast is important not only for tropics itself but also extra-tropics because the effect of
tropics propagates to extra-tropics. In particular, summer climate in Japan is strongly
influenced by Asian Monsoon. Then model improvement focussing on tropical forecast is
important.
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PATTERN CORRELATION OF THE INTRASEASONAL
OSCILLATION AT THE EQUATOR (ANOMALY WN-1)
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Figure 5 Verification of the M-J oscillation forecast. (Pattern correlation in time-longitude
section of wave number 1 component of the 200hPa velocity potential anomaly at the
equator). The forecast period is 28 day.

6

Conclusion
We briefly introduced our dynamical one-month forecast system. Our system can provide
useful information, although there is room for improvement. Our dynamical one-month
forecast system will be upgraded in 2001. In new system, the dynamical one-month
forecast system will be integrated with dynamical medium range forecast system into an
extended-range forecast system. The horizontal model resolution will increase to T106
from T63 and ensemble size will increase to 30 from 10. Of course, model improvements
will be done to improve forecast skill especially in tropics. In addition, we have a plan to
provide our products to other countries.
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The State-of-the-Art in ENSO Forecasting: A Comparison of Various Prediction Systems
Ben P. Kirtman
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies, Calverton MD
1. Introduction
An understanding of seasonal to
interannual climate variability and its
consequences in some regions of the globe has
been one of the major accomplishments of the
Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere (TOGA)
program and has constituted one of the most
significant achievements of climate research. This
breakthrough results from the recognition that the
Earth's climate is a coupled system involving the
global atmosphere, the world oceans, and the land
surface biosphere, and, most importantly, the
interactions among these components of the
climate system. The most well known of these
interactions is El Nifio and the Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), and it offers the greatest
potential for seasonal to interannual climate
predictions for societal benefit.
The TOGA program encouraged the
development of several dynamical and statistical
ENSO prediction systems. The forecast skill of
these prediction systems in retrospective
forecasting during the 1980s was described in
Barnston et al. (1994). While Barnston et al.
( 1994) acknowledged that comprehensive
dynamical models have the greatest potential for
producing ENSO forecasts of societal benefit,
they found that the statistically based forecasts
performed about as well as the dynamically based
forecasts.
Following the TOGA program has been
the Climate Variability and Predictability
(CLIVAR) program. One ofthe main objectives
of CLIVAR is to extend the range and accuracy of
seasonal to interannual climate prediction through
the development of global coupled predictive
models (WMO, 1995). In other words, one ofthe
goals of CLIVAR is to realize the potential of
comprehensive global coupled models in
predicting seasonal to interannual climate
variations. This is the same potential that Barnston
et al. ( 1994) noted, but they argued had not been
achieved. The main focus of this paper is to

describe the current status of the ENSO prediction
models. Objective tests to distinguish the behavior
ofthe various models is presented.
In order to begin to address the above
objective, The CLIV AR-Numerical
Experimentation Group (NEG) has recommended
that an ENSO prediction comparison study be
made. In this comparison project, various
statistical and dynamical hindcasts of the NIN03
index (area averaged SSTA 150°-90°W, 5°S-5°N)
produced by research groups and operational
centers have been collected. In this report, these
hindcasts are compared to each other and to the
observational data in a uniform manner. Most of
these groups continue to issue their forecasts in
real time through the Experimental Long Lead
Forecast Bulletin (http://www .iges.org/ellfb), and
their performance during the 1997-98 El Nifio and
the 1998 La Nifia onset is described in Barnston et
al. (1998).

2. Results
The basic findings of this comparison
project are:
(i) both statistical and dynamical models
produce useful tropical SSTA forecasts
for the peak phase of ENSO up to two
seasons in advance.

(ii) A consensus forecast (i.e. an
ensemble across prediction systems) is
remarkably skillful, whereas an
ensemble of realizations of a single
prediction system improves the skill only
marginally.
(iii) The periods of retrospective
forecasting are too short in terms of
distinguishing between the skill scores of
the various prediction systems.
(iv) Models predict the sign of extreme
events well, but too often predict warm
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or cold events when the observations call
for normal conditions.
(v) The dynamic models and the
observations indicate that there are
growing "modes" as a function of lead
time, whereas the statistical models only
have damped modes.
(vi) Consistency among forecasts
initialized one month apart is not a good
a priori measure offorecast skill.
Table 1 lists the various predictions
systems used in this comparison and table 2
provides the forecast skill estimates.
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Table 1: The prediction systems.
Model Name

Reference

Type of Model

Number of Cases

COLA

Kirtman et al. (1997)

Sophisticated
CoupledGCM

180 Forecast
Initialized each
month of 1965, 66,
70, 72, 73, 74, 75,82,
83,84,86,87,88,89,
91

NCEP

Ji et al. (1994a)

Sophisticated
CoupledGCM

192 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of 1981-96

LDE01

Zebiak and Cane
(1987)

Simple Coupled
Model

288 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of 1970-93

LDE02

Chen et al. (1995)

Simple Coupled
Model

288 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of 1970-93

SIO

Bamett et al. (1993)

Statistical
Atmosphere coupled
toOGCM

180 Forecasts
Initialized each
month 1979-93

uox

Balmaseda et al.
(1994)

Statistical
Atmosphere coupled
to 2layer ocean
model

312 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of 1970-95

LIM

Penland and
Magorian (1993)

Linear Inverse Model

323 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of Feb. 1965Nov. 1991

NNM

Tangang et al. (1997)

NeuralNetvvork
Model

396 Forecasts
Initialized each
month of 1963-95
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Table 2: Six, nine and twelve month correlation coefficients for all the forecasts submitted from
each prediction system. The 99% confidence interval is shown in bold.
Forecast System

6Month CC

9MonthCC

12MonthCC

Consensus

0.774± 0.07

0.673 ± 0.09

0.628 ± 0.10

LDEOJ

0.591 ± 0.11

0.521 ± 0.12

0.461 ± 0.13

LDE02

0.737 ± 0.08

0.634 ± 0.10

0.608 ± 0.11

uox

0.714 ± 0.08

0.560 ± 0.11

0.456 ± 0.13

SIO

0.575 ± 0.15

0.611 ± 0.14

0.589 ± 0.15

COLA

0.702 ± 0.11

0.671 ± 0.12

0.564 ± 0.15

NCEP

0.752 ± 0.09

0.664 ± 0.12

0.497 ± 0.16

LIM

0.691 ± 0.09

0.570 ± 0.11

0.409 ± 0.13

NNM

0.686 ± 0.08

0.487 ± 0.11

0.278 ± 0.13
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ABSTRACT
A simple coupled model is used to examine decadal variation:-. in El :-<iiio-Southern Oscillation ( E"'SO)
prediction skill and predictability. Without any external forcing. the coupled Jr. _.Jel produces regular ENSO-like .
variability with a 5-yr period. Superimposed on the 5-yr osd llation i' a relatively weak decadal amplitude
modulation with " 20-yr ·period. External uncoupled atmospheric .. weather noise .. that is determined from
observations is inu·oduced into the coupled model. Including the weather noise leads to irregularity in the ENSO
events. shifts the dominant period to ..J. yr. and amplifies the -~~cadal signal. The decadal signal results without
any external prescribed changes to the mean climate of the model.
Using the coupled simulation with weather no:se as initial conditions and for verification. a iarge ensemble
of prediction experiments were made. The fore-cru;t skill_ and predictability were (.>.amined and shown to have
a strong decadal dependence. During decades when"the amplitude of the interannual variability is large. the
forecast skill is relatively high and the limit of predictability is relatively long. Conversely. during decades when
the amplitude of the interannuul variability is low. the forecast skill is relatively low and the limit of predictability
is relatively short. During decades when the predictability is high. the delayed oscillator mechanism drives the
sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA). and during decades when the predictability i:-. low. the atmospheric
noise strongly influences the SSTA. Additional experiments indicate that the relative effectiveness of the delayed
oscillator mechanism versus the external noise forcing in determining interannual SSTA variability is strongly
influenced by much slower timescale (decadal) variations in the state of the coupled model.

1. Introduction
As a result of the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
program, experimental and operational El NifioSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) predictions are regularly
made that have demonstrated a degree of accuracy in
forecasting tropical Pacific sea surface temperature
anomalies (SSTA) under certain circumstances [e.g .. Zebiak and Cane ( 1987): Barnett et al. ( 1993 ): Kleeman
(1993); Ji et al. (1994); Chen et al. (1995); Ji et al.
(! 996 ): Kirtman et al. (1997): Kirtman and Zebiak
(\ 997 ): see Latif et al. (! 998) for a review of ENSO
prediction studies]. However. the wide variety of techniques being used for prediction [e.g .. the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Experimental
Long Lead Forecast Bulletin]. the seasonality in forecast
skill (e.g .. Zebiak and Cane 1987). and the decadal vari-

Correspo11ding aulhor culdre.\.1.' Dr. Ben P. Kirtman. Center t(>r
Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studie:-.. lihtitutc of Global Environment
and Society . ..\0-J.I Powdermill Road. Suite 302. Calverton. MD
20705-3106.
E-mai 1: kirtman @cola.ige,_org
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ations in forecast skill (e.g .. Balmaseda et al. 1995) are
evidence of the fact that. despite our current level of
understanding. much is to be learned concerning the
limits of ENSO predictability.
While many of the ENSO prediction systems referenced above are substantially different in their formulation and sophistication. they uniformly have low forecast skill in the 1990s compared to previous decades.
For e;,ample. Ji et al. ( 1996) found. using a state-ofthe-art coupled general circulation model. that the
ENSO forecast skill during 1982-92 was considerably
higher than during 1990-95. Similarly. even with an
improved iuitialization strategy (Chen et al. 1995), the
Zebiak and Cane (! 987) model has lower skill during
the 1990s. Similar decadal variability in forecast skill
has also been detected in the Kirtman et al. (1997) prediction system and by Balmaseda et al. (1995) in their
hybrid coupled model.
The contrast in prediction skill between the 1980s
and the early 1990s is quite clear. What remains unclear
is whether this contrast was a statistical fluke or whether
there was some fundamental change in the coupled
ENSO system. The results presented here indicate that

relatively slow timescale changes in the coupled system
are responsible for this contrast in prediction skill. Understanding the mechanims for the contrast in prediction
skill allows for considerable optimism in terms of ENSO
prediction. Given this understanding. it may be possible
to a priori predict whether the coupled system is in a
relatively predictable or unpredictable regime.
There is considerable mounting observational evidence that decadal variations of ENSO are part of the
natural variability of the tropical Pacific. For example.
Wang ( 1995) found interdecada1 changes in the mean
background state between the warm events prior to the
late 1970s and after the late 1970s. In 1977. the tropical
Pacific experienced an abrupt warming, which, in turn.
affected the onset of the warms events. Before 1977.
the warming along the South American coast led the
warming in the central Pacific. whereas after 1977 the
warm events first appeared in. the central Pacific. Zhang
et al. (I 997) also found similar decadal variations in
SST during the period 1903-93. Torrence arrd Webster
(1996) applied a 15-yr running variance to SSTA data.
and found that the frequency and amplitude of ENSO
events change on interdecadal tLmescales, with low variability during midcentury and high variance at the beginning and the end of the twentieth century. Persisten<:;e
SSTA forecasts were also found to be more skillful during decades when the variance was relatively large.
The mechanism for these decadal variations in ENSO
variability is not well understood. Trenberth and Hoar
( 1997) have suggested that the prevailing warm conditions during the I 990s is unique when compared with
the remainder of the historical record. and is a result of
anthropogenic global warming. Gu and Philander
( 1997), on the other hand, argue that these decadal variations are part of the natural variability and should be
expected. Gu and Philander ( 1997) suggest a mechanism
by which the tropical and extratropical oceans interact
to produce decadal variations in the mean thermocline
structure of the tropical Pacific.
The Gu and Philander ( 1997) mechanism works as
follows. Suppose the tropical Pacific is relatively warm.
The extratropical atmospheric response to this warming
is an increase in the surface westerlies. The increased
westerlies cool the surface of the extratropical ocean
through an increased latent heat flux. The relatively cool
extratropical surface water is subducted and arrives in
the tropical thermocline approximately 12 years later,
reversing the warming and initiating a relatively cool
period. As the Tropics cool. the extratropical westerlies
weaken, warming the surface water and ultimately producing a relatively warm tropical thermocline approximately 12 years later. This mechanism results in a repeating decada1 cycle where the period is determined
by the time it takes the subducted extratropical water
to arrive in the tropical thermocline. It is not known
how this mechanism would affect ENSO prediction and
predictability.
Understanding how decadal variations in the tropical

-

Pacific affect ENSO prediction and predictability is
complicated by the fact that there is no clear understanding of the mechanisms that lead to its irregularity
and ultimately the loss of predictability. While the basic
mechanism that drives ENSO. the so-called delayed oscillator (Suarez and Schopf I988: Battisti and Hirst
I 989). is well established. cm~-:.!nt thinking suggests two
possibilities for the irregularity of ENSO: I) deterministic chaos within the nonlinear dynamics of the coupled
system (Munnich et al. 1991; Jin et al. 1994; Tziperman
et al. 1994: Chang et al. 1994: Chang et al. 1995), and
2) uncoupled atmospheric "noise" on monthly or seasonal mean timescales (Battisti 1989: Kleeman and
Power 1994; Blanke et al. 1997; Eckert and Latif 1997;
Kleeman and Moore 1997).
.
With respect to the first mechanism. Tziperman et al.
(1994) and Jin et al. (1994) argue that nonlinear interactions between the ENSO mode and the ammal. cycle
·leads to chaotic interannual variability. Both these studies noted a tnmsition by the quasi-periodicity route to
chaos that is often found in periodically forced nonlinear
systems. With the Jin et al. (1994) model. the parameter
space corresponding to periodic regimes is considerably
lCJrger than chaotic regimes (see Fig. 6, Jin et al. I 996).
Nee1in et al. ( 1998) point out that this suggests that there
is a greater likelihood that the irregularity of ENSO is
due external uncoupled atmospheric noise as opposed
to internal nonlinear dynamics.
Kleeman and Power ( 1994) used observed wind stress
data to incorporate noise into their coupled model and
found that it strongly limits the prediction skill. Eckert
and Latif ( 1997) used similar techniques in a more sophisticated coupled model. Blanke et al. ( 1997) applied
a different technique to isolate the noise forcing. They
used their empirical atmospheric component model
forced with observed SSTA to define a wind stress
anomaly that is linearly related to the SSTA. By subtracting this wind stress anomaly from the observed
wind stress anomaly they obtain an estimate for the
noise component of the wind stress forcing.
In this paper we examine how atmospheric noise
alone in a simple coupled model without deterministic
chaotic behavior can lead to decadal variability in ENSO
predictability and prediction skill. The focus of the predictability and prediction experiments presented here is
to demonstrate how uncoupled atmospheric noise can
lead to decadal variations in the character of ENSO. The
coupled model used in the simulation and predictability
experiments here is described in detail by Kirtman
( 1997). The model consists of a statistical atmosphere
coupled to the Zebiak and Cane (1986) ocean model.
and. in an extended integration without uncoupled atmospheric noise. the model produces a regular 5-yr oscillation. On the other hand. when uncoupled atmospheric noise is included in the simulation. the spectral
density becomes red and the dominant oscillation period
shifts to approximately 48 months much like the observed spectral density. The simulation with atmospher-
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ic noise produces decades where the interannual variability is strong and regular and decades where the vari- ·
ability is weak and highly irregular.
A series of idealized prediction and predictability experiments indicate that the forecast skill has a strong
decadal dependence without any prescribed changes in
the mean Climate. We have not externally modified the
mean state of the coupled model to produce this decadal
dependence. In some decades. the NIN03 (SSTA averaged over 5°S-5°N, 150°-90°W) correlation coefficient remains above 0.6 for lead times of up to 15
months, whereas in other decades the correlation drops
below 0.6 after only 5 months. It is not surprising 'that
during decades when the interannual variability is regular the predictability is t~gh and during decades when
the interannual variability is irregular the predictability
is low. Prediction experiments using the delayed oscillator equation directly indkate that, during the predictable decades, the SSTA variability can be described as
being in the delayed oscillator regime. Conversely, during the unpredictable decades, the delayed oscillator
mechanism does not dominate and the SSTA variability
is driven by the noise.
A series of coupled model experiments demonstrate
that the relatively slow timescale (decadal) variability
in the mean state of the coupled model determines
whether the delayed oscillator mechanism or the noise
forcing dominates the interannual SSTA variability. For
example, during the predictable decades, the decadal
mean anomaly is characterized by westerly wind stress
anomalies and warm SSTA. When this mean state is
prescribed in the coupled model without noise, regular
ENSO oscillations that are consistent with delayed oscillator physics are maintained. The unpredictable decades, however, are characterized by mean easterly wind
stress anomalies and cold SSTA. Once this later mean
state is prescribed in the coupled model without noise,
there are no ENSO oscillations implying that, when
noise is included, the SSTA is more susceptible to being
driven by the noise forcing. This result is confirmed by
repeating these prescribed mean simulations with uncoupled noise forcing.
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows.
Section 2 describes the model and the response to the
external uncoupled noise forcing. The predictability and
prediction experiments are described in section 3, and
section 4 presents results from coupled model simulations that isolate the effects of decadal variations of the
mean and the uncoupled noise forcing. Finally, section
5 has the concluding remarks.

described by linear reduced gravity equations of motion
that simulate thermocline depth anomalies and depthaveraged baroclinic currents. A shallow frictional layer
of CO!!Stant depth (50 m) is added to the top of the model
to simulate the surface intensification of wind-driven.
currents. The equation governing the SST includes the
effects of horizontal and vertical advection of temperature by both mean and anomalous currents. The annual
cycle is included in the model by prescribed mean current, mean temperature. and ·'!lean upwelling. The SST
equation also includes an anomalous surface heat flux
that acts to damp the SSTA to zero. An annual mean
thermocline depth that is only a function of longitude
is prescribed.
The atmospheric component is modeled as ~ollows:
T.,

= a(x.

y)NIN03,

T..,

:;=

{3(x, y)NIN03,

-wht:re NIN03 is the SSTA in· the coupled model averaged over the so-called NIN03 region J5°S-5°N,
150°-90°W). and T., and T,. are the zonal and meridional
wind stress anomaly, respectively. The structure functions a and {3 were determined by linearly regression
ofthr, observed time series ofNIN03 SSTA from 196494 onto the Florida State Uni··?ersity (FSU) analyzed
pseudostress (Golden•·.erg and O'Brien 1981 ). The FSU
wind stress data was also detrended. As with the Zebiak
and Cane (1987) ocean model, the FSU pseudostress is
converted into a wind stress by assuming a constant
drag coefficient of 2 X I0- 2 and a constant air density
of 1 kg m- 3 • The behavior of this coupled model in
extended integrations is documented in Kirtman (1997)
and produces regular ENSO oscillations with a welldefined spectral peak at 5 yr.

2. The coupled model
In these experiments, we use a coupled ocean-atmosphere model that consists of a very simple statistical
atmosphere coupled to the ocean model used in the Zebiak and Cane ( 1987) coupled model hereinafter called
the Z-C model. The dynamics of the ocean model are
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Response to uncoupled atmospheric noise

As mentioned in the introduction. there is substantial
debate concerning the mechanisms that lead to the irregularity of ENSO. Part of the reason for the debate
is that many of the simple models used for ENSO simulation and prediction, such as the coupled model presented here, do not exhibit irregular behavior (e.g. Battisti 19!:!3; Kleeman 1993). In order to produce irregular
behavior, "atmospheric noise" with a monthly timescale
is added to the atmospheric component of the coupled
system (e.g .• Battisti 1989; Kleeman and Power 1994).
It should be noted, however, that the Z-C model simulates irregular ENSO behavior without imposing atmospheric noise. Moreover. Zebiak (1989) found that
incorporating atmospheric noise did little to change the
coupled model behavior. Mantua and Battisti ( 1995)
have shown that the reason for this difference between
these fairly similar coupled models is due to a relatively
fast timescale westward propagating coupled instability
in the Zebiak and Cane (1987) coupled model. Mantua
and Battisti ( 1995) argued that this so-called mobile
mode is not detected in the observational record. The
reason the Z-C model is relatively insensitive to the

TAUx(FSU) (a)
1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

,.

198.3

FtG. I. Time-longitude cross section along the equator of the (a) observed FSU zonal wind stress. (b) the FSU zonal wind stress with a
9-month running mean applied. and (c) the difference between the FSU zonal wind stress with and without the running mean. In (a) and
(b) the contour interval is 0.1 dyn cm 'and in (c) the contour interval is 0.05 dyn cm ·•.

noise forcing is that it already exhibits irregular behavior. The additional noise does not significantly alter the
character of the irregularity.
.
In order to introduce irregular ENSO variability in
the experiments presented here, we have taken an approach similar to Kleeman and Power (1994). The motivation for this approach is that we want to incorporate
atmospheric noise that has the observed spatial and temporal statistics. The observed monthly mean wind stress
is filtered so that only the high-frequency component
remains. A 9-month running mean is applied to the FSU
wind stress from I 964-94. The running mean is then
subtracted from the data leaving what will be referred
to as atmospheric noise. Figures la-c show the unfiltered FSU zonal wind stress. the zonal wind stress after
the 9-month running mean has been applied. and the
remaining atmospheric noise, respectively. The time series along the equator is plotted for the period of 198292. The ENSO signal dominates both the filtered (Fig.
1b) and unfiltered (Fig. 1a) zonal wind stress. The noise
(Fig. le) has spatial and temporal scales that are con-

siderably shorter than the ENSO signal. but are distinctly not random and occur on temporal scales that
are longer than typical atmospheric synoptic variability.
The noise is dominated by a 30-90-day timescale. A
spectral analysis of the noise indicates very little power
on timescales longer than 90 days.
··
There are other ways of specifying the noise componen~ (i.e., Blanke et al. 1997) so that it is white in
time and or space. While the procedure presented here
for separating the noise from the ENSO signal is somewhat ad hoc. we believe it retains the temporal and
spatial statistics of the noise that is important in terms
of limiting ENSO predictability.
The noise is incorporated into the coupled model to
preserve as much of the temporal and spatial statistics
as simply as possible. At the initial time. a random date
is chosen to begin sampling the noise dataset. Each
successive simulation month samples each successive
noise month. Eventually. the simulation reaches the end
of the noise dataset and a new start month is randomly
selected. Although it is not shown here. it turns out that
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FIG. 2. Time-longitude cross section along the equator of the SSTA from the (a) coupled-model simulation without noise, (b) the coupled
model with uncoupled noise forcing. and (c) the observations from !982-90. The contour interval in all three panels is 1.0°C.

the temporal coherence of the noise affects the forecast or no anomaly to the west of. the date line. The ENSO
skill of the prediction experiments described in the next events reach their peak amplitude during the boreal winsection. When the temporal coherence of the noise is ter season much like the observed signal. and there is
removed the prediction skill improves. The more tem- some asymmetry between cold and warm events. Howporally and spatially coherent the noise is, the more ever, without noise, the oscillation period is too long
effective it is at limiting the predictability of the model. compared to the observations and the duration of the
The initial conditions for the control simulation are warm and cold events is also too long. Details of the
taken from an extended integration of the ocean model simulation without noise and what determines the osforced with observed FSU wind stress. Simulations both cillation period are discussed in Kirtman ( 1997).
Adding uncoupled· atmospheric noise to the model
with and without the noise forcing are made. Each simulation is integrated for at least 200 yr and results are (Figs. 2b and 3b) alters several characteristics of the
extended simulation. Foremost, the ENSO events occur
shown after the first lOO yr have been discarded.
Figures 2a-c show time-longitude cross sections of . at irregular intervals and the duration of the warm and
the simulated SSTA with and without atmospheric noise cold periods are in better agreement with the observed
and the observed SSTA. respectively. For the model interannual variability. Perhaps it is not surprising that
results. simulation years l 0 I-ll 0 are plotted and for the simulated zonal wind stress with noise is qualitathe observed 1982-91 is plotted. In the same format as tively similar to the observed.
In the frequency domain there is also an important
Figs. 2a-c. Figs. 3a-c show the simulated and observed
zonal wind stress anomaly. For example. the simulation difference between the simulations with and without
without noise (Figs. 2a and 3a) captures some of the noise. Using the last 100 yr of the coupled model simbasic features of the observed ENSO characteristics. ulation with uncoupled atmospheric noise and 45 yr of
The SSTA is strongest in the eastern Pacific with little observed SSTA (1950-94 ). the spectral density of the
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FIG. 3. Time-longitude cross section along the equator of the zonal wind stress anomaly from the (a) coupled model -vith out noise. the
(b) coupled model with uncoupled noise forcing. and the (c) FSU observations from 1982-90. The contour interval in all three panels in
0.1 dyn cm · ' .

NIN03 SSTA is plotted in Figs. 4a,b. The spectral density calculation (for both the time series and the red
noise fit) is based on the Fourier method. For additional
details, the reader is referred to Jenkins and Watts
(1968). The spectral density for the simulation without
noise is not shown, but has a very narrow peak at 60
months. The dominant observed period (Fig. 4a) is
about 48 months, although the spectral density is greater
than red noise for periods between 36 and 63 months.
The simulated spectral density has a somewhat narrower
peak with larger amplitude at 48 months. Remarkably,
the atmospheric noise causes the dominant period to
shift from 5 yr to about 4 yr. At low frequencies, the
observed spectral density has somewhat larger amplitude giving a redder spectrum. At higher frequencies
the simulation with noise and the observations indicate
weaker periods near 24 months.
It should be noted that this shift in the dominant period is not observed in either the Blanke et al. ( 1997)
hybrid coupled model or the Jin et al. ( 1996) intermediate coupled model. The reason for the shift in the
model used here is not known. However, if a coupling

strength parameter is introduced into the model without
noise. the dominant period shifts to 48 months as the
coupling strength increases. Perhaps, the noise forcing
is. in effect, also modifying the coupling strength leading to a shorter dominant oscillation period.

3. Predictability experiments
The experiments presented in this section are designed to examine two aspects of ENSO predictability.
First, it is shown how uncoupled atmospheric noise can
lead to decadal variations in ENSO prediction skill.
These decadal variations in forecast skill result without
any changes to the climatological mean state of the model or any interactions between the Tropics and the extratropics. Second, it is shown that a simple delayed
oscillator equation captures this same decadal variability. This result suggests that. during the predictabie decades, the model is in a delayed oscillator regime, and
in the unpredictable decades. the model is in a noisedriven regime.
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FIG. 4. Power spectra of (a) observed and (b) simulated NIN03
SSTA. The solid curve shows the power spectra. the dashed curve
the power spectra for a red noise process.

a. Decadal variations in forecast skill and
predictability
The long simulation with uncoupled atmospheric
noise described in section 2 is used as initial conditions
and to verify the prediction experiments. The predictions differ from the long simulation only in the uncoupled atmospheric noise, so that, at the initial time,
the forecast and the verification are identical. During
the evolution of the prediction experiments there is no
external uncoupled noise forcing imposed. Predictions
are made from each month of each year for years 101200. The forecasts diverge from the verification because
the noise is different and not because of sensitive dependence on the initial conditions.
Figures 5a.b show the 24-month evolution of the predicted and simulated SSTA in the NIN03 region for
years 171-180 and 151-160, respectively. The evolution
of each forecast is shown with the dashed curves and
the verification is shown with the thick solid curve.

.These decades were chosen because the later decade
· (Fig. Sa) is characterized by higher-frequency. irregular
and lower-amplitude variability; whereas the earlier
(Fig. 5b) decade is dominated by. regular larger-amplitude oscillations. Other than perhaps the warm period
centered on year l'Z.9. the years 171-180 do not contain
any significant warm or cold events. Most of this decade
is dominated by temperatures that are slightly below
normal. In contrast. the years 151-160 contain three
well-defined warm and cold periods. ·
In general. the predictions initialized during years
171-180 do not produce erroneous warm or cold events,
although there are some outliers. In agreement with the
verification, most of the predictions give SSTA that is
below normal; however, the foreC'asts fail to track theshort-term variations in the simulation. Simulation years
151-160 are dominated by relatively large warm and
cold events and the forecasts capture much of this variabi1ity. Superimposed on the low-frequency signal an:
short-term variations that the predictions fail to capture.
In ENSO forecasting, the standard technique for mea·
suring prediction skill is to compute the correlation between predicted and observed NIN03 SSTA as well the
root-mean-square error (rmse). Figures 6a-d show the
· NIN03 SSTA correlation coefficient and rmse for the
same two decades shown in Figs. 5a,b. The simulation
with noise is used as the "observed" in calculating the
skill scores. The skill of the model is shown in the solid
curve. and the skill of a persistence forecast is shown
in the dotted curve. The correlation coefficient for the
!-month forecast (model or persistence) is the same for
both decades; however, the correlation decays more rapidly for the predictions initialized during years 171-180.
Using a correlation coefficient of 0.6 as a minimum
measure of useful skill, during years 171-180 the model
predictions are useful for lead times of up to 5 months;
whereas, during years 151-160. the predictions are useful for lead times up to 12 months. Similarly, a persistence forecast is useful for about 3 months during years
171-180 and is useful for about 5 months during years
151-160.
In general, the rmse of the model predictions is consistent with the correlation coefficient. The rmse of the
1-month model forecasts are about the same for the two
decades. but the rmse tends to increase more rapidly for
the forecasts initialized during years 171-180. The rmse
of the model predictions for years 171-180 and for years
151-160 exceed 0.8°C after 7 months and 11 months.
respectively. 1 The model forecast rmse grows more rapidly and saturates earlier at a lower level during years
171-180 compared to years 151-160.
The rmse of the persistence forecasts have distinct
characteristics that are worth noting. For example. the

1
The value O.S°C was chosen as a measure of maximum useful
error because it corresponds to appro~imately two doublings of the
!·month forecast error.
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the NIN03 SSTA verification (solid line) and the prediction experiments (dotted lines) for the forecasts initialized
during (a) years 171-180 and (b) years 151-160.

rmse of persistence is generally greater during years
151-160 than during years 171-180. In contrast to the
correlation coefficient. the rmse of persistence indicates
that a persistence forecast is more useful during years
171-180 than during years 151-160. The rmse of persistence grows more rapidly during years 151-160 and
saturates at a considerably higher level. The higher level
of rmse saturation for both the persistence forecasts and
the model forecasts is consistent with the fact that the
NIN03 SSTA variance is larger during years 151-160
than during years 171-180.
The decades between years 151-160 and 171-180 are
representative of the entire time series. Figure 7a shows
the NIN03 correlation coefficient evaluated over an 11yr moving window for forecasts initialized each month
of each year. The correlation coefficient plotted for year
120, for example. is calculated based on all forecasts
initialized during years 115-125. There is a distinct decadal modulation of the correlation coefficient with

some decades where the correlation remains above 0.6
for 15 months and some decades where the correlation
drops below 0.6 after only 5 months. The decadal variability is not regular, but periods of high and low cor:·
relation persist for approximately 20 years.
The correlation coefficient and the rmse provide a
measure of how well the forecasts predict the observations. <:.nd a significant degree of decadal variability
has been found in these statistics. These statistics, however. cannot distinguish whether the decadal variations
in skill are due to a fundamental property of the noise
over the verification period or are inherent in the initial
conditions. Given that the forecast experiments evolve
without the uncoupled atmosphere noise forcing. a comparison of the forecasts independent of the observations
(except as initial conditions) isolates the impact of the
initial conditions in generating the decadal variations.
The approach taken here is to examine the divergence
of forecasts that are separated by 1 month and is similar
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FIG. 6. Coupled model NIN03 SSTA correlation coefficient and rmse for (a). (b) years 171-180 and for (c). (d) years 151-160.

to the predictability calculations made by Goswami and
Shukla (1991) and Shukla and Kirtman (1996).
Here we define the predictability as the time it takes
small initial errors (where error is defined as the difference between consecutive forecasts valid at the same
time) to saturate. For example, suppose t/1•., is the predicted NIN03 SSTA corresponding to the jth month of
the ith prediction. The mean error as a function of lead
time (k = 1, ... , 96 months) where the initial error is
equal to the 1-month prediction error is
E(k) =

['±' ('¥,,, •=I

'I',_, I-1 )=]11:

(1)

N- 1

In Eq. ( 1) N corresponds to the number of forecasts to
be considered. We define£,,, as the average of E(k) over
lead times of 85-96 months. In the same format as Fig.
7a, Fig. 7b shows E(k)/E,", calculated over an 11-yr
moving window (N = 132). The 11-yr running window

was chosen because it removes much of the higher frequency variability while allowing the decadal signal to
be seen. We have tried using both smaller and larger
averaging periods with little qe.zlitative difference. With
this measure of predictability both the rate at which
errors grow and their saturation value influence the predictability. In other words, it is possible for E(k) to have
large growth rates and large saturati::>n values that may
give the same predictability as small growth rates and
small saturation values.
For short lead times ( 1-2 months) the error is generally 10%-30% of its saturation value. However, there
are examples of 11-yr periods (years 257-267) where
the error is at 90% of saturation by month 3. Typically.
this rapid saturation is due to very low saturation values
as opposed to large-error growth rates. Conversely, there
are decades when the errors remain well below saturation for lead times greater than 18 months. For ex-
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fraction of the error saturation value. In both panels the calculation is made over an 11-yr moving
window so !hat the values plotted for year 1:!0 includes years 155-125. The contour interval is

0.1.

amp le. during the 11-yr period centered on year 160.
the error remains below 60% of saturation for all lead
times up to 18 months. These periods of relatively large
predictability are associated with both reduced error
growth rates and larger saturation values. Supersaturation values are possible as the E(k) fluctuates about its
saturation value.
Comparison of Figs. 7a and 7b indicates that there is
a large degree of consistency between the periods of
high (low) correlation and high (low) predictability. although the correspondence is not perfect. For example.

the predictability is quite low during the 11-yr period
centered on simulation year 106. whereas the correlation
is relatively high. Part of this discrepancy is due to the
fact that the predictability measure has stronger higherfrequency signals than the 11-yr correlation coefficient.
Using a somewhat broader window in calculating the
correlation and the predictability measure improves the
correspondence. Although not shown here. similar results were obtained in comparing the forecast rmse and
the predictability.
In general. the prediction and predictability calcula-
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tions indicate that during decades when the interannual
variance is relatively high. the hrecast skill is relatively
high and the limit of predictabiiity is relatively long.
C-&.wersely, when the interannual variance is relatively
low, the forecast skill is relatively low and the limit of
predictability is relatively short.

b. The delayed oscillator
The forecast experiments described above suggest
that, during decades when the model has strong regular
oscillations. the prediction skill is high. and, during decades when the interannual variability is weak and irregular. the prediction skill is low. Given that this coupled model without uncoupled noise forcing is strongly
driven by the delayed oscillator mechanism. we hypothesize that. during high-skill decades. the coupled
model with noise is being driven by the delayed oscillator mechanism, and, when the skill is low, the delayed
oscillator mechanism is not the dominant mechanism
determining SSTA variability. In order to test this hypothesis. the delayed oscillator of Suarez and Schopf
( 1988) is used in similar prediction experiments.
The nondimensional delayed oscillator used here is
described in detail in Suarez and Schopf (1988). Suppose T is a nondimensional temperature anomaly in the
eastern Pacific. Then the evolution of T is described by

dT
dt

=

T- aT(t - o) - T'.

(2)

o

where is the time delay and a gives the relative importance of remote wave effects versus local instability.
For the prediction experiments presented here a and 5
are chosen so that the delayed oscillator mimics the
behavior of the coupled model without noise. We have
not tuned a and ofor a best fit. but we have used values
that give a reasonable fit to the coupled model. Figure
8 shows the NIN03 SSTA from the coupled model without noise and T by integrating Eq. (2) with a = 0.6 and
o = 6.67 (that corresponds to a 20-month delay). For
the 24-yr period shown the two oscillations are largely
in phase with similar amplitudes.
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The delayed oscillat0r prediction experiments are
made by initializing Eq. (2) with NIN03 SSTA from
the Cuntrol simulation of the coupleci model \\'~th uncoupled atmospherit:" no:se forcing. Figures 9a-d. to be
compared with Fig. 6, show the skill scores for the
delayed oscillator predictions for years 171-180 and
years 151-!60, respectively. During years 171-180, the
skill of the delayed oscillator is almo:;t indistinguishable
from the skill of a persistence forecast. and during years
151-160. it beats persistence: for all lead times in both
the correlation and the rmse. The dependence of forecast
skill on decade is the same as for the coupled model.
In other words, when the coupled model forecast skill
is relatively high (low), the delayed oscillator skill is
also relatively high (low). Repeating the limit of predictability calculation with the delayed oscillator predictions also produces similar decadal variations.
While the decadal variations in forecast skill and predictability are similar, the actual values are lower with
the delayed oscillator equation. This does not imply that
the coupled model is in some sense a better forecast
tool than the delayed oscillator equation. Additional tuning of a and 5 would perhaps improve the delayed oscillator predictions, but this is beyond the scope of the
current study. The success and failure of delayed oscillator predictions support the hypothesis that when
ENSO is predictable and forecast skill is high. the delayed oscillatur mechanism is controlling the variability
and the noise has a minimal effect. Conversely. when
the predictability is low and the forecast skill is low,
the variability is dominated by the response to the noise
forcing.

4. The decadal mean and

E~SO

variability

We have used a simple coupled model and an even
simpler delayed oscillator equation to demonstrate that
uncoupled atmospheric noise can lead to decadal variations in prediction skill and predictability. Moreover.
we hypothesized that, during the predictable periods.
the delayed oscillator mechanism describes the variability. and. during the unpredictable periods, the vari-
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FIG. 9. Delayed oscillator NIN03 SSTA correlation coefficient and rmse for (a). (b) years 171-180 and for (c). (d) years 151-160.

ability is largely determined by the uncoupled noise noise forcing in determining interannual SSTA variforcing. The following experiments are intended to lend ability is not an inherent property of the noise, but is
support to this hypothesis by demonstrating that slow determined by these slow timescale variations in the
timescale ( decadal) changes in the state of the coupled state of the coupled model.
model determine whether of the delayed oscillator
mechanism or the external noise forcing is the dominant
a. Prescribed mean
mechanism affecting the interannual SSTA variability.
We begin by showing the mean state of the coupled
Two sets of experiments are described here. In the
first set of experiments, in addition to the internal vari- model from th<: predictable ·and unpredictable decades.
ability in the coupled model, we prescribe a constant Figures 1Oa-c show the 10-yr mean SSTA. wind stress
wind stress anomaly forcing. In these experiments. the anomaly. and thermocline anomaly from years 151-160
prescribed wind stress anomaly is calculated from the and Figs. 1Od-f show the same fields for years 171predictable (years 151-160) and unpredictable (years .180. The predictable decade (years 151-160) is marked
171-180) decades, respectively. The intent is to pre- by warm SST A, westerly wind stress anomalies. and
scribe the mean state in the coupled model from either consistent thermocline depth anomalies. Conversely, the
the predictable or unpredictable decade and examine unpredictable decade (years 171-180) is marked by
how this affects the interannual variability of the SSTA. mean easterlies, cold SSTA, thermocline shall owing in
The second set of experiments demonstrate that the rel- the east, and deepening in the west.
ative importance of the delayed oscillator versus the
The simplest way to prescribe the two mean states
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seen in Figs. lOa-f is to add a constant wind stress
forcing to the coupled model. In two separate 100-yr
simulations, the wind stress from Figs. lOb and lOe is
added t') the coupled model without noise forcing, respectively. Recall that without noise forcing the coupled
model produces regular oscillations with a 5-yr period.
Figures lla.b show 10-yr time-longitude cross sections
from these tV'O simulations. When mean westerlies are
prescribed (Fig. lla) the model maintains strong interannual SSTA oscillations with a 5-yr period. The mean
westerly bias is apparent. During the warm phase the
SSTA exceeds 2.0°C for significant periods, but during
the cold phase the SSTA remains above -O.SOC. In the
simulation with prescribed mean easterlies (Fig. 11 b),
the cold bias is also readily apparent in that the SSTA
is below zero throughout the basin. More remarkable,
however. is that there is no interannual variations in the
SSTA when mean wind stress anomaly from the un-

predictable decade has been prescribed. In effect. without noise forcing the delayed oscillator mechanism has
shut down.
We have repeated these two prescribed mean wind
stress forcing simulations except in this case we have
included the uncoupled noise forcing. Figures 12a.b
show; the slow timescale variability from the control
simulation with and without noise and these two prescribed wind stress forcing simulations with noise. respectively. In Figs. 12a,b an 11-yr running mean of the
NIN03 SSTA variance has been plotted. Again, the 11yr averaging period was chosen for convenience. Modifying the averaging period has little qualitative impact
on the results. In the control simulation with noise (Fig.
12a. solid curve) the decadal variations are readily apparent. During the predictable (unpredictable) decades
the NIN03 SSTA variance is relatively large (small).
For example, during years 151-160 (labeled 2051-
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FIG. 12. NIN03 SSTA variance calculated over an 11-yr moving
window for (a) the control coupled-model simulation with !solid
curve) and without noise (dotted curvel and (b) the coupled model
with noise and prescribed westerlies (solid curves) and prescribed
easterlies (dotted curve).

2060) the NIN03 variance is generally slightly greater
than 0.8 and during years 171-180 (labeled 2071-2080)
the variance is generally below 0.4 and there are practically no ENSOs. The simulation without noise (Fig.
12a dotted curve) also has decadal-scale variations in
the NIN03 variance, although these variati0ns are considerably weaker than with the noise forcing. However.
the model does not go through periods where there are
no ENSO events. When the feedback from the external
noise forcing is included. the decadal signal amplifies
so that there are significant periods when the delayed
oscillator mechanism is not dominating the SSTA variability.
Figure 12b shows what happens when uncoupled
noise forcing is incorporated into the prescribed wind
stress forcing simulations shown in Figs. lla.b. In the
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case of prescribed mean westerly anomalies (solid
curve). the character of the simulation is similar to the
control simulation with decades of relatively high and
low variance. There is some indication that the variance
is somewhat larger with prescribed mean westerly
anomalies than the control simulation with noise. With
prescribed mean easterly anomalies (dotted curve). the
NIN03 variance is considerably iower than either the
control or the mean westerly anomaly simulations.
When mean westerly anomalies are prescribed. the feedback from the noise forcing continues to produce decades where the variance is small and the variability is
dominated by the noise and decades where the variance
is large and controlled by the delayed oscillator mechanism. On the hand. when mean easterly anomalies-are
prescribed. the va;-iability is greatly reduced aild the
noise forcing dominates the interannual SSTA variability.

b. Noise sensitivity
While the feedback from the uncoupled noise hrcing
is required to produce the large decadal variations in
the coupled model simularions, the following two simulations indicate that these decade variations are due to
changes in the mean as opposed to an inherent property
of the noise. In order to demonstrate this point, two
additional 10-yr integrations of the coupled model with
noise were made. Simulation years 151-160 and 171180 were repeated. but using different noise forcing. In
repeating years 151-160, the uncoupled noise from
years 171-180 was used and in repeating years 171180. the noise from years 151-160 was used.
Figures 13a,b shows the NIN03 SSTA from these
two additional simulations along with the control simulation. In both panels of Fig. 13. the solid curve gives
the control simulation and the dotted curve corresponds
to the experiments with the different noise forcing. Irrespective of the noise. years 151-160 are characterized
by relatively strong ENSO oscillations. and years 171180 are characterized by weak relatively high-frequency
variability. In addition. prediction experiments using
these two additional simulaticns as initial conditions
give the same skill scores as the prediction experiments
using the control simulation for initial conditions.

5. Summary
During the late 1980s and early 1990s, there was
considerable success in forecasting tropical Pacific
SSTA with coupled ocean-atmosphere models. More
recently. the forecast models have had difficulty in predicting the SSTA. What has caused this change in prediction skill? At least four hypotheses arise: l) interdecadal changes in the background state cause a change
in regime that makes certain decades less predictable;
2) the character or details of external "noise .. changes
from decade to decade: 3) the observability of initial
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FIG. 13. Time series of NIN03 SSTA from the coupled model with noise. In (a) the control simulation from years 151160 is shown with the solid line and the dotted line !!ives the simulation with the same initial condition as the. controL but
the noise is taken from the control simulation for vea;s 171-180. In (b) the control simulation from vears 1i 1-180 is shown
with the solid line and the dotted line gives the s-imulation with the same initial conditions as the ~ontroL but the noise is
taken from the control simulation for y;ars 151-160.

states changes from decade to decade, so the skill of
initialization techniques varies; or 4) such measures as
NIN03 correlation coefficient are unrepresentative and
the results are not statistically significant.
Before abandoning hope and opting for the fourth
explanation, we have undertaken a study to investigate
the nature of changes in ENSO predictability. By conducting identical twin model experiments, we can make
large enough ensembles to reduce the uncertainty of the
measure, and we can completely eliminate the third alternative from our consideration by experimental design
(although any real-world prediction system will remain
confronted by initialization issues).
The results presented here are optimistic in terms of
predicting ENSO. When the delayed oscillator mechanism is controlling the interannual SSTA variability. the
prospects for useful ENSO predictions are good in spite
of the fact that there is ample noise in the atmosphere
serving to limit the predictability. Part of the reason that
the predictable decades are so predictable is that the

delayed oscillator mechanism is robust in terms of maintaining self-sustained oscillations during those decades.
If the delayed oscillator does not maintain self-sustaining oscillations the limit of predictability is reduced
becoming more like the unpredictable decades. Moreover, understanding the mechanisms for the contrasts in
predictability may permit a priori prediction of whether
the ENSO system is in the relatively predictable or unpredictable regime.
.
The contrasts between the 1980s and the early half
of the 1990s have led to several investigations into the
decadal variability of ENSO. Torrence and Webster
( 1996), for example, found that the amplitude of NIN03
SSTA during the 1920s and 1930s was approximately
half of what it was during the 1970s and 1980s. It has
been suggested that changes in the mean state are the
source of decadal modulation of the interannual variability. In particular, Gu and Philander ( 1997) suggest
that thermocline ventilation in the midlatitude oceans
can be responsible for the changes in the mean state
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that ultimately leads to the decadal variability. Whether
such changes lead to changes in the predictability re- ;
mains to be seen.
A question arose at the outset of this study as to
whether changes i:1 the mean state or changes in the
uncoupled noise were responsible for interdecadal
changes in predictability. Perhaps the years 171-180
were more irregular because the noise was of a different
character. or interfered with the oscillator in a different
way. By undertaking a set of experiments w~·..ere the
noise from the early decade was interchanged with the
noise from the later decade. we were able to demonstrate
that the difference in predictability was independent of
the noise.
The ;:.,rediction anC: predictability experiments presented here support the hypothesis :hat there are decadal
changes in the mean state of the tropical Pacific ·that
lead to decadal V[.ria:J!Iity in ENSO. However. the ;nechanism for this variability does not require any anthropogenic climate change or inter..ctions between the tropical and midlatitude oceans via thermocline subduction
and ventilation. In the model presented here. the decadal
signal is part of the b<r>ic ENSO oscillation without any
atmospheric high-frequency variability. This de:::adal
signal appears as a modulation of the r:~plitude of the
interannual variability that is also associated with a relatively slow timescale modulation of the mean anomaly
in the coupled model. Incorporating atmospheric highfrequency variability in the model enhances the amplitude of the decadal signal leading to decades when the
ENSO variability is strong, much like the 1980s, and
decades when the variability is weak and of higher frequency. much like the 1990s.
The coupled model used here is described in Kirtman
( 1997) and includes the Zebiak and Cane ( 1987) ocean
model coupled to a very simple statistical atmosphere
model. In extended integrations. this model produces
regular ENSO oscillations with a 5-yr period. In addition
to the 5-yr period. there is a weak amplitude modulation
of the interannual variability with an approximate 20yr period. We have incorporated the effect of high-frequency atmospheric variability on the ENSO oscillation
by using observed wind :-.tress data to define uncoupled
atmospheric noise forcing that is then added to the atmospheric component of the coupled model. When the
noise is included in the coupled model. irregular interannual variability results. and the dominant interannual
period shifts to approximately 4 yr. The uncoupled noise
also serves to amplify the decudal signal leading to extended periods when the variability is weak and of relatively high freyuency and decades where the variability
is strong and regular.
Using this long simulation (or control run) with noise
for initial conditions and verification a large ensemble
of prediction experiments was made. The prediction experiments differ from the control run in that there is no
uncoupled noise forcing. In the prediction experiments.
the initial condition was known exactly. but the high-
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frequency variability in the atmosphere was not simulated. By performing the prediction experiments in this
way, we addressed how a poor simulation of atmospheric high-frequency variability can lead to decadal
variations in ENSO predictability and prediction skill.
Using NIN03 SSTA correlation coefficient and rmse
to verify the predictlons indicates that there are decades
when the forecasts are skillful for all lead times up to
15 months and there are decades when the skill falls off
after only 5 months. The limit of predictubility was also
calculated based on how long it takes small initial errors
in the predictions to saturate. This predictability measure varies decadally. similar to the skill scores. The
predictable decades are characterized by relatively high
forec;J~:t skill and relative large amp!i~ude regular ENSO oscillations. On the other hand. the unpredictable de- ,
cades are characterized by low forecast skill and relatively weak and relatively high-fn::cjuency variability.
During the predictable decades. the delayed oscillator
mechanism is effective in determining the variability.
and during the unpredictable decades. the delayed oscillator mechanism is ineffective. and the variability is
determined by the uncoupled noise forcing. Prediction
experiments using the delayed oscillator support this
argument. We showed that the predictable decades are
characterized by decadal mean westerly wind stress
anomalies and warm SSTA. Moreover. when this mean
state is prescribed in the coupled model only modest
changes were noted in the interannual variability of the
SSTA. On the other hand, the unpredictable decades are
dominated by cold SSTA and easterly wind stress anomalies. Once these anomalies are prescribed. the delayed
oscillator mechanism is damped and there are no ENSO
oscillations. The interde!:adal variability is an oscillation
between two states: one where the delayed oscillator
controls the variability and ENSO is highly predictable
and the second state where the SST A is primarily driven
by the noise and is relatively unpredictable.
These results should be interpreted within the context
of the model. There are a number of model deficiencies
beyond the oversimplified statistical atmosphere. For
instance. the ocean model includes only one baroclinic
mode so that all the energy of the wind stress forcing
must project onto this single mode: whereas in the real
ocean. the wind stress forces a continuous spectrum of
vertical modes. It is also possible that the decadal mode
in the simulation without noise forcing is overemphasized due to simplifications in the model formulation.
It is an important point of these experiments that they
are made with perfect initial conditions. The differences
between the control run and the prediction lies entirely
with the high-frequency "uncoupled" noise. Although
the Zebiak-Cane model is expanded about an initial
mean state. the model does not produce a zero-mean
anomaly. and can undergo climate drift. If we define a
background climatology to be the mean state of the ZC system averaged over decades centered on the start
of a run. then different experiments see different mean

states. But. because the models are initialized with perfect initial conditions. the effects of such changes in the
mean state are perfectly assimilated into the prediction
system. Changes in predictability are -solely due to
changes in the effect of uncoupled noise relative to the
effects of the coupled osr illation.
It has been argued that the Z-C system failed to predict the 1990s because it was ··tuned'' or trained on the
1970-80s. and that if the model were retuned for the
1990s. improved predictions could be expected. Our
results suggest that even with perfect initial tuning. certain decades will remain less predictable than others.
The method of initializing from the full state of the
control run ~auses all decadal changes in the basic state
to be transferred to the prediction runs. le is solely the
absence of random uncoupled noise that leads to prediction errors. Thus the results here sl':q-H a limitation
to the improvements in predictability that may be obtained tluvugh advanced data assimilation techniques or
initialization strategies.
We should stress that our uncoupled n;Jise is not the
familiar. weather variation. with an inherent predictability limit. but rather reflects all tropical variations
that are not coupled to the ENSO oscillator. The lowpredictive capability during certain decades may indeed
be improved if better atmosphere-ocean models can
demonstrate skill at simulating the noise. To directly
demonstrate this point. we conducted a separate set of
prediction experiments in which we simulated the ability
to predict the noise. Recall that the original predictions
were made by removing all noise but initializing from
the exact state of the control run. To simulate the prediction of noise. we made the predictions with the noise
added back in. but with an exponential decay of its
amplitude. With no decay. the model reproduces the
control run exactly, with immediate decay. the model
reproduces the original prediction result. As may well
be expected. increasing the '"skill'' of the noise prediction (by lengthening the e-folding period) leads to an
improvement of the skill of the predictions. but the improvement is quite linear; that is. an e-folding time on
the noise of 3 months leads to an increase of about 3
months in the ti-me it takes for the anomaly correlation
to fall below 0.5.
These experiments should be viewed as neither refuting nor supporting the basic ideas contained within
the Gu and Philander ( 1997) hypothesis. These results
can be viewed as an alternative hypothesis to Gu and
Philander ( 1997). If interdecadal changes in the mean
state can be induced by the mechanism they propose.
then our results indicate that they should have significant
impacts on the degree of predictability. We believe that
the exact source of interdecadal changes in the mean
state are probably of little relevance to the changes in
predictability.
Our conclusion is that the basic predictive skill of the
tropical coupled ocean-atmosphere system model
comes from the long-period oscillatory dynamics as-

sociated with the delayed oscillator. that this oscillator
has interdecadal variations that make it more or less
susceptible to perturbations from external nose. Advancements in modeling and observations may well enable us to deterrnine whether the present state is in a
more or less predictable regime. but no amount of data
assimilation or initialization will enhance its predictability during periods when the oscillations are weak
and the noise is strong. Because the external noise is
not directly associated with high-frequency weather.
hope for extending predictability during such periods
lies with enhancing prediction of such external noise.
Finally. we return to the motivation for this study that
was to examine the contrast in predictive skill between
the 1980s and the early 1990s. The coupled model results presented here suggest that mean SST during the
unpredictable periods (early 1990s) tend to be colder
than the mean SST during the more oscillatory periods
(the 1980s). We have exanined the difference in observed SST averaged from January 1980 through December 1989 minus the average SST from January 1990
through Decembe~ 1996. The tropical Pacific basin as
a whole is warrner during the early 1990s lh<].n during
the 1980s. whereas the coupled model would indicate
otherwise. However. in a broad region of the equatorial
eastern Pacific. the SST is·warrner during the 1980s and
has a spatial pattern quite similar to Fig. I Oa. Given this
difference in the mean SST during the 1980s and early
1990s. we can neither rule out the mechanism presented
here nor global warming as being responsible for the
constrasts between the 1980s and early 1990s.
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during the Northern Hemisphere Spring Season
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1 . Introduction
Two distinct monsoons are observed over the equatorial eastern Africa (EEA)
region. These are the Northeast (NE} and Southeast (SE} monsoons. The NE monsoons
dominate during the southern hemisphere summer( December to February) while the SE
monsoons are observed during the northern hemisphere summer (June to August). A
transition occurs from the NE to SE monsoons during the period of the Northern
Hemisphere Spring (NHS) season (March to May) (Figure 1).
The transition is characterised by convergence, in the EEA region, of low level
equatorward moving airmasses from both hemispheres. These low level airmasses
constitute the monsoonal flows and the zone of convergence is the lntertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ).
The ITCZ has been observed most clearly in the wind field near 700 hPa level
(Anyamba 1983; Mukabana and Pielke 1996} in the EEA region. lt passes over the
region twice in each year and associated with the passage are the two rainfall seasons
occurring during March to May and October to mid- December. Over the EEA region the
ITCZ is the major synoptic-scale system controlling the seasonal rainfall (Asnani, 1993
) . However, easterly waves have also been shown to produce significant rainfall at the
East African Coast (Lumb 1966, Nyenzi 1988, Camberlin and Planchon 1997).
Other major monsoonal regions of the world include West Africa, India, Southeast
Asia, and Northern Australia where summer monsoons are experienced. In these regions
the monsoons have been defined as equatorial lower tropospheric westerlies of the
summer hemisphere. Holland ( 1 986} has defined the onset of North Australian
monsoons as the first occasion on which the smoothed 850 hPa zonal component flow
at Darwin ( 12 ° 26'S, 130° 52'E) changes from easterly to westerly. Holland ( 1986) has
further showed that this definition of the monsoon over northern Australia corresponds
well with rainfall over a large part of northern Australia. Similar definitions based on the
'first' occurrence of the lower tropospheric westerlies have been advanced for the other
monsoonal regions. Mean summer winds in these regions show westerlies in the low
levels.
Nakamura ( 1 968), Johnson and Morth ( 1 961}, and Camber! in and Wairoto ( 1997}
have studied the origins and nature of equatorial westerlies over East Africa. They have
shown that westerlies in the middle and lower troposphere were associated with rainfall
in the region. However, these studies did not document any mean seasonal westerlies
over the EEA region.
The objective of this study is to document the observed circulation during the
Long rains (March to May) season during anomalous rainfall years over EEA. An attempt
will also be made to show the origin of the monsoonal westerlies over EEA during the
March to May (NHS) season and their importance to the rainfall climatology of the EEA
region.
2. Data used in the study
The data used in this study include daily and monthly station rainfall totals and
the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Global Analyses
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data sets.
The rainfall data used consists of daily and monthly records at 90 stations
distributed all over eastern Africa within the period 1961-1990. The pentad (five-day
totals} records were calculated from the daily observations. The northern hemisphere
Spring (NHS} records (March to May), the 'Long-rains' season, over eastern Africa, were
used to generate the NHS season regional time series for 1961-1990 from which the
anomalously wet and dry years were delineated. These data, both the daily and monthly,
were obtained from the Drought Monitoring Centre (DMC}, Nairobi, Kenya.
This study also utilised the once daily ( 1200 UTC} grid-point meteorological
variables operationally analyzed by the ECMWF. These ECMWF analyses are produced
using the four-dimensional data assimilation system (Bengtsson et al., 1982}. The spatial
resolution is 2. 5° latitude by 2. 5° longitude for the low and middle latitude sector 25 ° N
to 45°S and between longitudes 30°W to 85°E. The data were for the selected
anomalous rainfall years based on the seasonal rainfall time series analysis.
Many researchers including Murakami and Sumathipala ( 1 989}, Mukabana ?Jnd
Pielke ( 1996} and Okoola ( 1996} among others have successfully used the ECMWF data
sets for various studies. These researchers have shown that the ECMWF analyses were
good approximations of the real flow fields over the EEA and the adjacent Indian Ocean.
3. Methodology
The methods which were used in this study include determination of anomalous
rainfall years using seasonal area-averaged rainfall time series, composite analysis,
Principal Component analysis (PCA}, and Cross Sectional Analyses.
3.1

Determination of Anomalous Rainfall Years
The major wet/dry years within the study period ( 1961-1990} were delineated.
These were determined from the regional rainfall anomaly indices. The regional rainfall
anomaly indices were of the form:
(1)

Where m is the total number of rainfall stations within the EEA region.
The
Xt values, as a time series, were used to delineate the wet/dry rainfall
scenarios for the respective seasons and years over EEA. These scenarios are: The wet
where Xt > 125; normal where 75 < Xt < 125 and drought where Xt < 75.
3.2 Composite Analysis
The composite analysis involves identifying and averaging one or more categories
of fields of a variable selected according to their association with "Key" conditions
(Folland, 1983}. The results of these composites are then used to generate hypotheses
for patterns which may be associated with the individual scenarios (Folland, 1983).
The 'key' conditions for the composite analysis in the present study are the
seasonal rainfall anomaly scenarios.
In this study the anomalously wet/dry years selected were composited in order
to isolate the circulation patterns associated with the wet/dry seasons. Also, the
individual selected wet/dry years were further analyzed (using methods in the next
section} to delineate wet/dry rainfall spells which were ~omposited in order to identify
the within-the-season dry/wet circulation patterns.
3.3 Principal Component Analysis
In order to confirm the results from equation ( 1} above, Principal Component
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Analysis (PCA) was used in order to select rainfall events to be composited, the pentad
rainfall for the anomalous years and locations were subjected to PCA with time (seasons
or pentads) as the variable. This PCA solutions can be used to cluster together pentads
with similar map patterns. Under this method rainfall records were subjected toT-mode
PCA for the seasonal (March-May) rainfall. The loadings from this analysis were
classified into three categories namely normal, large positive and negative values. The
delineated years were compared with those which had been obtained from area! rainfall
anomaly indices which were given in equation ( 1).
Pentads delineated from the PCA methods were used to study the detailed
characteristics of the dry, normal and wet scenarios. This included a detailed study of
the wet and dry spells within the selected anomalous rainfall years.

3.4 Cross-Sectional Analyses
The Time-Latitude/Longitude Cross-Sectional analyses of wind for the selected
anomalous years were used to study the circulation changes over the region as the
Northeast monsoons withdrew and the Southeast monsoons set in. The region of
confluence of the two monsoons was delineated and used to trace the circulation
changes over EEA following the crossing of the confluence zone from south to north of
the equator.
Time-height and height-latitude/longitude sections of zonal wind were produced
and studied. These cross-sections were used to examine the vertical structure
associated with the transition of the zone of confluence of the two monsoons across
the EEA region.
4. Results and Discussion
4. 1 Areal Rainfall Indices
Equation 1 was used to identify the seasonal values of rainfall anomaly inc;lices.
The dry/wet periods were associated with low/high values of this index. The time series
of the computed values of the areal-averaged rainfall indices showed that the wettest
year over the region during the period 1961-1990 for the Long-rains season was 1 981.
The corresponding driest year was 1984. The mean values for the driest/wettest years
were independently used to derive the dry/wet composites used in this study (Figure 2).
Rotated Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) T-mode analysis also delineated and
confirmed the year 1 981 as anomalously wet and 1 984 to be anomalously dry as had
been observed from results of the simple areal rainfall indices.
4. 2 PCA T -mode Clusters from Pentad Rainfall records
In order to investigate the within-the-season (i.e. intraseasonal) rainfall variability
of the wettest/driest rainfall seasons, pentad ( five-day ) rainfall totals were subjected
to RPCA in the T-mode. The pentad series started with pentad 10 ( 15-19 February) up
to pentad 32 (5-9 June). This period includes the March to May Long rains season over
equatorial eastern Africa.
The first three components of the rotated eigenvectors were used in further
study. The first component during 1981 had large loadings on the pentads at the end
of the rainy season, these were 28th and 29th pentads (Table 1). lt is noted that 25th
pentad also had a large loading on the first component (Table 1). In 1984 the pentads
marking the end of the wet season included pentads 28th to 31st. There were three
other pentads from 23rd to 25th during 1984 which also had large loadings on the first
component. lt so happened that these pentads with significant loadings were associated
with the dry period at the end of the Long rains season over EEA ( Okoola 1998). The
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rain belt having moved on to places to the north of the equator.
The second component had large loadings for pentads at the beginning(before the
start of the EEA Long rains). In 1981 the large loadings were observed during the 11th
to 14th pentads. During this period the area to the south of the EEA was receiving
seasonal rains. The loadings during 1984 had a similar pattern to those of 1981 with
the pre-Long rains pentads represented by the 12th to 15th pentads. Equatorial Eastern
Africa was generally dry during both the first and second components.
The third component had large loadings during the 18th to 21st pentads and 26th to
27th pentads during 1981. The duration of these pentads with large loadings during
1981 was six pentads. In 1984 the large loadings were observed during the 20th to
22nd pentads. lt so happened that these pentads with large loadings during the third
component were also pentads marked by wet spells over EEA (Okoola 1998). These
pentad rainfall clusters are presented in Table 1.
Thus, these three components constitute the transition of the Long rains across
EEA region from the southern hemisphere (component 2) to northern hemisphere
(component 1) with the Long rains over EEA represented by component 3.
Table 1: Evolution of the Long rainfall season over EEA based on PCA
WET (1981)

EVENTS

DRY (1984)

Pre-onset Pentads

11-14

12-15

Pentads of retreat of the long rains

28-29

28-31

Duration of the long rains (pentads)

15-28

16-28

Major wet pentads

18-21, 26-27

20-22

Major dry pentads

25

23-25

The anomalous rainfall years ( 1981 and 1984) and the pentad rainfall clusters
(Table 1) were used in composite studies that follow.
4.3 Patterns of wind vectors for the wet/dry seasonal rainfall composites
Exxamples of streamline and isotach patterns are shown in Figures 3 (a)-(b) for
the wet year 1981. Two levels are presented, namely; 700, and 200 hPa levels.
In Figure 3a at the 700 hPa level, during 1981, relatively stronger easterlies· were
observed along approximately latitude 4°N and ·also along latitude 14°S with weaker
variable flow in between. Maximum intensity of 3. 7 ms· 1 was observed near the point
5°N, 27°E. A minimum in wind intensity is located at the point 5°S, 35°E within the
region of study. A closed circulation is observed around this point of minimum wind
intensity with weak westerlies to the south and relatively stronger easterlies to the
north. To the east of the above minimum, over the west Indian ocean, southwesterly
winds prevail turning into easterlies near the equator.
In 1984 at 700 hPa level (Figure not shown) it is noted that the wind intensity is
generally stronger. Maximum intensity of 6. 7 ms· 1 was observed near the point 4°N,
25°E. Also, the circulation centred at about 5°S, 35°E observed during 1981 was
missing in the 1984 flow. lt is clear that the flow out of the EEA region was stronger
during the dry year ( 1984). Also, during the dry year a local anticyclone was observed
in the winds near the point 5°N, 45°E. This local anticyclone seems to be a feature for
the dry years. The winds over EEA near 4°S, 44°E are mainly southerly and bifurcate
to become southeasterly over EEA and southwesterly over the Indian Ocean. Thus the
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winds over EEA have had a short sea track. Also the southeasterlies accelerate away
from EEA giving linear divergence. These factors combined to give generally dry
conditions over EEA during 1984. Note that the Long rains season during 1981 was 13
pentads (P16-28) long as compared to only 8 pentads during 1984.
At 200 hPa level, Figures 3b the most significant feature in 1981 was the outflow
region located near 4°S, 30°E with westerlies, southerlies and southeasterlies
emanating out of this point. The westerlies achieve a maximum of 4.4 ms- 1 near the
Kenyan coast. In 1981 (Figure 3b) a ridge along 5°S (marked by the shearline between
westerlies and easterlies) ends at the above outflow point. In 1984 (Figure not shown),
southeasterlies prevail over the region in between the two subtropical ridges, one along
about 8°S and the other along latitude 8°N.
lt is noteworthy that the well defined outflow at the 200 hPa level during 1981 was
associated with a local equatorial cell with a centre observed at the point 5°S, 35°E at
700 hPa. The 700 hPa minimum flow centre (Figure 3a) was however slightly displaced
to the east of the upper level outflow centre (Figure 3b).
4.4 Anomaly patterns of the wind vectors for the wet ( 1981) and the dry ( 1984)
rainfall composites
The wind anomalies for the wet ( 1981) minus the dry ( 1984) cases were
computed in order to amplify the weak anomaly signals. Figure 4a at 700 hPa level
clearly depicts the westerly wind anomalies between latitudes 1 0°S and the equator and
from longitude 20°E to 80°E. lt is also noted from the figures that the westerly
anomalies were stronger over the west Indian Ocean and near the equator which would
favour influx of moist airmass from the Atlantic/Congo Basin into the EEA regie~.
A significant feature of the mid-level flow was the anomalous cyclonic circulation
observed to the south of Madagascar with the cyclonic centre near the point 25°S,
50°E. This cyclonic circulation is associated with equatorward flow of southerly winds
through the Mozambique Channel. The upper level wind anomalies (Figure 4b) at 200
hPa level indicated that there were equatorial easterly wind anomalies from 80° E to
about 35°E but weakened significantly to the west of this meridian. The compensating
southwards flow in the Mozambique Channel at this level is observed.
4. 5 Patterns of PCA Pentad rainfall composites
This method has allowed the clustering together of groups of unique pentad
rainfall modes that are associated with the dry/wet rainfall scenarios (Table 1). The
parameters included in the clusters were the: pre-onset rainfall patterns ( the period
before the start of the Long rains season ) , pentad rainfall patterns within the long
rainfall period ( unique pentad rainfall clusters of the wet and dry cases within the
rainfall period) and the post-Long rains season patterns. lt was observed that the Long
rains season had two distinct events that occur every year namely the persistent wet
spells associated with active convection periods, and the persistent dry spells linked to
periods of weak convection.
4.5.1

Pre-onset circulation patterns
Figure 5 presents an example of the pre-onset total wind patterns at 700 hPa with
tropical westerlies centred along 15°S.
4.5.2

Evolution of pentad circulation patterns within the Long rains season for the
dry /wet cases
Two distinct rainfall episodes were selected for study during the rainy season
namely the persistent wet spells and the persistent dry spells. The selection was based
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on PCA T-mode clusters presented in Table 1.
An example of the total wind in the middle levels (700 hPa) between 1 0°S and
the equator for wet pentads (Figure 6a) were westerlies. A notable feature was a trough
to the south of Madagascar ( marked T ) with southerlies in the Mozambique Channel.
The equatorial westerlies to the south of the equator together with easterlies to the
north of the equator formed an "equatorial vortex" with a centre near the point Equator,
35 ° E. This Equatorial Vortex (marked 'EV'in Figure 4a) was associated with active
convection over the EEA region. The cold extratropical air on reaching equatorial regions
generally becomes unstable with convective clouds.
Figure 6b displays an example of the middle level (700 hPa) wind patterns for the
dry pentads. The EEA region was dominated by easterly winds. The most significant
feature in the middle level wind flow was the cyclonic circulation with centre at about
25°S, 25°E in the composites for dry pentads (marked C in Figure 6b). Also,
anticyclonic flow was observed over Madagascar ( area marked A in Figure 6 b) .. Both
these cyclonic and anticyclonic circulations were associated with strong northerly winds
through the Mozambique Channel. These northerlies cut-off the surge of cold air from
the extratropics.
4. 5.3 Post-Long rains season circulation patterns
The wind field during the withdrawal of the rainy season consists of strong
southeasterlies/southwesterlies at 700 hPa level (Figure 7) which veer to join equatorial
westerlies observed along latitudes 5° N. On the northern side of these westerlies is the
ITCZ. These mid level westerlies to the north of the equator mark the onset of the Indian
subcontinent monsoons.
lt may be concluded, from the results of this section, that:

•

The Equatorial westerlies are an integral part of the monsoonal flow in this
region, being located between 10°S and 20°S during the pre-Long rains
period, between 1 0°S and Equator during the EEA Long rains and between
equator and 1 0°N during the post-Long rains season.

•

Lower tropospheric southerlies in the Mozambique Channel and eastern
regions of South Africa were associated with anomalously wet seasons
over the EEA region while northerlies in this region were associated with
dry seasons.

4.6 Cross-Sectional Analyses of wind fields for anomalously wet/dry years
4.6.1 Time-Latitude cross-sections of the zonal wind
Time-latitude, time-height, and latitude-height sections of pentad gridpoint zonal
wind speed at various vertical levels are presented in order to determine the three
dimensional structure of the atmosphere during the extremely wet and dry rainfall
periods.
Examples of time-latitude cross sections for zonal wind at 700 hPa and 200 hPa
levels are presented in Figures Sa and Sb. Figure Sa shows that at the start of the cross
section (pentads S to 15) there were easterlies at the equator with westerlies to the
south near latitude 15 ° S. These southern hemisphere tropical westerlies crossed the
equator for the first time during the 16th pentad. lt was observed that the arrival of these
westerlies over EEA was associated with the onset of the seasonal rains. Also noted is
the association of westerly/easterly wind maximum across the equator during the
wettest pentads for example during pentads 1S-21 in Figure Sa (Okoola 199S). Near the
end of the cross section the locus of intense westerlies was mainly located to the north
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of the equator for instance see pentads 29-33 in Figure Sa. lt is further observed that
generally the midtropospheric westerlies were south/north of the equator during the pre/post Long rains pentads.
At the upper levels ( 200 hPa) easterlies were observed south of the equator with
a centre near 10 °S during pentad 10 and near 5°S during pentad 18 (Figure 8b). From
pentads 29-33 the easterlies were generally north of the equator (Figure 8b). Scrutiny
of the upper level zonal wind charts reveals an association between upper easterlies and
areas experiencing active convection.
4.6.2 Time-Height cross-sections of the zonal wind
In order to examine the vertical structure associated with the transition of the wet
season from the southern hemisphere summer to the northern hemisphere summer timeheight cross-sections of area-averaged zonal winds were prepared (Figure 1 Oa). The
area averages were for the latitudes of equatorial eastern Africa (EEA) ( 1 0°S to Equator;
25 ° E to 45 ° E). Figure 9a depicts an easterly maximum at 200 hP a level on 16th pentad.
A westerly maximum is however observed at 700 hPa on the 17th pentad. The first
westerly event ended in the middle and lower troposphere on the 21st pentad. The
second westerly event occurred during the 25th and 26th pentads. lt is noteworthy that
during these two westerly events there also occurred two unique wet spells of rainfall
over the EEA region.
In 1984, Figures 9b, there were a number of easterly zonal wind maxima at 300/200
hPa levels. However, only the one on 19th pentad
was followed by a lower
tropospheric westerly event on the 20th pentad. The upper tropospheric easterlies.were
associated with convection. The upper easterlies during the 14th pentad were also
associated with the second pre-onset rains (Okoola 1998), while the upper easterlies
during the 19th to 21st pentads can be linked to the main onset of the rainy season.
lt was therefore evident that active convective periods were preceded by an upper
tropospheric easterly maximum zonal wind event. The upper tropospheric easterlies
seem to create the right atmosphere for convection to occur. Particularly, active
convection is favoured by a situation where upper level easterlies were followed by midlevel westerlies. The resultant large negative vertical wind shear is important for
enhanced convective activity. This vertical wind shear suggests that baroclinic instability
may be present during active convective activity scenarios. Examples of large negative
shears are discussed by Ramage and Raman (1972), and Gunn et al. ( 1989).
4.6.3 Height-Latitude Cross-Sections of the zonal wind for the wet and dry scenarios
The height-latitude sections of zonal winds averaged between longitudes 26°E
and 45 ° E for the Long rains season over EEA region are displayed in Figure 10. Figure
1 Oa is an example of lower tropospheric westerlies observed in the region between 5°S
and about 8 °N. The westerlies extend in the vertical up to 700 hPa level. Lower
tropospheric easterlies are observed in the region 10° to 15° latitude both north and
south of the equator. In the upper troposphere easterlies are observed at 300 hPa level
with weak westerlies ( < 4 ms- 1 ) above the easterlies.
For further discussions, examples of the wet pentads were selected from Figure 1 0
and these are presented as Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that strong westerlies are
centred at 700 hPa and cover the region from about 12°S to Equator. In the vertical,
the westerlies extend to about 600 hPa level. In the upper troposphere the easterlies
are centred at 200 hPa. lt is noteworthy that the centre of easterlies at 200 hPa is
directly above the centre of lower level westerlies. Thus, a strong negative shear of
zonal wind existed in the zonal winds above latitude 5°S.
Composites of the pre-Long rains season and post-Long rains season pentads are
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shown in Figure 12 a, b. Figure 12a for the pre-rainy season shows dominance of lower
tropospheric westerlies to be prevalent in the latitude range 20°S to about 1 0°S. These
westerlies are inclined northwards with increasing altitudes up to 700 hPa then
southwards above this level. Strong equatorial easterlies are centred at 850 hPa level.
In the upper levels the easterlies are centred at 200 hPa level and above latitude 1 0°S.
For the post-Long rains season (Figure 12b) the lower tropospheric westerlies are deeper
extending up to 500 hPa level. These westerlies extend from the equator to about
1 5° N. On the northern edge of the westerlies the vertical axis inclined southwards. The
maximum intensity of the westerlies was at the 850 hPa level at latitude 8°N. To the
south of the westerlies strong easterlies were observed above latitude 1 0°S. The upper
tropospheric easterlies are located above about 1 0°N. The above figures for the preLong rains season and post-Long rains season over EEA suggest that the wet season is
associated with lower tropospheric westerlies in the latitude band 10°S to the Equator
with upper tropospheric easterlies above the Equator.
The most significant feature in Figure 12 is the association of the strong upper
easterly zonal winds and the low/middle level zonal westerly winds. The upper level
strong easterlies tend to lead the low level westerlies during active wet spells. lt is
further observed that the westerlies become deeper and more intense as they migrate
to the north of the equator. lt may be concluded that active convective periods are
associated with strong low/middle level westerlies overlain by strong upper level
easterlies.
5. Summary of the Results of this study
The results from areal and PCA T-mode seasonal rainfall analyses delineated
1981/1984 as some of the wettest/driest years over the EEA region within the period
1961 to 1990.
Composite analysis results revealed the dominance of low-/mid-level
westerlies/easterlies over most parts of the region during anomalously wet/dry spells.
Maximum intensity of westerlies was generally observed at 700 hPa level. Easterlies
were however dominant at the upper levels. This vertical structure of mid:...level
westerlies and upper level easterlies links active convection with negative zonal wind
shears in the layer 200-700 hPa.
Close positive association was identified between low to mid-level
westerlies/easterlies over most of the EEA region and southerly/northerly winds through
the Mozambique Channel. The southerlies were associated with the formation and
persistence of cyclonic/anticyclonic circulations over Madagascar/South Africa regions
while the northerlies were associated with anticyclonic/cyclonic circulations over
Madagascar/South Africa respectively. The extratropical southerly surges through South
Africa and the Mozambique Channel act as a trigger for the onset and for active phases
of the monsoons over the EEA region. Also, from the conservation of potential vorticity,
there is a need to confirm the linkage of the southerlies through the Mozambique
Channel and the formation of equatorial westerlies downstream.
The transition of westerly/easterly zonal winds in the lower/upper troposphere
across the Equatorial Eastern Africa region has been documented in this study. This
pattern is typical of tropospheric zonal winds in the monsoonal regions and therefore
the observed middle level westerlies over EEA region during the Long-rains season are
an integral part of the monsoonal transition in this region.
The foregoing results are based on only a single wet and dry year, i.e 1981 and
1 984. Although these years were selected from a thirty year record ( 1961-1990) these
results may therefore not necessarily apply to all the dry and wet years.
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CAPTIONS
Figure 1:

The mean monthly Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) positions (After
Dhonneur, 1974)

Figure 2:

Area-averaged rainfall anomaly series for eastern Africa.

Figure 3:

Long-rains season wind vectors at 700 hPa during (a) 1981 and (b) 1984.
Shaded where wind intensity is greater than 4 ms- 1• Centres of low/high
wind intensity are marked by L/H. 'A' represents anticyclonic circulation.

Figure 4:

Wind anomaly for the wet (1981) minus the dry (1984) at 700 hPa and (b)
at 200 hPa. C = Cyclonic Circulation.

Figure 5:

Composite wind vectors for the pre-onset pentads at 700 hPa level during
1981.

Figure 6:

Examples of composite wind vectors at 700 hPa during (a) the wet spell
and (b) the dry spell pentads. Centres of low/high wind intensity are
marked by L/H, respectively. 'EV' = Equatorial Vortex; 'T' =trough; 'A'
= Anticyclone and 'C' = cyclonic circulation.

Figure 7:

Example of composite wind vectors for the withdrawal pentads at 700 hPa.
Centres of low/high wind intensity are marked by L/H, respectively.

Figure 8:

Examples of time-latitude cross-section of zonal wind component (a) at 700
hPa and (b) at 200 hPa averaged between longitudes 26° and 45°E during
the pentads 8-33. Hatched regions have positive/negative wind speed and
the isotach interval is 2/4 ms- 1 for 700/200 hPa levels.

Figure 9:

Time-height sections for zonal wind components during (a) 1981 and (b)
1984. The isotach interval is 2 ms- 1• Positive (westerly) regions are hatched.

Figure 10:

Latitude-height distribution of zonal wind (ms-1) in the vertical for 1981
during the long-rains season. Isotach intervals are 2 ms- 1 • Positive
(westerly) isotachs are hatched.

Figure 11:

Latitude-height distribution of zonal wind components in the vertical for
a wet pentad during 1981. Isotach interval is 2.5 ms- 1• Positive (westerly)
regions are hatched.

Figure 12:

Latitude-height sections for zonal wind components during the (a) pre- and
(b) post-long-rains season over the Equatorial Eastern Africa region.
Isotach interval is 2.5 ms- 1• Positive (westerly) isotachs are hatched.
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The use of monsoon indicators in the Seasonal
prediction of East African rainfall.
L. A. Ogallo and R. E. Okoola
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Nairobi, Kenya

1~

Introduction

East Africa (EA) region (from approximately 5°N to 12°S, 29°E to
42°E) experiences two distinct monsoons. These are the northeast
(NE) and Southeast (SE) monsoons. The NE Monsoons dominate during
the Southern Hemisphere (SH) summer (December to February) , while
the SE Monsoons are observed during the Northern Hemisphere (SH)
summer (June-August) . A transition occurs from the NE to SE Spring
(NHS) season (March-May) and also during the SH Spring season
(September-November) .
The transition is characterized by convergence in the East African
region, of low-level equatorward moving air masses from both
hemispheres.
These low-level air masses constitute the monsoonal
flows and the zone of convergence is the intertropical convergence
zone ( ITCZ) .
The complex topography and large inland lakes modify the monsoons
over the region. These modifications make the ITCZ near the surface
very diffuse and thus the ITCZ has been observed most clearly in the
wind field near 700 hPa level (Anyamba, 1983; Mukabana and Pielke
1996) in the East African (EA) region.
It passes over the region
twice in each year and associated with the passage are the two
ra·infall seasons occurring during March-May and October-midDecember. Over the E.A. region the ITCZ is the major synoptic-scale
system controlling the seasonal rainfall (Asnani 1993). Also, the
neighbouring Oceans (Indian and Atlantic Oceans) play a significant
role in- the ability of the ITCZ to produce rain by providing
moisture for the monsoonal air masses.
Okoola (1999a) has shown
that there are unique sea surface Temperature (SST) anomaly patterns
over the Atlantic and Indian Oceans that are associated with
seasonal rainfall anomalies over EA region (Figure 1).
The wet
anomaly over EA being associated with warm/cold SST anomalies over
Indian/Atlantic oceans, respectively.
The objective of this paper is to highlight certain monsoonal
circulation indices that are associated with anomalous rainfall
occurrence over EA with a view to using them in Seasonal rainfall
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prediction.
2.

Monsoon and East Africa rainfall anomalies.

The monsoonal circulation determines inland moisture transport and
the subsequent space/time patterns of rainfall over the region.
Therefore, anomalies in the monsoonal circulation impact on the
rainfall over the region.
2.1

The speed and direction of the regional winds.

Examples of the upper level winds during El Nino/La Nina (Figure 2)
indicate that the wind intensity is weak/strong, respectively. In
another example (Figure 3) at the 700 hPa level, Okoola (1999b) has
shown that the monsoon circulation over East Africa was weak/strong
during the wet/dry Northern Hemisphere spring seasons of 1981/1984,
respectively. Figure 3a suggests that the moisture transport into
EA. comes from two sources; the Congo basin/Atlantic Ocean regions
and the western Indian Ocean. It is noteworthy that not all
anomalies in regional monsoon circulation are associated with El
Nino and La Nina. For example 1984 had weak La Nina conditions
during April-June period while 1981 was neither an El Nifio nor La
Nifia year.
2.2

Meridional and Zonal Circulation Indices

Figure 4 gives an example of the regional circulation during wet/dry
seasons over East Africa. Unique circulation anomalies are depicted
during
wet/dry
seasons.
Figure
4
for
example
depict
southerly /northerly between longi tudes 3 0 o to 4 0 oS along 2 5os.
Figure 4 also suggests that during wet seasons there is increased
frequency of extratropical to tropical interactions. Unique
anomalies in the zonal and meridional patterns of monsoonal
circulation over the region was also quite evident in Figure 2.
Figure 5 gives time-height cross-sections of the 30-100 hPa zonal
winds within the period 1966-87 (Ogallo et al. 1994). The figure
indicates successive recurrences of the easterly and westerly wind
phases.
The successive phases appear at 30 hPa and propagate
downwards and in so doing modulate the monsoonal flows over EA
region.
These zonal wind phases have been noted to have
significant lagged relationship with seasonal rainfall over EA
region (Semazzi et al. 1998 )
The above relationships may be used to monitor the space-time
characteristics of the seasonal rains. The observed anomalies in the
regional monsoon circulation can also be used to develop a zonal
circulation index which could be used as predictors of the regional
rainfall anomalies.
The development of such empirical rainfall prediction index can
provide a significant contribution to sustainable socio-economic
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development of the region where
activities are rain dependent.

most

of

the

socio-economic
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CAPTIONS
Figure 1:

Seasonal SST anomaly patterns for the wet (TOP) and dry (BOTTOM)
years. The contour interval is 0.25°C. Regions of positive anomalies are
hatched.

Figure 2:

Monsoonal wind patterns during El Niiio (1991 and 1994) and La Niiia (1988
and 1989).

Figure 3:

Long rains season wind vectors at 700 hPa during 1981 (TOP) and 1984
(BOTTOM). Shaded where wind is greater than 4 ms- 1•

Figure 4:

Examples of composite wind vectors at 700 hPa during the wet spell (TOP)
and the dry spell (BOTTOM) pentads. Centres of low/high intensity are
marked by L/H respectively; EV, equatorial Vortex; T, trough; A,
anticyclonic and C, cyclonic circulation.

Figure 5:

Time-height cross-sections of the 30-100 hPa zonal winds for the period 19661987. Easterly wind phases are hatched.
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THE RESPONSE OF EAST AFRICA:\" RAI~F.-\LL TO FLCCTL-\TI<)~\iS IN
SLRF.-\CE WE.-\ THER P.-\RA:\IETERS .-\:\"0 OLR IN THE TROPICS

BY
W .~Y AK\V .-\0.-\
KE~Y.-\

:\IETEOROLOGIC.-\L DEP.-\RT\IE~T
P.O. BOX 30259,
NAIROBI

1. INTRODUCTION
Rainfall is the single most important parameter for the economy of F ·~st Africa. .Anomalous
rainfall have etiects on all sectors of economy. The effects of the drought of 1984 and t1oods of
1997/98 over the region are still fresh in the minds of the population.
\\bile rainfall is that important. it is the most variable :\Ieteorological element and the most
difticult to predict. The rainfall ov·er the region is affected by the Intertropical convergence
zone (ITCZ) and subtropical anticylones (the Azores. Arabian Ridge. Mascarene and the St.
Hdlena). The other systems which int1uence the rainfall are :VIeso-scale circulation associated
\Vith orography and \Vater bodies. extra tropical systems ( blockings and frontal systems l.
tropical cyclones. jet streams and teleconnections \Vith Quasi-biennial oscillation( QBO). El~ino SGuthern Oscillation( ENSO) and sea surface temperature ;momalies (SST.-\'s)
TI1e Southeasterlies;Northeasterlies from the Indian Ocean. \.Vhich prevail during the! \larch\tay J.nd September-November seasons are the major sources of moisture. The other sources of
moisture are the westerlies from the Atlantic and the Congo: Zaire basin(Congo Airmass).
Various attempts have been made to determine the relationships beffi·een raintall over the region
;md various ocean/Atmosphere parameters. These include the \Vorks of Ogallo( 1988). Ogallo et
al(l994). Nvakwada(l993).
Ininda(l995). Nvenzi(l992)
and Okoola(1996).
.
.
.
In this study linear. correlation and time series and composites analyses were used to determine
responses of the raintall of East Africa to t1uctuations in SST.OLR. Wind and de\vpoim
temperatures that would be used to predict raintall over the region. The SSTA's over the
southern and Northern Indian Ocean are used to determine the role of the Indian Ocean in the
\1odulation of raintall over the region.

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Data
The Data used in this study were raintall. the SSTA's. SOL Surface windspeed and dev.:point tor
the period 1961 to 1990 and OLR tram NO.A..-\ Polar Orbiters for the period 197-t to 1986. TI1e
SSTA's OLR and SOI were obtained tram the Drought \lonitoring Centre. ~airobi. The
raintalL wind speed and dew-point tor Kenya were obtained trom the Kenya Meteorological
Department. The rainfall Indices developed tor individual countries of East Africa \.Vere used to
inter the years when March-May raintall season was dry· or wet.
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2.2. \lrthodology
Th~ \ !crh~1ds used in this study im:luJed -:, \tTdation ;.md time series ;.Inalysis. Compositt·..; ~· r·
SST. \\"ind and dew-point temperature tor -:uiJ and WJn11 SST.-\'s \Vere also devdopeJ. rhe
data \Vere standardised to ensure th:.lt the m~,m is zero and the st::mdard deviation is unit hy the
transfonnation.

R 11

= .\',,-

x.

0;

{1)
•••••

\vhere X;r is the record at location i for year t. ·nd X; and cr 1 are the mean and the standard
deviation for station i. The use of this index enables the comparisons of the series from
ditierent locations (Trenberth.1976). The rainfall anomalies at individual locations vvere
averaged to drive rainfall index tor each country.
lising these anomalies correlation \vere computed bet\veen Rainfall and SST.SOL and OLR
from simple linear correlation tormula w·hich can be obtained trom various statistical books.
The student t- distribution was used to detem1ine statistically significant correlations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. .\-lean OLR Values
In ;vrarch-May as represented by the peak r:1intall month of April (tigure 2). the OLR values are
<..,-+0 wm- 2 over the whole region. The lo\v OLR values imply deep convection over the region
in this period. In September - November as represented by the peak rainfall month of
-:\l1vember. ( tigure 3). the \Vhole region is under wet conditions but the OLR values at most
locations are relatively higher than observed in April. Most of the Eastern Kenya and Tanzania
2
is under OLR >750 "Wm· . The rainfall received at individual locations in this season are
relatively lovver than that of April.
The high OLR values indicate that the September- November raintllil over the eastern parts of
East Africa is dorrninantly from shallow clouds unlike in April when the clouds are deeper as
2
revealed with OLR <?40 wm- over the whole region.
Figures 4 and 5 indicated that during June.-\ugust and December- February, as represented by July and January. respectively, most parts
of the region are under high OLR and lovv rainfall.
In June- August only Uganda and western parts of Kenya receive significant rainfall (figure-+).
while in December- Februarv onlv southern Tanzania receive signiticant rainfall. (Fig.5 ). In all
2
cases the OLR fsoyet of240~m- -represented raintall of about 50rnm.
-
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3.1 Results From Correlation

An~llysis

rhe :;ruJenH-test Jecbred a -:orrdation ot' !l.~.:i .statistically signi~icant. Figure 6 gi\ c!S th\2
sp~uial characteristics of correlation bet\ve-:n the: sea surface temperature over the :\orthem
Indi;:m Oce:.m and ro. ..1fall over Kenya. Figur~ 6a indicates the relationships are generally weak
~iurin~ the month of April. which is the peak r::tinfall month for March - May (long rains)
:::c::1son. Fiuure
6b. indicates that the rainfall w::1s ..t:'ositiveh:. and highlv
._
.....
.. correlated to SST durin~._
\:ovember. vvhich is the peak rainfall month for the September- November period. The highest
correlations of0.44 and 0.73 were observed for April and November respectively.
Good relationships between rainfall and various parameters in the September - November
period have been observed by various authors including Nyenzi.(l992) and Ogallo,(l988).
The positive relationships indicated that the rainfall over the areas should be enhanced \vith the
increase in SSTA's over these areas. The association of enhance rain!all with warm SSTs has
also been observed by Okoola ( 1996).
Figure 7 gives the spatial patterns of correlations bet\veen rainfall and SOl over Kenya. Figure
7a indicates that rainfall was negatively correlated to SOl during the month of April. The
correlations during the month of November (fi.gure7b) vvere higher than those observed for
April. The largest correlation values were 0.--1-2 and 0.51 respectively. The negative correlations
indic~re that the areas should receive more. less rainfall during El-Nino;La-Nina events. The
region has just suffered a depressed rainfall performance associated with 1998 La-Nina which
t0llo\\cd i 997 98 El-Nino associated with tloods over all parts of East Africa.
The results trom correlation \Vith OLR aver~ged over the region Boneo - Indonesia (BIOLR)
t Figur~ 8 l indicated that the western highlands and parts of Kenya are positively correlated to
BIOLR. The positive correlation indicates that the area should receive more rains during El:\ino events when OLR over the region is high.
Figures q ::md 10 give the spatial patterns of correlations between rainfall averaged over
homogeneous regions (figure 1 and OLR in the tropics. Figure 9 indicates that during \-larch\1ay season raintall over region 11 located in the coastal areas was positively correlated to OLR
at all centres of Walker circulation and Northern Subtropical anticylones.
The positive correlation with OLR in the .Ylalagasy area indicates a need for reduced. convection
over the area. The tailure of the 1984 long rains has been attributed to a tropical cyclone which
formed in the area during April. The negative correlations bem-·een rainfall and OLR over the
monsoon areas indicate that parts of Kenya vvould receive more rainfall in March-May
follovving enhanced convention in the monsoon areas. The March-May rains require the
rela'<ation of the Arabian Ridge and the development of the East African ridge. Low OLR to
the north \vould imply reduced sea level pressure and quick relaxation of the Arabian Ridge.
Figure 10 indicates that during September- November the raintall over region 11 was positively
correlated to OLR over the \Vestem Pacitic. The positive correlation implies that the areas
should receive enhanced raintall during El-0-iino event when OLR is increased over the areas.
Region 9 located over central Kenva was ne!2:ativelv correlated to OLR over the central Pacitic.
but positively correlated to OLR over the Asian subcontinent. the Sahara Desert and the
southern Atlantic. The areas of positive correlations in the southern Atlantic and the Sahara
Desert imply the need for strong anticyclones in these areas to intensify the convergence and
......
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cast\\~lrd

push l)f the meridional trough of the fTCZ. The :~cptive correlation \Vith OLR ,n"t!r
\r~1ria anJ \ lascarene an~a implies t1le ne(d ti.)r rdati\ ..:I~ '-\ o::ak :\r:1bian and East \ti·11.:an
:-Idgt.:s. ;111d :'trong pressures over the Sahara and S11uthem A.tlantic for good !·~unt~1 1[
;x:rt(Jm1ance in the area. The September- \;u\ ember rains t\."ikm· the relaxation of L1::;t \ 1·:-:c~m
ci~tge ~md the development of the -\:...lbian ridge. The lmiian Ocean forms a major s~)urc( Ill
:11\)istur·~. The stron~.: pressures tc :ll·~ west and weak to the c:J.St of the continent \vould <.:nahle
~he penerration of the Congo/Zaire .--\irrnass \\·hich would improve on the moisture intltL\. lhc
:·nghest correlation values v.:ere 0.84 :1.nd U.86 for .\!arch - .\-lay season and ~eptember ~ovember period.
Figure 11 gives the time series plots of the Sea Surtace temperature anomalies over the northern
and southern western Indian Ocean. Figure 11a gives the mean time series plot of mean annual
SSTA over the region 30 - 35°S and 50 - 55E . This region is located in the parts of the
.\-l...c;sacre high pressure system. The Mass:1cre area torms a suitable pumping force tor the
moisture to the region. The t1uctuations in the sea surface temperatures indicate that the mean
annual SSTA's were very vvarm (>0.5°C over the area during 1961. !97-U G82.
1983.1985.1986.1988.1990 and cold (<0.5) 1963.1964.1965.1966.1967.1975). The cold 1963 . .
1967 coincides with the wet period ove; the region \Vhich started in September - .\iovember of
1061 (Anyamba 1983 ).· The period when the SSTA's vvere warm over the region is
characterised with depressed rainfall as can be observed from Figure 12 which gives the time
series of the rainfall Indices for Tanzania (Figure 12a) and Kenya (Figure 12b). Figure llb
gives the time series of the temperature difference between SSTA's at 25N latitude :1nd 65E
lon!.!imlle located in the Arabian Sea and that averaged over 30 - 35S and 50 - 55E. The mean
..umuai temperature difference bet'vveen the two points indicates that enhanced rainfall m :he
region can be associated with the ""arm northern parts of the ocean and a relatively colder south.
TI1e cold SSTA's in the region 30 - 35S and 50 - 55E would lead to enhanced southeasterlies
which are tht! major sources of moisture.
Figure 1lc gi\·es the \iorth-South remper::nure
Jifference for the months of January and February which lead the ~larch - May rains. The
Figure indicates that the difference were gener:.1lly negative during the period 1966 to 1977 '-\·irh
;m exception of 1970 when they were warm. The March - May rainfall in both countries was
generally depressed in the same period. The 1983 and 84 are also represented with the cold
F~bruary temperature differences for the respective years.

-

-

Figure 11d gives the North-South SSTA ditlerence tor :he month of August and September.
Similar patterns tor enhanced rainfall to be associated \vi::h a relatively cool south can Jlso oe
observed trom the pattern. It can be observed that the heavy· rains which started \liith the short
rains of 1961 are represented with the positive SSTA difference in the months of August and
September. The dry 1984 are also picked out with negative SSTA's differences. These indices
gi\e some incites to forecasters in the region and will need further studies using data \Vith
more regional representation.
Figure 13 gives composites of SSTA over 30 - 35S and 50 - 55E for the warm and cold years.
The Figure indicates that the wann SSTA's take a pattern similar :o rainfall seasons over parts
•Jf East .-\frica with peaks in April. July ami ;-..;ovember. The warrn1ng over the area during the
r:lintJ.ll season would only lead to reduced pumping force and moisture i.:1tlux:.
fhe cold pattern indicates that the temperature \vould be coldest in April to June: The period
December to February is also relatively cold. This pattern would enhance southeasterlies tor
the cold condition and weaken them tor the \Varm conditions. Figure 14 indicates that during
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th~

<..:t'k! ~ST.\':; tn·er the southern Indian (\.:can. the winds arc L!enerallv. stn)ll!! as reikct...:d
\\ ith plllt \)f \\indspeeds at \lakinuu. Th . .· wam1 years induce reuuced windspeeJs h...:111g
\\t:~lkest .Juring the majcr r~1inbll se:.~snns of the region.
~

~

Figure 15 ho\vewr indicates that the de,,· point temperutures are depressed \\hen the
temreratures in region 15- ~OS and 50 - 5.:'E are cold. While the temperatures tn the areas \)f
subn,ptical anticyclones need to l"'e cool. the temperatures on the path .::;hould he ''am1 for 111\lr....•
moisture intlux. Hence good rainfall performance require cold subtropical SSTA's and warm in
bet\\cen.

-t CONCLUSION
The patterns in correlations rainfall and SSTA.. OLR and SOL and SSTA timt: series piPts
provide useful indications of expected rainfall performance. The OLR correlations have sho,vn
the useful teleconnections between rainfall over parts of this region and the other parts of the
tropics which can be used to infer expected rainfall performance due to changes in OLR in the
respective parts. The patterns in SSTA in the subtropics give important hints for torecasting
rainfall over the region. The persistence in SSTA's is useful tor the prediction of se:l.Sonal
rainfall over the region. The results have also indicated that good rain.tall pertormance require
relatively cooler SST in the sub-tropical oceans and warm in between to ensure adequate
moisture intlux. It is also observed that reduced convection over the Atlantic and Sahara and
incre:.1sd o\·er ...\.sia and \lascarene is cunduci\·e for good raintall perfom1~111ce during
September- ~ovember o\·er parts of East Africa.
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Figure 12(b)

MARCH-MAY RAINFALL INDEX FOR KENYA
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Figure 15
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Statistical Seasonal Climate Prediction for Australia

6th WMO Regional Workshop on Asian/African Monsoons
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1. Introduction
The potential benefits of accurate climate forecasts to Australia are considerable. Australian agricultural
production alone is valued at more than $25 billion (Australian dollars) annually (Aust. 1999), and
individual climate anomalies, and in particular droughts and floods, are known to have directly cost the
Australian economy more than $3 billion through lost production and damage (Crowder 1995; Nicholls
1997). Adding to the direct financial burden is the less easily quantified, but no less important cost to the
human and natural environments which can arise from climate variability, and the failure of humans to
allow for such variability. While the impact of climate variability on Australia is partly a reflection of
social and economic factors, this cost more fundamentally reflects the relatively high level of climate
variability which Australia experiences (Nicholls 1988), in large part due to the pervasiveness of the El
Nifio - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon.
The significant impact of climate variability on Australia, poses both a challenge to the efficient and
sustainable management of resources, but also the opportunity for significant improvements through the
adoption of climate forecasts in management and policy decisions. Fortunately, the past few decades have
witnessed a rapid increase in the scientific understanding of climate variability and predictability
(Trenberth 1997), and a maturing of seasonal forecasting capabilities. Routine monitoring of the climate
system is now performed in real-time, while improvements in the theoretical understanding of climate
and rapidly advancing modelling capabilities have seen the recent development and refinement of
operational climate prediction systems in many countries, including Australia. In this paper we will
briefly detail the history, status and future of seasonal climate forecasting in Australia, with an emphasis
on empirical prediction.

2. History
The formal description of the significant variability of the Australian climate was achieved soon after
the establishment of the first meteorological networks in the nineteenth century. In the earliest thorough
review of Australian meteorology, Jevons (1859) noted that the "Australian climate is one of irregular
rains" and that during the period of written history the climate had "undergone great and long-prevailing
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changes" (see Nicholls 1998). The early twentieth century witnessed the first publication on scientific
methods for predicting Australian climate authored by Quay le (191 0). His method proposed the use of
antecedent temperature and pressure observations in southern An~:;tralian to foreshadow the following
winter season rainfall, with these predictors in fact being less eo: :-ntional indices of what we now call
the Southern Oscillation (SO). In a refinement of his earlier study, Quay le (1929) proposed the use of
tropical (Darwin) pressure for climate prediction, underscoring the role of the SO in modulating and
providing predictability for the Australian climate. Around the same time, Walker and Bliss were
instrumental in establishing the global character of the SO, and the potential for short range climate
prediction (Bliss and Walker 1932; Walker and Bliss 1937). A detailed application of this predictive
ability to northern Australian rainfall can be found in Treloar (1934).
The forecast methodologies detailed by Quayle, Treloar, Walker and Bliss were all based on the tendency
for atmospheric anomalies associated with ENSO to persist. Unfortunately, subsequent application of
these methods to independent data proved less than satisfactory, as the relationships of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries failed to replicate in the middle years of this century (Treloar and Grant
1953). For example, from 1909 to 1928 wintertime pressure in Darwin correlated at -0.87 with the spring
rainfall in the important agricultural region of northern Victoria, while from 1929 to 1948 this figure was
just -0.22. To quote "changes in the correlations ... show that forecasts based on the formulae would have
been of little practical use" and "The results presented ... throw considerable doubt on the direct use of
correlation relationships in forecasting". With more recent analyses it is clear that the failure of the
forecast methods to verify reflected a system-wide change in the ENSO phenomenon during the middle
years of this century (Kestin et al. 1998). These changes underscore the difficulty in estimating the future
skill of climate forecasts, and suggest that significant decadal-scale variations are possible in the levels
of predictability.
A legacy of the system-wide weakening of ENSO around the middle of the twentieth century was a
general hiatus in ENSO research. During this period the focus of climate forecasting in Australia shifted
to the use of synoptic activity and indices of the large scale extratropical circulation such as blocking
indices. From 1954 to 1971 experimental long-range forecasts based on these synoptic indicators were
prepared in the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, for internal evaluation (Nicholls 1997). The forecasts
were abandoned in 1971 as an analysis failed to reveal significant skill in the rainfall forecasts, while the
limited skill achieved by the temperature forecasts was deemed not to be useful.
Possibly the most significant breakthrough in the understanding of climate variability and predictability
was the establishment of the link between the oceanic El Nifio phenomenon and the atmospheric SO
during the 1960s and 1970s (e.g., Bjerknes 1966; Wyrtki 1975). Since these studies, there have been
dramatic gains in the understanding of ENSO as a coupled phenomenon. The application of this
knowledge to climate forecasting has been made possible by numerous studies of the impacts and
teleconnections associated with ENSO. For Australia, analyses have validated and extended the earliest
studies, to reveal significant relationships between the SO and Australian rainfall and temperature, as
well as new variables such as crop yields, tropical cyclone numbers, wet-season onset, and bushfire risk
(e.g., McBride and Nicholls 1983; Power et al. 1998; Nicholls 1997; Williams and Karoly 1999). During
1988 the Bureau of Meteorology began preparing and testing seasonal forecasts based on variations of
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the Southern Oscillation Index (SOl), and in 1989launched its Seasonal Climate Outlook for rainfall
(Casey 1998). This operational system used simple lag regression relationships to forecast rainfall in
decile ranges using recent values of the SOI.
The past decade has seen many revisions to the Australian Seasonal Climate Outlook. In the early 1990s
a shift was made to probabilistic rainfall forecasts in three rainfall categories (Casey 1998). A nonlinear
analogue forecast model for the SOl was introduced as an additional guidance in 1991 (Drosdowsky
1994), while further forecast guidance is now provided by an SOl rainfall phase system developed by
the Queensland Department of Primary Industries (Stone et al. 1996).
While studies of Australian climate variability have largely focussed on the ENSO, it is clear that sea
surface temperature (SST) variations outside of the tropical Pacific are also capable of influencing the
Australian surface climate (Simmonds 1990). Such a belief is supported by recent ensemble model
simulations which demonstrate potentially predictable variability over most of Australia, including those
places where the impact ofENSO is known to be small (Frederiksen et al. 1999). The role of the Indian
Ocean (in particular) in modulating the Australian surface climate and providing predictability beyond
that available through ENSO has been formally recognised in the most recent empirical prediction model
developed by the Bureau (see below). The future is likely to see increased use of SSTs outside of the
Pacific in climate forecasting, particularly as dynamical modelling systems are developed further.

3. Operational Forecast Models
The Bureau of Meteorology currently makes use of three statistical climate forecast schemes, two of
which are internal to the Bureau, with the third run by the Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Together these form the basis for operational climate forecasts issued to the public through the mass
media, and special users through a dedicated subscription service. Additional guidance is obtained from
experimental dynamical forecast systems
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the most recent N monthly values of the SOl are calculated using a Euclidean distance. Operationally,
N is set at nine and SOl values for the 123 years, 1876 to the present, are used. The closest analogues are
then individually projected four months into the future (based on the historical progression of the SOl),
while a consensus forecast is generated using an optimal combination of the N+ 1 analogues, adjusted
to match the most recent monthly SOl value (see Figure 1).
Internally, the SOl analogue system is used for qualitative forecast guidance (for example to highlight
similarities with past El Niiio or La Niiia events). Additional guidance is obtained through the
examination of the rainfall decile ranges associated with the leading analogues, to illustrate the historical
range of rainfall outcomes. The leading analogues are also used to drive crop simulation models, which
in turn provide estimates of future crop yield and variability for Australia.
3.2 SOl Phase Forecast System
The second empirical prediction scheme used by the Bureau of Meteorology is an SOl phase system run
by the Queensland Department of Primary Industries and described by Stone et al. ( 1996). This statistical
forecast system generates probability distribution functions of rainfall, using a climatology of conditional
probabilities defined uniquely by consecutive monthly
values of the SOL The operational system provides
30
three monthly rainfall outlooks both for Australia and
20
the globe. Reference to an interesting application of
SOl rising
this methodology to the frequency of frosts and crop
10
yields can be found in Stone et al. (1996).
-30

-20

30

The SOl phase system uses five unique phases, which
were objectively defined using cluster analysis applied
SOl falling
to historical monthly SOl data (see Figure 2). The five
-20
SOl phases indicate a consistently positive SOl,
consistently negative SOl, rising SOl, falling SOl, and
-30
a consistently near zero SOl. For each month of the
year, the rainfall probability distribution for the Figure 2. Categorisation of the five SOl phases,
depending on the current and immediately
subsequent three months is defined using the subset of
preceding month (adapted from Stone et al.
the historical years corresponding to each of the five 1996). The SOl in the past month is shown on
phases. Future forecasts are then made by first the ordinate, while that for the month
defining the SOl phase (using the two most recent immediately prior is shown on the abscissa.
monthly values of the SOl), and by then using the
appropriate cumulative probability distribution function for the three month forecast period.
3.3 Sea Surface Temperature Prediction Scheme
The most recent development in operational empirical prediction for Australia has been the development
of a generalised probabilistic model which uses large scale anomalies of SST (Drosdowsky and
Chambers 1998). This forecast system formally recognises the role of boundary (SST) anomalies in
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modulating the Australian surface climate and providing predictability (see Frederiksen et al. 1999). The
use of boundary condition anomalies as predictor variables represents a major shift from past operational
methods which have exclusively used atmospheric variables (such as the SOD for prediction. This
forecast model provides a generalised method for probabilistic climate forecasting, using lag associations
between the large scale SST anomalies and the predictand variables (rainfall, temperature, etc.).
In the model both the predictor (SST) and predictand variables (e.g., rainfall) are optimally represented
by the leading modes of variability
derived from a principal component
analysis applied independently to the two
datasets (Figure 3). The predictor (SST)
score series are then related to future
values of the predictand score series
using linear discriminant analysis (Wilks
1995), with forecast probabilities
calculated in predefined classes.
Operationally, forecasts are generated for
a two (above and below median) and
three (tercile) way split of the historical
rainfall data. Finally, the forecasts on the
score series are optimally mapped using
·
· d b y th e pred'1c tan d
th e vanance
exp1ame
.
.
.
loadmg (EOF) patterns, to give spatial
fields of the forecast probabilities.

Figure 3. Regionalisations of seasonal Indian/Pacific Ocean
SST anomalies produced by a VARIMAX rotated principal
component analysis. Boundaries of each region are the 0.5
component loading contour. The region covering the
equatorial. Indian Ocean
is part of the first
.
. component. The
.
scores senes marking the temporal evolutwn of these spattal
patterns are the predictor variables used in the SST forecast
model.

Operationally, the SST forecast scheme is used to generate probabilistic forecasts of seasonal mean
rainfall and temperature (seasonal average daily maximum, daily minimum and daily mean), with three
monthly forecasts issued on a monthly basis. Assessment of the model hindcast skill (see below) has
revealed a modest but fairly general increase in skill over that achieved using the SOl alone for both
rainfall and temperature. This is particularly the case during the austral autumn and winter seasons, when
the influence of the SO on Australian climate variability is relatively weak, and large scale SST
anomalies in the eastern Indian Ocean (in particular) are found to be significantly related to Australian
climate anomalies.
4. Some Issues with Model (Forecast) Verification
The wide availability of climate data and sophisticated statistical analysis programs means that it is now
a relatively simple process to develop an empirical model for climate prediction. However, the use of
forecasts arising from such a model requires an accurate knowledge of the future forecast skill which
might be expected from the model. The long time scales of seasonal forecasts mean that, in general, it
is not feasible to assess the skill of a climate prediction system through the validation of operational
forecasts. Instead model skill assessment is usually performed in a hindcast sense, where the model's
ability to predict the historical sequence of observations is assessed and used as a guide to future forecast
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skill.
The assessment of the skill of an
empirical forecast model in a hindcast
mode is complicated by two very

I

important and related issues (see Wilks 85
1i
1995). Firstly, there are a very large ::>
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Figure4.Meanfractionofdependentandindependent(cross
validated) variance explained, for a (white noise) random
time series of length N=45 modelled with 1 to 20 random
time series using multiple linear regression. This
demonstrates the increased ability to model the dependent
data simply by increasing the number of regression
unreliable, and places a limit on the parameters.
number of predictors which may be used.
For example, in multiple linear regression the maximum number of predictors which can be used to fit
a training period with N observations is N-1. Beyond N-1 the covariance matrix becomes singular. A
corollary of the short sample length is that a small number of predictors may appear to provide a good
description of the predictand behaviour, when applied to the development data (see Figure 4). This ease
of establishing relationships between predictors and predictands when the data record is short means that
it is important to use only predictors which are physically sensible.
The second issue relates to the bias of skill measures determined from the fitting of the prediction models
to dependent data (Michaelsen 1987). It is imperative that forecast models are assessed on data which
are independent of the model building process, or alternatively the biases introduced by application to
non-independent data are accounted for. Dependent bias arises from the optimisation of model
parameters to fit the model building sample, and also from the selection or screening of predictors based
on criteria derived from the sample. Under certain circumstances it is possible to account for the first bias
type using parametric results (Davis 197 6). The second bias cannot in general be estimated by parametric
models. The failure to adequately account (or remove) both skill biases in the verification of climate
forecasts will typically lead to an over optimistic assessment of the forecast skill, and misguided faith
in future model forecasts.
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology has adopted a two pronged approach to estimate the skill of its
operational empirical prediction models, the details of which are given below. Under this framework,
a number of skill measures are used within the Bureau to diagnose model accuracy including LEPS, Brier
score and hit rate (Wilks 1995).
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1.

Independent forecast mode, whereby the predictand and predictor data are split into a model
development and verification set. For example, 1950 to 1994 and 1995 to 1998. The model is
fitted on the development set, and hindcast skill assessed on the "independent" verification set.

T=O

T=M

T=N
Time

Training period
of length M.
Develop and fit
empirical model
e.g.,
Y = 1:: a]<Xk+ c

2.

Forecast period of
length N-M against
which model is
verified.

Generalised cross-validation where one or more cases are systematically deleted, the forecast
model is developed on the remaining cases, and then tested on the deleted case(s). This process
is completed exhaustively.
For predefined predictors a single cross-validation algorithm is used whereby only the model
parameter estimation is cross-validated. When predictors are being selected, a double crossvalidation algorithm is used where both the predictor selection and model parameter estimation
are cross-validated (Drosdowsky and Chambers1998).

T=O

Forecast period of
length L
T=M,M+L

T=N
Time

Training period of length N-L. Develop
and fit empirical model, including
selection of x's e.g.,
Y = 1l akXk+ c

These methods provide a relatively unbiased estimate of the hindcast skill of the forecast models in
reproducing the historical sequence of climate anomalies. These estimates are then used as guidance of
the skill to be expected from the empirical models applied in future forecasts. The reader interested in
the application of these procedures to the assessment of climate forecast models in Australia and
elsewhere is referred to Drosdowsky and Chambers (1998) and Jones (1998) (available from the lead
author) and references therein.

5. Future Plans
The past few decades have witnessed a rapid maturing in the understanding of climate variability and
prediction, and in operational forecasting abilities in Australia (and elsewhere). It is without doubt that
further improvements in knowledge, together with improved computing technologies and climate datasets
promise further advances in climate prediction in the future. Short-term plans for operational climate
prediction in Australia envisage further refinements in the existing empirical modelling techniques, and
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major efforts in diversifying the predicted variables (such as to temperature and rainfall extremes). These
efforts will be aided by collaboration with researchers in the application and social sciences, to improve
the use of climate forecasts in such areas as water and farm management. In the longer term, it seems
likely that dynamical climate predictions using coupled general circulation models currently being
developed and tested by the Bureau of Meteorology and many similar institutes, will become increasingly
important for operational climate prediction, with the promise of an improvement in forecast skill over
that achieved by existing operational systems.
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Development of Dynamical Seasonal Forecast
with the JMA Global model

Kiyoharu Takano
Climate Prediction Division
Japan Meteorological Agency
1. Introduction

The JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency) has a long history of seasonal forecast to
support production of rice that is the staple food of Japanese. Rice is tropical plant and
summer temperature is crucially important for its growth in Japan. The forecast has been
based on the empirical or statistical method. However, the forecast skill is not so high and
further improvement of forecast skill is necessary. Therefore the JMA decided to introduce
dynamical method into seasonal forecast. Here, we introduce present status of the
development of dynamical seasonal forecast.

Development Plan of Dynamical Seasonal Forecast at JMA
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2. Development plan of dynamical seasonal forecast.

The JMA has a development plan of dynamical seasonal forecast. Fig. 1 is a schedule of
development. A new computer will be introduced in 2001 and after that, we will start
dynamical seasonal forecast operationally.
The development plan mainly consists of three parts. The first is development of coupled
ocean atmosphere model. The second is development of land surface data assimilation
system. The third is improvement of atmospheric model particularly in physical processes.
A coupled ocean-atmospheric model is necessary for atmospheric seasonal forecast.
However, there are many problems in both ocean model and atmospheric model.
Therefore, in our plan, the coupled ocean-atmosphere model aim at prediction of tropical
SSTs mainly focusing on El Nino and the atmospheric model forced by predicted SSTs by
the coupled model aim to predict seasonal atmospheric circulation. Of course this is the
first step of development, and in the second step we plan to predict atmospheric circulation
directly with coupled ocean-atmosphere model.
3. Coupled Ocean-atmosphere model for ENSO prediction.

The El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the most important forcing to the
atmospheric circulation in the seasonal time scale. Therefore many efforts in many
countries are being done. At the JMA, we are also developing coupled ocean-atmosphere
model and trying dynamical prediction of ENSO.
The JMA's coupled model consists of a T42L21 atmospheric general circulation model
(AGCM) and a global ocean general circulation model (OGCM). The AGCM is previous
version (Sugi et al. 1990) of the operational JMA global model in which Kuo's cumulus
scheme is adapted, while Arakawa-Shubert scheme is adapted in the present operational
model. The OGCM is based on Bryan (1969). The basic horizontal resolution 2.0° in
latitude and 2.5° in longitude. Near the equator, the meridional grid spacing reduced to a
minimum, 0.5 o

•

The OGCM has 20 vertical levels most of which are placed in the upper

500m.
This coupled model was integrated for 30 years and the model well represent ENSOlike inter-annual variations of the southern oscillation index and Nino 3 SST anomalies in
12-30 years after a large climatic drift although both of the amplitudes are a half .of
observation.
An El Nino hindcast experiment was done with JMA's coupled model. The 40 case one-

year integrations were done starting from all seasons during 1986-1996. Initial conditions
are given by the operational atmospheric and oceanic data assimilation systems. Monthly
heat and momentum t1ux corrections are used in the coupled integration in order to avoid
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NIN0-3 SSTA

T-1 R
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Figure2 Hindcast experiment of NIN0.3 SST anomaly by a JMA coupled ocean-atmosphere
model. Thin line: hindcast. Thick line: observation. Black circles show the initial.
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ocean-atmosphere model. Thin line: Forecast. Thick line: Observation.
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the climatic drift. Fig. 2 shows the result. The JMA's coupled model well predicted Nino.3
SST's before 1991. In particular, the model predicted 1986/87 El Nino and 1988/89 La
Nina. On the other hand, after 1992, the forecast skill became worse. This may be related
to characteristics of El Nino event during the first half of 1990's.
We have also carried out experimental forecast to 1997/98 El Nino (Fig.3). Our coupled
model could predict onset and ending of 97/98 El Nino although the predicted Nino.3 SST
anomalies have some errors.
JMA coupled model has basic ability of forecasting El Nino but also has many points to
improve. For example, there is a climatic drift of coupled model with time. Now we are
improving coupled model. A new version will be introduced in few years.
4. Simulation experiment forced by observed SST.

To estimate seasonal predictability and to investigate reproducibility of atmospheric
circulation by our present atmospheric model, we carried out seasonal simulation
experiment forced by observed SST. The model used is the JMA operational atmospheric
model for one-month forecast. The initial conditions are taken from NCEP/NCAR
reanalyses. An ensemble technique is used and integration period is 120days. An ensemble
simulation consists of 5 integrations, which start form consecutive initial condition with
24hours interval.

The dates of initial conditions are December 1'', 1982,1986,1987 and

1992 for winter experiment and June

1'\

1987,1988,1993,and 1994 for summer

experiment. The prescribed SST is taken from NCEP O.I. analysis. The initial conditions
of land surface processes are climatology.
4-1. Simulation of the northern hemispheric extra-tropics (fig. 4)
4case average of the anomaly correlations of seasonal (1-90 day) mean 500 hPa field
over the IJ.Orthern hemisphere in winter is 0.44 and better than those of persistence forecast
which is defined as the persistence of anomalies of 3 month mean field immediately
before the integration. The predicted root mean square errors are the same as those of he
persistence forecast but larger than those of the climatological forecast.
When we evaluate simulation skill over the pacific half of the NH (90E-90W); PNH, the
simulation skills are better than those of NH. The four case average of the anomaly
correlations of PNH is 0.62 and RMSE is. smaller than those of climatological forecast.
Simulations over the Eastern Asia including Japan also keep good skill.
On the other hand, simulation skills of NH for summer are worse than those for winter.
4 case average of anomaly correlations of NH is 0.33 and RMSE is almost the same as
those of the persistence forecast and worse than the climatorogical forecast. The ratio of
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Figure 5 Distributions of the observed OLR and simulated precipitation (DJF)
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the systematic error of the present model to the total error is larger than in winter. If we
tentatively correct simulations by systematic errors of the operational one-month forecast,
the RMSE errors reduced by 30% in summer, while 10% in winter.
4-2. Simulation in Tropics
Most of simulation experiment years in winter are El Nino years. The year to year
variations of convective activities near the equatorial date line are well simulated by our
model (Fig.5) and this resulted in good skill of pacific side of the NH. We added further
simulation experiment of 96/97 winter with the same situations and well simulated
convective activities over tropics and the Pacific side of the NH atmospheric circulation.
In summer simulation, the year to year variation of convective activities over the
tropical Pacific are simulated well in our models. On the other hand, the simulation of the
so-called Asian monsoon is unsatisfactory and the year to year variabilities of the Asian
monsoon activities in the model are very weak. The JMA is monitoring the Asian
monsoon activity using the JMA Asian monsoon index. The Asian monsoon index is
defined as normalized area-mean OLR anomalies as shown in Fig.6. The Asian monsoon
activities are the weakest in 1993 and the strongest in 1994 in 4 experiment years in
JMA's definition (Fig. 7). However, the difference between two years is very small in our
simulation (Fig.8). The summer climate of Japan is strongly affected by the Asian
monsoon. Fig. 9 is a scattering diagram of summer Asian monsoon activities and summer
surface temperature over the Northern Japan. This figure shows strong relationship
between them. That is, when the Asian monsoon is active, it brings hot summer of Japan
and vice versa. 1993 and 1994 are typical years of this relationship. Therefore, the
prediction of summer Asian monsoon is essential for summer seasonal forecast of Japan.
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Difference of predicted precipitation (1993-1994)

1993 JJA Bad monsoon
Predicted precipitation

1994 JJA Good monsoon

Figure 8 The simulated precipitation patterns in 1993 and 1994 and their deference.
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To improve Asian monsoon prediction, we are now improving cumulus convection
scheme, land surface processes and land surface data assimilation system.
5. Conclusion and Remarks

We showed present status of development of dynamical seasonal forecast at the JMA.
We are now focusing our development on ENSO prediction and Asian monsoon
prediction because both phenomenon influence climate in Japan. ENSO prediction by our
present model has some forecast skill. However, the Asian monsoon simulation forced by
observed SST is poor. As shown above the prediction is crucially important for summer
seasonal forecast in Japan. In addition, needless to say, it is also useful for Asian countries.
Therefore, we will make more effort to improve Asian monsoon prediction.
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ABSTRACT
The Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies anomaly coupled prediction system. using a sophisticated
dynamical model of the tropical Pacific Ocean and the global atmosphere, is described. The resolution of the
component models is moderate. with the atmospheric spectral model truncated at triangular total wavenumber
30 and I 8 vertical levels. The ocean model is a Pacific Basin model with 0.5° latitude and 1.5° longitude
resolution in the waveguide and ~0 vertical levels. The performance of the uncoupled component ~odels
motivates the anomaly coupling strategy and has led to the development of a simple empirical technique for
converting the 850-mb zonal wind into a zonal surface stress that is used in the prediction experiments described
here. In developing ocean initial conditions. an iterative procedure that assimilates the zonal wind stress based
on the simulated sea surface temperature anomaly error is applied. Based on a sample of 78 IS-month hindcasts.
the predic~ions have useful skill in the :-.lino-3 region for at least I:! months. The systematic error of the predictions
is shown to be relatively small because the ocean initial conditions are in reasonable equilibrium with the ocean
model. Finally. composites of the hindcast warm El Niiio-Southem Oscillation (ENSO) events indicate that the
model simulates ·the basic features of ENSO. but there are errors in the horizontal structure of the sea surface
temperature anomaly that potentially limit the predictability of the model.

1. Introduction
The most well-known interaction between the atmosphere and the ocean is the large interannual variation in sea surface temperature. circulation. and rainfall
in the tropical Pacific. It is now commonlv understood
that this interannual variation is a manif~station of a
coupled ocean-atmosphere instability that is referred to
as El Niiio and the Southern Oscillation (ENSO: Philander 1990), and it offers the greatest potential for useful seasonal to interannual climate predictions. In recent
years, there have been a number of attempts to capitalize
on the predictability of ENSO with different statistical
and dynamical models (Cane and Zebiak 1985. 1987:
Cane et al. 1986: Leetmaa and Ji 1989: Ji et al. 1994:
Balmaseda et al. J994: Barnston and Ropelewski 1992:
Kleeman 1993: Barnett et al. 1993. 1994: among others).
The various forecasting methods fall into four categories, one of which is purely statistical. The remaining
three methods are either purely dynamical or are a combination of dynamical and statistical methods. The intermediate coupled model (ICM) approach is dynamically based and uses simplified models of the ocean and
atmosphere (Cane et al. 1986: Zebiak. and Cane 1987:
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Kleeman 1993: among others). The hybrid coupled
models (HCM) generally use ocean general circulation
models (OGCM) and either a simplified dynamical or
statistical atmosphere model (Neelin 1990: Latif and
Villwock 1990: Jin and Neelin 1993: Barnett et al. 1993:
Graham and Barnett 1995). The coupled general circulation model approach (CGCM) uses a dynamical
OGCM and an atmospheric general circulation model
(AGCM). The CGCM method of seasonal to interannual
climate predictions is advanced in this paper and a
CGCM strategy is also used for operational prediction
at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP. formerly known as the National Meteorolos!ical
Center) (Ji et al. 1994). Latif et al. (1994) provide a
comprehensive review of ENSO prediction studies.
The ICM approach was pioneered by Cane et al.
( 1986) and Zebiak and Cane (1987) and is used to produce ENSO forecasts operationally. The forecast system
used in Zebiak. and Cane (1987), hereafter referred to
as ZC. uses a simple Gill-type ( 1980) atmosphere and
a one active layer ocean model. Over all initial times,
the eastern equatorial Pacific sea surface temperature
anomaly (SSTA) forecasts were skillful out to a year.
but there was also substantial dependence of forecast
skill on the initial time of the forecast. Forecasts initialized in January had the shortest predictive lead time,
while those initialized in April had the longest useful
lead. More recently, Chen et al. ( 1995) have introduced
an initialization procedure to the ZC coupled system
that dramatically improves the eastern equatorial Pacific
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SSTA forecasts, particularly for predictions initialized
during the 1980s. However, during more recent events,
the predictive skill is not much different from the ZC
system without the new initialization (S. Zebiak. 1995,
personal communication). In the results of Chen et al.
(1995) the sensitive dependence of forecast skill on initial time was eliminated. A ZC-type model has also been
used by Kleeman (1993) and Kleeman et al. ( 1995) for
forecasting and data assimilation experiments. The ICM
method has also been employed to study the predictability of the coupled system (Goswami and Shukla
199la,b: Blumenthal 1991: Jin et al. 1994).
The HCM approach has been used in a number of
mechanistic studies (Neelin 1990: Latif and Villwock
1990; Jin and Neelin 1993: Neelin and Jin 1993) and
in prediction studies (Barnett et al. 1993: Graham and
Barnett 1995: Barnett et al. 1994). The motivation behind the HCM is that the predictive memory of the
coupled system lies in the ocean thermal structure and
the atmospheric response is in equilibrium with the
ocean. Therefore, the HCM system focuses on the evolution of the ocean, and the atmosphere is treated as a
rapidly adjusting component of the coupled system.
The CGCM approach has received considerable attention in mechanistic and simulation studies (Philander et al. 1992: Latif et al. 1993a.b: Mechoso et al.
1995; among others). In the prediction mode. there
have only been a few attempts (Latif et al. 1993b: K.
Miyak.oda 1995, personal communication: Leetmaa
and Ji 1989; Ji et al. 1994). The NCEP effort (Leetmaa
and Ji 1989: Ji et al. 1994). like the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) effort (K. Miyakoda
1995, personal communication), includes a sophisticated ocean data assimilation system to initialize the
forecasts (Ji et al. 1995. 1996 ). In a pilot project at the
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA).
Zhu and Schneider ( 1995) considered the anomaly coupled CGCM approach. The prediction model is considered anomaly coupled because the component models predict the total field, but the coupling procedure
is to exchange only the predicted anomalies plus a
prescribed climatology at the interface of the ocean
and the atmosph_ere model. The atmosphere and ocean
components of the coupled model presented here are
similar to those used at NCEP: however. the coupling
strategy and the development of ocean initial conditions differ substantially. While the prediction system
presented here primarily falls in the CGCM category.
the anomaly coupling strategy, the empirical corrections to the zonal wind stress. and the iterative initialization procedure discussed here indicate the influence that the HCM and !CM approaches have on the
current CGCM prediction efforts.
The focus of the work presented here is threefold.
First. we describe the anomaly coupled prediction system and its performance with an ensemble of 78 hindcast
experiments. It is shown that the anomaly coupled model produces SSTA hindcasts in the tropical eastern Pa-

cific that are well correlated with the observed SSTA
for lead times of up to one year in advance. Composites
of the hindcast ENSO events indicate that the model
simulates the basic features of ENSO but that the meridional scale of the hindcast SSTA is too small. which
potentially limits the predictability of the model.
Second. we demonstrate that empirical constraints on
the AGCM zonal wind stress improves uncoupled simulations and coupled hindcasts. The empirical formulation for the AGCM zonal wind stress is described in
more detail in Huang and Shukla (1997) and is motivated by errors in the AGCM boundary layer. which
produces zonal wind stress anomalies that are far too
confined to the western extreme of the Pacific basin.
These zonal wind stress errors are circumvented by using the AGCM zonal winds at the top of the boundar:'
layer (approximately 850 mb) to empirically redefine
the zonal surface stress. Similar problems with the zonal
wind stress were also found at NCEP, and they also
apply empirical corrections to the zonal wind stress (~1.
Ji 1995. personal communication). These various statistical corrections to the zonal wind stress anomalies
indicate the influence of the HCvl approach. such as in
Barnett et al. ( 1993 ). on the CGCM approach.
Third. we describe an iterative ocean initialization
procedure that modifies the zonal wind stress anomaly
based on the simulated SSTA error. The motivation for
the initialization is to improve the ocean initial state for
coupled predictions without assimilating subsurface or
satellite data. The details of the iteration are discussed
in Kirtman and Schneider ( 1996), and we show here
that this initialization improves the hindcast skill. Chen
et al. (1995) have also found substantial improvements
in forecast ·skill with their initialization procedure.
which shows that the ICMs potentially identify strategies and methods for improving CGCM forecasts.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the component atmosphere and ocean models.
Section 3 discusses the coupling strategy and how the
AGCM 850-mb zonal winds are empirically converted
into a zonal wind stress in the prediction experiments.
The development of initial conditions is based on an
iterative procedure that is presented in section -+. The
78 18-month predictions and their systematic errors and
skill are described in section 5. Section 6 presents predicted warm ENSO composites. Finally, section 7 contains a summary and some concluding remarks.

2. The component models
The ocean and atmosphere models used in this study
are described below. The atmospheric model has been
used in a number of ENSO related predictability studies
(Fennessy et al. 1994: Fennessy and Shukla 1991). The
ocean model has also been used for ENSO studies and
has been shown to give reasonable interannual variability (Schneider et al. 1997: Huang and Schneider
1995; Kirtman and Schneider 1996).
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a. The ocean model
The ocean model used in this study is a Pacific basin
model adapted from the GFDL modular ocean model
(Bryan and Lewis 1979; Rosati and Miyakoda 1988;
Pacanowski et al. 1993) and throughout this paper will
be referred to as the GFDL ocean model. This model
is a finite difference treatment of the primitive equations
of motion using the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations in spherical coordinates. The model includes nonlinear vertical mixing of heat, salinity, and
momentum that is Richardson number dependent (Pacanowski and Philander 1981), and horizontal mixing
of momentum. The domain of the ocean model is restricted to the Pacific basin (30°S-45°N, 130°E-80°W).
The zonal resolution is l.SO and, in the deep Tropics
(10°S-l0°N), the meridional resolution is O.SO, linearly
increasing to 1S at 20°S and 20°N. Beyond 20°S and
20°N the meridional resolution is 1.SO. There are 20
vertical levels to a maximum depth of 4000 m and the
top 16 levels are between 0 and 400 m. This configuration of the model and the formulation of the heat and
salinity fluxes is the same as that used by Huang and
Schneider (1995) and Kirtman and Schneider (1996).
The horizontal diffusion coefficient is taken to be 2 X
107 cm" s- 1•
One of the limitations of the forced ocean model experiments and the coupled prediction experiments presented here is in the heat flux formulation. It is fairly
well known that this heat flux formulation acts as a
damping or relaxation of the simulated SSTA (Schneider
et al. 1995). Therefore, since both the prediction experiments and the uncoupled ocean experiments use this
simple parameterized formulation of the heat flux. the
bulk of the SSTA variability is due to the wind stress
alone.
The observed wind stress forcing used here was constructed from the Florida State University (FSU) pseudostress. The data come from analyzing tropical Pacific
ship and station measurements and are subjectively analyzed to a 2° X 2° grid as described in Goldenberg and
O'Brien (1981). The pseudostress was converted to a
wind stress by assuming a constant air density of 1.25
X lQ- 3 g cm- 3 and a drag coefficient based on the
formulation of Trenberth et al. (1990). The data available are for monthly means from January 1964 to September 1994.

b. The atmospheric model
The atmospheric model used in the experiments described here is the COLA AGCM. Only a very brief
description of the AGCM is provided here. More details
can be found in Schneider and Kinter (1994), Xue et
al. (1991), and Kinteret al. (1988). The model is a global
spectral model with triangular truncation at wavenumber
30. There are 18 unevenly spaced a coordinate vertical
levels. The model includes the simplified biosphere

model over land described in Xue et al. (1991); the
parameterization of the solar radiation is after Lac is and
Hansen (1974); and the terrestrial radiation follows
Harshvardhan et al. (1987). The deep convection
scheme incorporates a modified version of the Kuo
(1965) scheme and the shallow convection follows
Tiedtke (1984). There is a second-order turbulent closure scheme for subgrid-scale exchanges of heat, momentum, and moisture as in Miyakoda and Sirutis
(1977) and Melior and Yamada (1982) at their closure
level 2.0. Surface wave drag and the vertical distribution
of the wave drag due to vertically propagating gravity
waves is parameterized following the procedure by Pierrehumbert (1987), Palmer et al. (1986), and Helfand et
al. (1987) (see Kirtman et al. 1993 for details).
The AGCM experiments described here use prescribed SST after either Reynolds (1988) for the period
1982-94 or SST provided by C. K. Folland of the Hadley Centre for the period 1948-81. The SSTA for the
entire record ( 1948-94) is computed as the deviation
from the mean annual cycle computed separately for
both SST datasets. In other words, there are different
SST climatologies for the Reynolds (1988) data and the
Hadley Centre data, and the SSTA is computed with
respect to the appropriate climatology. The AGCM wind
and wind stress data used in the following experiments
come from an extended integration of the AGCM using
the prescribed SST for 1948-94.

3. The coupling strategy
As mentioned earlier, we employ an anomaly coupling strategy. The ocean and atmosphere models exchange predicted anomalies. which are computed relative to their own model climatologies. while the climatology upon which the anomalies are superimposed
is specified by observations. The model climatologies
are defined by separate uncoupled extended simulations
of the ocean and atmosphere models. In the case of the
atmosphere, the model climatology is computed from a
45-yr (1949-94) integration with specified observed
SST, and in the case of the ocean we use a 30-yr ( 196494) integration with prescribed FSU wind stress and
parruneterized heat flux as described in section 2.
In the prediction mode, the anomaly coupling strategy
may be viewed as follows. Given an SST field, the
AGCM predicts a wind stress field ( r). The AGCM wind
stress climatology (rJ, computed from the 45-yr uncoupled simulation described above, is then subtracted,
and the anomaly ( r" = r - rJ is added to the observed
climatology (r") so that the predicted total wind stress
field ( rP) used to force the ocean model is given by

Given rP, the ocean model produces an SST field (T).
The ocean model SST climatology (TJ, calculated from
the 30-yr uncoupled simulation described above, is then
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FIG. 1. Time-longitude cross section of the zonal wind stress annual cycle along the equator: (a) FSU annual
cycle. (b) AGCM surface wind stress annual cycle. and (c) difference between AGCM and FSU data. Contour
interval 0.1 dyn cm-'.

·subtracted and the observed climatology (T,,) is added
so that the predicted total SST (T,) is given by
Tl'

=T -

T,.

+

T,.

The observed wind stress climatology ( r,,) is computed
from the 30 years of FSU wind stress data (1964-93)
and the observed SST climatology (T,,) is calculated
from the Reynolds ( 1988) blended analysis.
The ocean and atmosphere exchange information
once per simulated day and a 30-day running mean is
applied to both the ·wind stress anomaly and the SSTA.
The running mean is applied during the hindcast using
the current 24-h period and the previous 29 days. The
formulation of the parameterized heat flux for both the
ocean and atmosphere components of the coupled model
is the same as in the uncoupled simulations.
The motivation for the anomaly coupling strategy is
the errors found in the climatologies of uncoupled simulations of the ocean and atmosphere models. In addition, errors in the annual cycle that would affect ENSO
predictions were noted in an extended integration of the
directly coupled model (see Mechoso et al. 1995;
Schneider et al. 1997). The anomaly coupling strategy
also reduces the climate drift of the model.
Figure 1 shows three repeated annual cycles of zonal
wind stress along the equator calculated from the 45-yr

simulation of the uncoupled AGCM ( r. ). The FSU annual cycle ( r.,) and the error in the simulated annual
cycle (T,. - r..) are also shown in Fig. l. The model
captures the broad features of the annual cycle with
easterlies throughout most of the equatorial Pacific. The
simulated annual cycle of surface stress has an apparent
spurious tendency for westward propagation much like
the annual cycle in the observed SST (see Fig. ~).The
annual cycle of the FSU data shows little propagation.
suggesting that the AGCM wind stress may be too sensitive to the lower boundary condition of SST. In the
error field, the westward propagation of the AGCM annual cycle is seen as westerly errors that have a maximum of 0.3 dyn cm-:: in the central Pacific during
boreal spring that gradually move to the western Pacific
in late summer to early fall. If full coupling were used,
these errors would lead to warm ENSO-like conditions
each boreal spring. In the western Pacific. the errors are
largest in the boreal winter when the AGCM fails to
capture the intensity of the westerlies. In the eastern
Pacific, the errors tend to be somewhat smaller with the
model having too much easterly momentum. By design,
the anomaly coupling strategy removes the error in the
annual cycle; however, as shown in the next section,
additional modifications to the wind stress anomaly are
required.
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FIG. 2. Time-longitude cross section of the SST annual cycle along the <!quator: (a) Reynolds observed annual
cycle. (b) OGCM annual cycle with FSU forcing. and (Cl difference between OGCM and observed Jata.

Figure 2 shows the mean annual cycle of the SST
along the equator as simulated by the OGCM with prescribed FSU wind stress forcing (T,). The observed SST
(T,,; Reynolds 1988) and the SST error (T,. - T,,) are
also shown in Fig. 2. The OGCM captures the phase
and, to some degree. the westward propagation of the
annual cycle. Throughout most of the basin along the
equator. the simulated annual cycle is colder than observed. The error is largest in the eastern Pacific where
the SST is too cold by 2 K during most of the year.
While the general form of our coupling strategy is
similar to that used by NCEP. there are some important
differences in the details. For example, noting serious
problems with the surface wind stress anomalies simulated by the AGCM, Ji et al. (1994) tuned the convective parameterization and the vertical diffusion. Similar problems with the COLA AGCM wind stress anomalies were noted by Huang and Schneider (1995) and
Huang and Shukla ( 1997). Here, we have taken a different, and primarily empirical. approach to improving
the momentum flux that was first discussed by Huang
and Shukla ( 1997) and modified to include the annual
cycle by Kirtman and Schneider (1996).
The problem with the simulated wind stress seems to
be caused by errors in the boundary layer parameterization. This conjecture is based on the fact that relatively large temporal correlations are observed between

the ECMWF zonal wind anomalies and the COLA
AGCM zonal wind anomalies at 850mb. On the other
hand. the same correlation at the surface is quite low.
Motivated by the high correlation at the top of the
boundary layer. Huang and Shukla ( 1997) derived an
empirical relation between the AGC'vt 850-mb zonal
wind and the zonal surface stress. Kirtman and Schneider ( 1996) modified the Huang and Shukla 11997) formulation to include a longer record of observed data
and the annual cycle. This empirical zonal wind stress
formulation may be interpreted as an intermediate statistical model that includes dynamical constraints from
the AGCM. The difference between this wind stress and
those derived from statistical models. such as the one
used in Barnett et al. (1993), is that it is explicitly constrained by the AGCM dynamics and physics. This approach also differs from that of Ji et al. ( 1994\ in that
they try to improve the simulation of surface stress by
tuning the physical parameterizations. whereas we bypass the errors in the boundary layer by using the
850-mb zonal winds. Ultimately, the formulation of both
the boundary layer and the convection in the model must
be improved to make further progress in predicting the
coupled ocean-atmosphere system.
With the prescription of the annual cycle of SST and
wind stress from observations and the empirical corrections to the zonal wind stress based on the obser-
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FIG.

3. Time-longitude cross section of the zonal wind stress anomaly along the equator: (a) AGCM surface stress.
(b) FSU data, and (c) AGCM zonal wind converted to zonal surface stress. Contour interval 0.1 dyn cm_,_

vations, it is worthwhile to note the potential advantage
that this CGCM has over the more economical ICM or
HCM approach. The model presented here predicts the
global atmospheric circulation, rainfall, and land surface
boundary conditions that makes predictions of the remote response to tropical Pacific SSTA possible. In order to predict the remote response with the ICM and
I:ICM some sort of t_wo-tiered approach with a physically
sophisticated AGCM is required.
The procedure for calculating the surface stress from
the 850-mb zonal winds uses a linear least squares fit
between the AGCM 850-mb zonal wind and the FSU
observed surface stress. The least squares fit defines the
coefficients a and f3 such that
T"

=a+

f3Usso•

where Tx is the zonal wind stress calculated from the
850-mb zonal wind. The coefficients a and f3 are functions of latitude, longitude, and month of the year, so
that the annual cycle is included in the formulation for
zonal wind stress. Thirty years (1964-93) of FSU data
are used in calculating the least squares fit that gives
12 values of a and f3 for each AGCM grid point.
Figures 3a and 3b show time-longitude cross sections
of the zonal wind stress anomaly (mean annual cycle
removed) along the equator in the Pacific calculated

-

from the AGCM forced with prescribed SST and the
FSU analysis. In comparing the two wind stress fields,
some problems with the AGCM wind stress anomalies
are apparent. The AGCM anomaly is about a factor of
2 smaller than the FSU anomaly. The AGCM anomaly
is too narrowly confined to the western extreme of the
Pacific basin. Moreover, the weakening of the westerly
anomaly during the Northern Hemisphere spring season
leads to cold SSTA that serves to interrupt the warm
ENSO events along the equator (Huang and Schneider
1995).
Figure 3c shows the zonal wind stress calculated from
the 850-mb zonal wind, hereafter referred to as the statistically corrected zonal wind stress. In general the wind
stress calculated from the AGCM 850-mb zonal wind
is smoother than both the AGCM surface stress and the
FSU data. There is a tendency for the statistically corrected zonal wind stress anomaly to be shifted to the
east of both the FSU data and the surface wind stress
anomaly. There are also some important differences in
the details of the individual easterly and westerly anomaly events. For example, in the statistically corrected
zonal wind stress anomaly, there is a second westerly
maximum in late 1987 that is nearly absent in the FSU
data. In the FSU data, there is a strong easterly anomaly
in early 1984 and a somewhat weaker anomaly in early
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198S. The relative strength of the easterly anomalies in
1984 and 198S is reversed in the statistically corrected
zonal wind stress.
The horizontal structure of a composite wind stress
anomaly for the three wind stress fields is presented in
Figs. 4a-c. The composite is calculated by taking the
averaged anomaly for December-February 196S/66,
1972173, 1982/83, 1986/87, and 1991192. The most outstanding difference among the three composites is the
degree of organization of the westerly anomalies. The
AGCM surface wind stress is dominated by northerly
flow along the equator turning to the west in the
Southern Hemisphere with the maximum westerly
anomaly at S0 S. The FSU data also has a strong northerly
component along the equator but a westerly anomaly is
still apparent. In the statistically corrected wind stress
data, the northerly component is weaker as the anomaly
is dominated by westerly flow on both sides of the equator.
There are features in the FSU and AGCM surface
wind stress composite anomaly that are absent from the
statistically corrected wind stress composite anomaly.
For example, the northeasterly anomaly in the eastern
Pacific and the equatorward flow in the south central
Pacific are missing. The anomaly in the statistically corrected wind stress is smoother and more zonally oriented
than either the FSU or the AGCM surface wind stress
anomaly. In terms of simulating ENSO with this ocean
model, the statistically corrected zonal wind stress does
better at simulating the slow ENSO mode; however, it
does not capture many of the observed features in the
FSU data that are simulated by the AGCM surface
stress.
A straightforward way to objectively determine
which of these three wind stress anomaly products is
best for coupling with our ocean model is to force the
ocean model with these wind stress fields. In three parallel experiments we used the anomaly fields in Figs.
3a-c superimposed on the same wind stress climatology
to force the ocean model. The monthly mean climatological wind str~ss was calculated from the FSU data
in all three experiments.
Figures Sa-d show the simulated SSTA along the
equator for the three experiments along with the Reynolds ( 1988) observed anomaly. All three simulations
capture the observed interannual variability with varying degrees of fidelity. Temporal correlations and root
mean square errors (see Kirtman and Schneider 1996)
calculated over the complete record 1964-94 indicate
that the AGCM surface wind stress gives the poorest
simulation and that the AGCM statistically corrected
wind stress gives a better simulation of the interannual
variability than the FSU data. All three simulations fail
to capture the strength of the oscillations specifically in
the eastern Pacific, although the simulation in the east
becomes progressively better in going from Figs. Sa to
Se. In the AGCM surface wind stress simulation, there
are cold interruptions during both the 1983 and 1987

warm events. These interruptions are linked to a southward shift of the wind stress anomaly that is similar to
the composite shown in Fig. 4a. Huang and Schneider
(199S) have shown that this southward shift of the wind
stress anomaly is connected to an erroneous southward
shift of the AGCM climatological intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ).
The differences in the individual ENSO events are
important, particularly if the simulations are used as
initial conditions for coupled forecasts. For example,
during the second half of 1987, the FSU simulation
gives near normal SST, whereas both Figs. Sa and 5b
indicate a secondary warming as in the observations
although weaker. Coupled forecasts initialized with the
FSU simulation in middle to late 1987 fail to capture
warm SSTA that persists through January 1988 in the
observations. The FSU simulation also has a tendency
to produce a cooling trend about 3 months too early in
the eastern Pacific for the 1988 cold event. Both the
FSU and the statistically corrected wind stress simulation have relatively cold temperatures in the latter half
of 1983 that are too strong compared to the observations
and too weak in 1984-8S.
A composite SSTA calculated in the same way as in
Figs. 4a-c is shown in Figs. 6a-d. All three simulation
composites are weak in the eastern Pacific. and the
AGCM surface stress yields the weakest response. There
is a local maximum in the central Pacific centered
around l65°W in the simulations that is absent from the
observations. The meridional scale of the simulated
anomaly is also severely truncated in comparison with
the observations. While it is clear that the AGCM statistically corrected wind stress gives a better simulation
of the SSTA than the AGCM surface stress. neither the
FSU nor the statistically corrected wind stress simulation gives sufficiently accurate initial conditions for coupled prediction.
As noted above, the training period for the coefficients a and f3 were determined from the FSU data from
1964-93. We have also tested the statistically corrected
wind stress on an independent time period (1949-63).
The uncoupled AGCM was forced with observed SST
from 1949-63, and the statistically corrected wind stress
was calculated using the original a and {3. The statistically corrected wind stress was then used to force the
uncoupled oc~an model for the period of 1949-63. The
improvements in the SSTA simulation were similar to
those noted above and are not shown here. However, it
should be noted that the training period for the statistically corrected wind stress and the hindcast period in
which the verifications are made are coincident.

4. Initial conditions
In the previous section we showed that, in many ways,
the zonal wind stress calculated from the AGCM
850-mb wind produces an SSTA simulation superior to
both the AGCM surface wind stress and the FSU wind
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1991/92): (a) AGCM surface stress. (b) FSU data. and (c) AGCM zonal wind converted to zonal
surface stress.

stress. However, in terms of coupled prediction, all three
simulations should be improved in order to produce initial conditions for coupled forecasts. For example, in
January 1988, the Reynolds data indicate that the SST
are nearly a degree warmer than normal (see Fig. Sd),
whereas the statistically corrected wind stress simulation
gives only a very small region near the date line where
SST are above normal (see Fig. Se). The response to
FSU forcing in January 1988 is even worse (see Fig

Sb). When using either the statistically corrected wind
stress or the FSU wind stress simulation as an initial
condition for a coupled forecast, the prediction skill. as
measured by the Nino-3 SSTA correlations and rmse.
starts off low and then deteriorates.
Motivated by the need to generate better ocean initial
conditions without necessarily assimilating subsurface
ocean data, Kirtman and Schneider (1996) developed
an iterative wind stress initialization procedure. The
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FIG. 5. Time-longitude cross section of SSTA along the equator: (a) OGCM forced by AGCM wind stress. ib) OGC'vl forced by
FST..i wind stress. {c) OGCM forced by AGCvl 850-mb zonal wind converted into zonal surface stress. and id) Reynolds analysis.

wind stress is modified to correct the simulated SSTA
error. A linear adjustment was applied that was local in
both space and time. where for each I K of SSTA simulation error the zonal wind stress anomaly was adjusted
by 0.1 dyn cm-:. The iteration procedure is to run the
OGCM. adjust the zonal wind stress based on the SSTA
error, and then repeat the process. The final product is
a better ocean sirimlation as measured by the SSTA
correlation and the rmse, and possibly a better zonal
wind stress anomaly.
There are large spatial and temporal scales associated
with the simulated SSTA errors, which. by definition of
the iteration procedure, translate into wind stress differences among the iterates that are of the same spatial
and temporal scales. Figure 7 shows the modification
to the westerly zonal wind stress anomaly composite
shown in Fig. 4 due to the iteration procedure. The
zeroth iterate or the first guess in the iteration procedure
is taken from the statistically corrected zonal wind
stress. Given the similarities between Fig. 4c and Fig.
7a, the changes in the zonal wind stress are modest. In
Fig. 7b only the difference in the zonal wind stress is
shown as the iteration procedure does not modify the
meridional wind stress. The dominant difference between the zonal wind stress before and after the iteration

procedure is a large-scale eastward shift of the anomaly.
The largest changes are just to the north and south of
the equator in the eastern Pacific. where the iteration
procedure is attempting to compensate for the truncated
meridional scale seen in the ocean simulation of Fig 6.
Figure 8 shows the changes in the simulated warm
SSTA composite associated with the statistically corrected wind stress before and after the iteration is applied. Consistent with the changes in the zonal wind
stress anomaly, the SSTA is reduced in the central Pacific and enhanced in the eastern Pacific. The SSTA is
increased just to the north and south of the equator,
which reflects some meridional broadening of the simulated SSTA. In the far eastern Pacific along the equator
the SSTA is also increased by as much as 0.5°C. Kirtman
and Schneider (1996) calculated the Nino-3 SSTA correlation coefficient over a 30-yr simulation with the
ocean model and found that the correlation increases
from 0.77 before the iteration to 0.93 after the iteration.
The rmse of Nino-3 SSTA was reduced from 0.57° to
0.34°C.
Given that the modification to the zonal wind stress
anomaly depends on the ocean model simulation. the
iteration procedure may be introducing errors into the
zonal wind stress that compensate for errors in the ocean
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the above sections. A hindcast was initialized for each
January. April, July, and October of 1965, 1966. 1970.
1972-75, 1982-84, 1986-89, and 1991, yielding 60
hindcasts. An additional 18 hindcasts initialized January
and July 1977-81, 1985, 1990, 1992, and 1993 were
made. so as to sample 17 consecutive years and assess
the skill in making experimental forecasts without subjectively selecting individual years. Each hindcast was
run for 18 months. The ocean initial conditions for all
of these predictions were taken from an uncoupled simulation in which the 850-mb zonal wind was converted
into a surface stress and then the iterative wind stress
procedure was applied so that both the ocean and atmosphere models are close to equilibrium with the wind
stress anomaly and the SSTA, respectively.
To verify the hindcasts of SSTA initialized prior to
1982. we used SST provided by C. K. Folland of the
United Kingdom Meteorological Office. After 1982 we
used the blended analysis of Reynolds ( 1988) for verification.
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FIG. 6. Composite SSTA ( DJF 1965/66. 197::!173. 1982/83. 1986/87.
and 1991/92): (a) OGCM forced by AGCM surface stress. (b) OGCM
forced by FSU data. (c) OGCvl forced AGCM zonal wind converted
to zonal surface stress. and (d) Reynolds analysis.

model. As a consequence, it is possible that errors have
been introduced into the zonal wind stress that appear
as temporally and spatially remote errors in the subsurface heat content. Kirtman and Schneider ( 1996) also
considered the simulation of the subsurface heat content
along the equator and found that the iteration procedure
only introduces very modest improvements in the subsurface heat content over the verification period. However, the best indication of the utility of the iteration
procedure is through verifying coupled prediction experiments.

One of the main differences between the prediction
system presented here and that used by NCEP is in the
procedure for developing initial conditions. The experience at NCEP is that the ocean data assimilation system yields better forecasts, but the forecasts also have
larger systematic errors. The experience at NCEP identifies both the importance of ocean data assimilation in
seasonal to interannual forecasting and the need for
ocean model development designed to reduce the systematic errors; in fact, the two problems are coupled
and need to be addressed as such. In some sense. the
iterative wind stress procedure presented here is a compromise between using ocean data assimilation and reducing the systematic errors of the forecasts. Typically.
when the forecast skill is evaluated in the Nino-3 region.
the systematic error is removed a posteriori. However.
given the highly non linear nature of the remote response
to tropical forcing, the systematic error will impact the
remote forecast in such a way that it cannot be removed
in this linear fashion. One of the advantages of the prediction system presented here is that the systematic error
is relatively small compared to other similar coupled
prediction systems.
The systematic error for the January predictions. for
example. is defined as the mean of the anomaly predictions initialized in January. Since each prediction is
18 months in duration, there are 18 months of systematic
error. The systematic error is defined as
1 .'/
T,y, = N(Tp - T.),

2:

J=!

5. Coupled forecast results
We have completed a set of 78 hindcast predictions
for the period 1965-94 using the dynamical oceanland-atmosphere general circulation model described in

where, in this example, the summation is over forecasts
initialized in January and N is the number of forecasts
initialized in January. The systematic error is defined
in the same way for the forecasts initialized in April,
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SST Systematic Error

forecasts is most likely associated with the fact that the
wind stress is systematically shifted too far to the west
with too strong an SST response in this region. Unfortunately, this SST error also has an associated precipitation (convective heating) error, producing an extratropical circulation error that potentially limits the predictability in the extratropics.
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FIG. 9. Evolution of the Nino-3 SSTA systematic error. The solid
curve denotes the January forecasts, the short dashed curve denotes
the April forecasts. the long dashed curve denotes the July forecasts.
and the dolled curve denotes the October forecasts.

July, and October. So that comparisons among all four
initial months are possible, the systematic error is calculated over the initial 15-yr sample ( 1965. 1966. 1970,
1972-75. 1982-84, 1986-89, and 1991 ). The systematic
error for the January and July cases only changes slightly with the inclusion of the additional 9 years.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the Nino-3 (5°S50N,l500-900W) systematic error of SST for the January, April, July, and October forecasts. For all initial
months the overall systematic error is small and the
initial bias is about the same as the bias for any lead
time, suggesting that there is little initial shock in the
forecasts due to an imbalance of the initial conditions
and the ocean model.
Considering the equatorial Pacific region as a whole.
the largest systematic errors occur during the 1Oth
month (October) of the January forecasts, the 4th month
(July) of the April forecasts, the 8th month (February)
of the July forecasts, and the 18th month (March) of
the October forecasts. Figure 10 shows the horizontal
structure of these errors. For all four sets of initial conditions and all lead times, there are fairly large errors
along the eastern boundary that are negative for all lead
times. The January, April, and October forecasts have
their largest cold errors in the eastern Pacific with a
sizable region where the absolute error is greater than
0.6°C. In contrast, the July forecasts have their largest
errors in the west-central Pacific. This error in the July

The 18-month evolution of the SSTA in the Nino-3
region for all 78 hindcasts is shown in Fig. 11. The
systematic error in the predicted SSTA has been removed and the observed Nino-3 SSTA is indicated by
the bold solid line. It should be noted that the statistical
wind stress correction procedure was derived with FSU
data for the period 1964-94 and the prediction experiments presented here are dependent on the FSU observations. However, the uncoupled performance of the
850-mb wind stress correction was tested on an independent period (1948-63) and found to give similar
improvements over the AGCM surface stress (see Kirtman and Schneider 1996). For the most part. the predictions track the observed anomalies for the first 12
months, although there are some notable exceptions.
The forecasts initialized in January 1974. January 1989.
and July 1988 have relatively cold initial states and 612 months later produce erroneous warm anomalies
when the observed SSTA was returning to near normal
conditions. There are similar problems. but with warm
initial states, for the forecasts initialized in January 1966
and January 1970.
The Nino-3 SSTA correlation and root mean square
error (rmse) is shown in Fig. 12. In addition to the skill
of the COLA model. the skill of two other prediction
systems (NCEP and ZC) is also shown. The skill scores
for the other prediction systems were provided by M.
Ji ( 1995. personal communication) and S. Zebiak ( 1995.
personal communication), respectively. It should be noted that the verification of the other prediction systems
includes different initial times and different sample
sizes. The NCEP forecasts were initialized each month
from October 1983 to February 1993. The ZC predictions are also monthly and are verified for January
1972-December 1992. Because the verification period
and the sample sizes of the three prediction systems
differ, the skill scores cannot be quantitatively compared
here. Only a qualitative comparison is possible. The
intention here is not to identify the best prediction system with this metric, but to demonstrate the rapid progress and the state-of-the-art in forecasting Nino-3 temperatures.
With these simple metrics, all the various prediction
systems are doing a fairly reasonable job of forecasting
Nino-3 SSTA. The character of the skill scores associated with the various forecasting approaches. however.
varies. The CGCM methods (COLA and NCEP) are
comparable, with the highest correlations during the ear-
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liest part of the forecast period. The skill of CGCM
methods also improves significantly with the inclusion
of statistical corrections to the surface wind stress forcing. The ICM approach, such as the ZC model, loses
skill much less rapidly than the CGCM approach but
has initial skill scores that are somewhat lower than the
CGCM systems. The most recent results with the ZC
model incorporate an initialization scheme that yields

remarkably good skill scores out to 20 months (Chen
et al. 1995).
The three curves for the COLA anomaly coupled prediction system show improvements over the course of
approximately one calendar year. The earliest version
of the model (COLAl) did not apply a 30-day running
mean to the anomalies (SST and wind stress), did not
use the statistically corrected wind stress correction, and
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FIG. 11. Evolution of Nino-3 SSTA for all 78 forecasts and the observed SSTA. The thin
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did not use the iterative wind stress assimilation. In these
early prediction experiments, the ocean initial conditions were taken from an uncoupled ocean model simulation with prescribed ECMWF wind stress forcing.
The second generation of the prediction system
(COLA2) incorporated a statistically corrected wind
stress that omitted the annual cycle (see Huang and
Shukla 1997; Kirtman et al. 1994) and the 30-day running mean was applied. The third pair of curves
(COLA3) gives the correlation and rmse for the version
of the COLA model described here. The correlations
(rmse) have steadily increased (decreased) with changing versions of the model, where, with the most recent
version of the mo9el, the correlation remains above 0.6
for lead times up to 12 months.
In controlled experiments, we have examined the sensitivity of a subset of the prediction experiments to the
statistically corrected wind stress and the initial conditions that arise for the wind stress iteration. The bulk
of the reduction in the error and the increased correlation
seen in Fig. 12 is due to the statistically corrected wind
stress in improving both ocean initial conditions and the
wind stress forcing that is felt by the ocean component
of the coupled model. The iteration wind stress initial
conditions also improve the correlation and reduce the
error particularly in the early part of the forecast period.
From 1977 to 1993 we have made a hindcast for each
January and July giving a total of 34 predictions. The
Nino-3 correlation and rmse was recomputed including
only these 34 cases and was found to be qualitatively

\
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similar to the curves shown in Fig. 12 with Nino-3
correlations greater that 0.6 for lead time of up to 12
months. This indicates that the prediction system is potentially useful for operational ENSO forecasting.

6. Composite warm events
Composites of the predicted SSTA, circulation. and
rainfall identify those features in the hindcasts that are
well simulated and those that are poorly simulated. Similar to the NCEP forecasts, the COLA predictions verify
somewhat better in the central Pacific than in the eastern
Pacific. This is primarily due to the fact that the AGCM
wind stress response to the observed SSTA is strongest
in the western and west-central Pacific, and the response
farther to the east is quite weak and often of the wrong
sign. The strong response in the central Pacific can be
seen in Fig. 13, where the hindcast and observed SSTA
for composite warm (DJF 1965/66, DJF 1972/73, DJF
1982/83, and DJF 1986/87) events is plotted. For all the
composites we show the forecasts initialized in July, so
the figures plotted are for lead times of 6-8 months.
The SSTA, zonal wind stress, sea level pressure, and
precipitation composites show that the predictions contain many of the basic features of ENSO: warm SSTA
in the eastern and central tropical Pacific with accompanying westerly zonal wind stress anomaly, nearly
global-scale oscillations in the sea level pressure, and
large-scale shifts in the ITCZ complexes. The composite
predictions of the SSTA are slightly too weak and do
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FIG. 12. ~ino-3 correlation coefficient and rmse. The curves marked ZC 1 and ZC2 are for the Zebiak-Cane model without and with the
initialization procedure. respectively (see Chen et al. 1995). The curves marked CMPI and CMP2 are for the NCEP coupled model project
before and after the statistical correction was applied to the wind stress (Ji et al. I 994, I995). The curves marked COLA I. COLA2. and
COLA3 denote various versions of the prediction model presented here (see text for details) and the most recent version is COLA3.

a better job of capturing the amplitude and meridional
extent in the central part of the basin. The predictions
also capture a suggestion of the anomaly extending
along the South American coast in the Nino-1 and
Nino-2 regions. In the observed warm composites, there
are subtropical anomalies of the opposite sign in the
western Pacific. The predictions also give anomalies of
the opposite sign in the western Pacific, but they are
confined too close to the equator.
A clear deficiency in the predictions is in the meridional extent of the SSTA. The observed anomaly extends into the subtropics, whereas the predicted SSTA
is confined to the region between 5°S and 5°N. Simulating the correct meridional extent may be particularly
important in terms of capturing the extratropical atmospheric response, as has been pointed out by Held
and Kang (1987) and Held et al. (19-89), who find that

the extratropical response depends on the extension of
the SSTA into the subtropics.
The lack of an extension into the subtropics is due
to problems in both the AGCM wind stress and errors
in the ocean model. In uncoupled simulations with this
ocean model, the meridional extent of the SSTA is also
too narrow, and even the statistically corrected wind
stress does not extend far enough off the equator (see
Figs. 4 and 6). In the coupled prediction model, these
two problems can reinforce each other, which leads to
further confinement of the predicted anomaly. In other
words, a narrow band of SSTA leads to a narrowing of
the zonal wind stress anomaly, which then leads to even
further narrowing of the SSTA. The equatorial confinement of the wind stress anomaly can be seen in Fig. 14,
which shows the warm event zonal wind stress anomaly
composite. The iteration zonal wind stress composite is
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FIG. 13. Horizontal structure of the (a) observed and (b) predicted
SSTA warm composite (DJF 1965/66. DJF 1972/73. DJF 198~/83.
DJF 1986/87. DJF 1991/92).

FIG. 14. Horizontal structure of the (a) iteration and (b) predicted
zonal wind stress anomaly warm composite (DJF 1965/66. DJF 197'21
73. DJF 1982/83. DJF 1986/87. DJF 1991/92).

also shown for comparison. The anomaly is meridianally truncated in comparison with the iterated zonal
wind stress. There is also the appearance of a weak
anomaly of the opposite sign in the eastern Pacific that
inhibits the growth of the SSTA in the east. The westerly
anomaly extends farther to the west than the assimilated
wind stress in a narrow region along the equator. This
is consistent with the erroneous warm tongue in the
predicted SSTA and the July systematic error. In multidecade integrations of this anomaly coupled model.
the equatorial confinement and westward expansion of
the warm and cold events becomes even more enhanced.
The weak wind stress anomaly is consistent with the
sea level pressure anomaly shown in Fig. 15. For comparison, we show the sea level pressure composite
anomaly calculated from a long integration (1948-95)
of the AGCM with observed SST. The simulation of the
uncoupled Southern Oscillation index (SOl) is realistic
and the predictions capture the major oscillations of the
simulated SOl (not shown). The predictions also capture
the broad horizontal structure of the east-west contrast
in the Southern Oscillation; however, the zonal gradient
of the predicted sea level pressure anomaly is weak in
comparison with the uncoupled simulation of the sea
level pressure anomaly. Again, the node of the sea level
pressure anomaly is shifted westward in the case of the
wann events similar to the wind stress anomaly and the
SSTA.
The warm composite precipitation anomaly is shown
in Fig. 16. The uncoupled simulation with observed SST
provides a homogeneous precipitation record for comparison. The uncoupled AGCM has a reasonable simulation of tropical and subtropical precipitation anomalies, and it provides a useful measure of what could

be simulated from the anomaly coupled model if the
predicted SSTA were perfect. In the tropical Pacific, the
anomaly coupled model has predicted the basic features
of the simulation, with reduced rainfall throughout most
of the Pacific and enhanced rainfall in the warm composite. There are anomalies in the subtropical Pacific
and the remote parts of the Tropics for which the simulation and the predictions are consistent. For example.
the uncoupled simulation and the prediction give reduced subtropical rainfall straddling the enhanced rainfall. Rainfall anomalies over Australia. tropical Africa.
and Brazil also appear to be potentially predictable.
As expected. the uncoupled simulated rainfall anomalies are somewhat stronger than the predicted anomalies. The predicted composite rainfall anomaly is also
shifted too far to the west much like the other composites. The extratropical response is sensitive to these
structural and amplitude differences. We have formed
composites of the 200-mb height anomalies and compared them with the uncoupled simulations (not shown).
In the Tropics, the agreement is reasonable: the uncoupled simulation and the predictions produce warming of the tropical troposphere with increased geopotential height. However, there is little agreement between the simulation and the predictions in the extratropics. Part of the problem is that the AGCM response
to tropical heating anomalies is weak and larger ensembles are required to obtain robust extratropical signals.

7. Summary and concluding remarks
The prediction experiments presented here show that
ENSO and ENSO-related climate anomalies in the Tropics are potentially predictable with complex ocean-
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C20C SLP Anomaly Warm Composite (a)

Predicted SLP Anomaly Warm Composite (b)
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FIG. 15. Horizontal structure of the (a) AGCM uncoupled sea level pressure anomaly simulation with observed SST
and <b) predicted sea level pressure anomaly warm composite <DJF 1965/66. DJF 1972173. DJF 1982/83. DJF 1986/87.
DJF 199!192).

land-atmosphere general circulation models. However.
the fact that the anomaly coupling strategy was employed and statistical corrections to the wind stress were
required indicates that there is ample opportunity to improve the coupling strategy, the component models, and,
ultimately, the predictions.
Long uncoupled simulations of the ocean and atmosphere component models showed errors in the simulated annual cycles of SST and wind stress that, in the
directly coupled model, lead to large climate drift and
weak interannual variability. Based on the performance
of the uncoupled component atmosphere and ocean
models, we have taken the anomaly CGCM approach
for seasonal to interannual climate predictions. Following Huang and Shukla (1997) and Kirtman and Schneider (1996), we have empirically converted the 850-mb
zonal winds into a zonal surface stress for prediction
experiments presented here. We have also used the iterative wind stress procedure described in Kirtman and
Schneider (1996) to generate ocean initial conditions.
This simple iterative procedure has the advantage that
the systematic error of the predictions is relatively small
in comparison to sophisticated ocean data assimilation
systems; however, we do not see the dramatic increase

in predictive skill that is typically obtained with the
assimilation of observed subsurface thermal data.
Based on 78 IS-month hindcast experiments including warm, cold, and normal years, the predictions are
found to have useful skill up to at least 12 months lead
time as measured by the Nino-3 SSTA correlation and
rmse. The skills of the two CGCM (COLA and NCEP)
forecasts are comparable, and, for the early part of the
forecast period, the CGCM predictions have larger correlations than the ICM approach, but the ICM approach
gives better results for lead times greater than 12
months. Some of the predictions that started from cold
initial states produced erroneous warm anomalies 6-12
months later when the observed SSTA was returning to
near normal conditions. In extended integrations of the
prediction model, fairly strong biennial oscillations are
observed, suggesting that the model has a tendency to
oscillate between the extreme ENSO states, which is
consistent with the problems in some of the prediction
experiments.
Composites of the warm and cold predicted SSTA
show that the meridional structure of the anomaly is too
narrow, and there is a tendency to over predict the anomaly in the central and western Pacific. Composites of
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FIG. 16. Horizontal structure of the (a) AGCM uncoupled precipitation anomaly simulation with observed SST and
(b) predicted precipitation anomaly warm composite (DJF 1965/66. DJF 1972173. DJF 1982183. DJF 1986/87. DJF
1991/92).

the atmospheric response are encouraging, particularly
for the rainfall anomalies in the tropical Pacific. The
200-mb extratropical height anomalies are not realistic,
indicating that larger ensembles are required and improvements to the atmospheric model must also be
made.
The skill of earlier versions of the model without the
statistically corrected wind stress or the iterative wind
stress assimilation was also briefly discussed. Some sensitivity experiments were also performed that were intended to isolate the relative effects of the statistically
corrected wind stress and the iterative wind stress assimilation. In general, the statistically corrected wind
stress was shown to give the greatest improvement in
the forecasts and the iterative wind stress assimilation
improved the forecasts, particularly for short lead times.
While the results presented here are encouraging,
there are a number of things that need to be improved
with the model. The most serious problem is with the
horizontal structure of the uncoupled and coupled
SSTA. The parameterized heat flux, which acts to damp
the SSTA, is a particularly bad formulation off the equator and possibly contributes to this problem. The heat
flux into the ocean model needs to be changed to include
anomalies from the atmospheric model. Refinements to

the vertical mixing parameterization in the ocean model
will also lead to improvements in the meridional structure of the SSTA. There are active research efforts at
COLA designed to improve the AGCM tropical bound- ·
ary layer and the extratropical response to observed
SSTA. We need to consider ensemble prediction in order
to capture the extratropical response, and we need to
sample a larger set of initial conditions in our skill assessment. We are actively pursuing a number of different
approaches to ocean data assimilation that are designed
to improve the ocean model, the ocean model simulation, and the coupled forecasts, without introducing additional systematic error.
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NATIONAL REPORTS BY PARTICIPANTS

Specific Problems of Monsoons over Sri Lanka
G .B. Samarasinghe,
Senior Meteorologist, Department of Meteorology, Sri Lanka
Climatology of Sri Lanka
Topographical features influence strongly on spatial variation of climate in the island. The
island is seasonally affected by two regional scale wind regimes. The Southwest (Summer)
monsoon is from May to September (rain mostly confining to southwest of the Island) and the
Northeast (Winter) monsoon from December to February (rain mostly confining to northwest
of the Island). The intermonsoon periods, the transition periods between the two monsoons
are, from March to April and from October to November. The rainfall during these
intermonsoon periods is mainly due to convective thunderstorm activity and more or less
Island-wide. It is characteristic to have long spells of dry days over most parts of the country
except in the north and east during January and February, with ground frost appearing in the
central hills where vegetables are grown. During the months of November to December,
depressions forming in the Bay of Bengal (and Arabian Sea) tend to intensify into cyclonic
storms and move closer to Sri Lanka bringing much rain and wind.
Until recent the country has had an agriculture based economy. Both Agriculture and power
sectors heavily depend on monsoon rainfall as well as inter-monsoon rainfall. The dependence
on Hydro-power has recently diminished with the introduction of fuel generators at the
expense of high cost.

Onset of Summer Monsoon
After a comparatively dry period at the beginning of the year, the onset of the rain is awaited
for land preparation for paddy cultivation.
The criteria used is as follows (Three or four conditions to be satisfied):
(1) At least 2.5 hPa pressure gradient across the island (from Colombo to Trincomalee)
in the Southwesterly direction.
(2) Extending of Southwesterly winds from surface to at least 18000 feet.
(3) Formation of surface low or low tropospheric vortices in the vicinity of the island or
in the Southwest Bay of Bengal.
(4) Occurrence of rain at least two consecutive days at Galle, Colombo, Ratnapura and
Nuwara-Eliya in the Southwest quarter of the island.
(5) About 5 - 10 days after the fust appearance of Tropical Easterly Jet (over 40kts)
around Sri Lanka latitudes.
This is not quite comparable to that of India where Pentad rainfalls are used. There were
instances when the declaration of onset was delayed well beyond the average days due to the
criteria being not fulfilled (1992 June 12).
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Break of Summer Monsoon
Tropospheric westerly monsoon winds show disintegration.
Pressure gradient across the island slackens and becoming mild.
Weak monsoon winds with Easterlies above 10000 feet
Formation of mid tropospheric vortices between 700 and 300 hPa levels in the
vicinity of Sri Lanka.
(5) Occurrence of afternoon or evening convective showers over most parts of the island.
(6) Splitting of the Tropical Easterly Jet at 200 hPa level with one limb lying around
1O«N and the other around 22° N.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

During the breaks in the monsoon as described for the Indian sub continent, Sri Lanka
experiences convective showers over most places. Yet we identified spells of no rain over the
whole country.

Withdrawal of Summer Monsoon
(1) Monsoon westerlies becoming shallow and only up to 7000 feet and Easterlies aloft.
(2) Slackening of southwesterly pressure gradient across the island with the pressure
becoming evenly distributed.
The withdrawal face of the monsoon in Sri Lanka latitude, close to the equator is shadowed by
inter-monsoon convective rains, in contrast to the Indian monsoon. Fairly wide-spread rain
occurs during October to November period.

Onset of Winter Monsoon
The criteria used is as follows (Three conditions to be satisfied):
(1) At least 1.5 hPa pressure gradient across the island (from Trincomalee to Colombo)
in the Northeasterly direction.
(2) Tropospheric Easterlies descending to the surface.
(3) Occurrence of rain at least two consecutive days at Batticaloa, BadUlla and
Trincomalee.
(4) Appearance of 200mb ridge axis around Sri Lanka latitude.

As at present this is sound except for the fact that very limited observational data from the
North and the East of the country are available (due to terrorist activity) for assessment of
weather situations.

Specific Issues
It is vital to gain understanding and find means of long range forecasting of the onset of
monsoon. Data sparseness to the south and west of Sri Lanka over oceanic region is a major
draw-back to identify in advance the features. The Department of Meteorology suffers from
lack of personnel to carry out research studies, in addition to routine work at the NMC and the
Airport. Most of the present day to day forecasts are subjective based and limited to short
range. We are guided by forecast WAFS wind data from Bracknell. The feasibility to
introduce NWP products in Sri Lanka is being studied currently.
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SEVERAL ASPECTS ON THE ONSET OF THE SOUTHWEST MONSOON
IN THE SOUTH VIETNAM

By Nguyen Hun Hai
National Center for Hydrometeorological Forecast
4. Dang Thai Than str. HaNoi VietNam
1. Introduction

As we are aware, the Asian monsoon has a profound influence on the
social and economic condition in the Asian areas, especially, in the Eastern and
Southern Asia. For that reason, successful forecasting of monsoon rainfall has
been a matter of great concern for the people and countries in Asia and
surrounding areas.
However, variability of the Asian monsoon is very great. It is important to
note that the Asian summer monsoon is characterized not only by its pronounced
interannual variability but also by its evolutionary stages such as the onset, break
and withdrawal.
The onset of summer monsoon, so as Southwest monsoon, plays an
important role in the first period of the rainy season and seriously influence on
agriculture production, as well as on the other socio-economic spheres in the
South VietNam.
The onset of the rainy season in the South VietNam is intimately related to
the onset of the Southwest monsoon, so the Vietnamese meteorologists have been
engaged in the studies on the onset of the rainy season.

2. Some climate characteristic of the onset of the rainy season in the
South Viet Nam
The onset of the rainy season in the South VietNam makes the rainy day,
since then, total rainfall of continuous 20 days equal or above 30 mm.
In average, the onset of the rainy season in Eastern part of the South Viet
Nam is about 28- 30 April and the others: 3- 5 May.
So comparing to the average of other Southeast Asian regions, the onset of
the Southwest m on soon in the South Vi et Nam is earlier than about 7-10 days
(Figure 1).
There is a big variation in the onset of the rainy season in the South Viet
Nam. The time separation between earliest day and latest one is 47 - 60 days
(Table 1).
Table 1 : The onset of the rainy season in some stations in the South VN
Station

Average

Earliest day

HCM City
Vungtau
Camau

27 April
3 May
17 April

24 Mar. 1982
2 April1985
26 Mar. 1985
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Deviation
(day)
57
20 May 1990
47
19 May 1990
16 May 1962
60
Latest day

The onset of the Southwest monsoon in the South VietNam has originated
from two air currents :
• The cross-equatorial air current flowing over Southwest Asia and the
Bien Dong Sea;
• The Southeast monsoon coming from the southern flank of the
subtropical high over the West Pacific (Figure 2).

3. Relationships between ENSO and the onset of the rainy season
As the other meteorological elements, the Asian summer monsoon in
general, and the onset of the rainy season, in particularly, is influenced by ENSO
event.
The results from the numerical experiments show that the rainy season in
the South VietNam comes in the years of El Nino in about 5-18 days, and, on the
contrary, it comes in about 5-20 days earlier in the years of La Nina. For
example, in 1996, the onset of the rainy season was recorded in 16 days earlier; in
1997, in 18 days later than normal. Therefore, rainfalls in the spring-summer
1996 were abundant and in the spring-summer 1997 were low. Really, the Asian
summer monsoon is weaker in the years of El Nino than in the other years in
general. TI1e results of our study show that about 60% of wide severe drought in
the spring-summer periods had occurred in the years of El Nino.

4. Unusual weather events and serious disasters in 1998 in Viet Nam
• Droughts

The annual average air temperature was from 0.5 to 2.0°C higher than
normal (Ha Noi : 1.6 oc ; Hue : 0.5 oc ; HCM City : 1.3 oc ) which accounted as
the highest in the historical data set. This caused serious droughts in almost
regions in the country (Figure 3).
In the North VietNam, thunderstorm had been late than usual 18 days.
• Tropical cyclones and .floods

Four tropical cyclones landed successively in the region of 11 to 14 degree
North latitude from mid November to December where the statistical data showed
only 1 case for this period. Due to these events, successive torrential rams
occurred causing the biggest flood since 1964 to this region.
Tropical cyclones and floods brought serious damage to this region.
Actually, the onset of the Southwest monsoon in 1998 in the South Viet
Nam was later than usual 20- 25 days.
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Fig. 1 tvlenu onset date of the stmuner monsoOJL
(adoppte.d from Tao ntid Chen, 1987; isochrones over lllClia from Rao 1976).

Fig. 2 Northern Hemisphere Summer monsoons
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Abstract
Though the term "MONSOON" has "Winter Nfonsoon'' and "Summer

Monsoon", the latter is more pronmmced and important in Myanmar where
"Summer Monsoon" is usually known as "Southwest Monsoon" or "Rainy Season"
and also simply known as "Monsoon" only. As we all know that monsoon rains are
vital important to many countries of the world, this paper reviews on the srnnmer
monsoon of Myanmar only. The review is focused on the climatology and
variability of the monsoon rainfall and its relationship with regional and global scale
circulation systems.
First of all, monsoon of the recent year 1998 is reviewed as a "case study"
and then some detail studies of "onsetlretreat(withdrawl) of monsoon and

"active/break of monsoon" are followed. The roles of LFO (Low Frequency
Oscillation), tropical temperate inter actions and the effect of ENSO on monsoon
are also reviewed to make as much as complete and to throw the light on the
monsoon in Myanmar.

1. Introduction
The term "Monsoon" is generally defined by the annual reversal of wind
(direction) between summer and winter. The definition also requires a distinct
annual alteration between dry and wet climate, i.e. either dry in winter and wet in
summer (summer monsoon). The region where these criteria are met covers almost
all the eastern hemisphere, i.e. African Continent, South Africa, Indonesia and
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Northern Australia between about 30°S and 30°N from 30°W to 150°E (Ramage,
1971 ).
The most important feature in the Meteorology on Myanmar is the alteration
of seasons lrnown as monsoon. Strictly speaking monsoons are seasonal winds
whose direction more or less reverse twice during the year. Lying within the tropics
and with the great Asiatic continent to the North, the wide expanse of the Indian
Ocean to the South. Myanmar furnishes one of the best examples of a monsoon
country.
During the winter season of the year, the general flow of the surface wind is
Northerly in the Northern parts and north easterly in the rest of the country. In this
season, the air over the cmmtry is mainly of continental type and hence humidity is
low and the season is lrnown as the Northeast or winter monsoon. In the summer
months May to October the general flow of wind is from the opposite direction
from sea to land and the season has high humidity, cloudiness and much rain.
Between these two seasons are the transition seasons of the hot weather months of
March, April and early May and the retreating (withdrawal) months of mid-October
and November.
Das(1985) stated that monsoon circulations are important to many countries
of Asia and Africa because of their capacity to generate seasonal rains. Agriculture
and the replenishment of water resources rely heavily on monsoon rains. The
economy of many cmmtries is thus dependent on the timely arrival and subsequent
distribution of rains.
Myanmar is an agricultural country and most of the major crops are grown
during the Southwest Monso.on. Agricultural activities are regulated according to
the monsoon behaviours.
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2. Case study
The year 1998 is just a recent year of the "post ENSO" era. During this year
morisoon activity is below normal, (late onset, early withdrawal and less than
normal rainfall). The global climate change may be responsible for this abnormal
monsoon. It should be thoroughly studied. The present study therefore reviews only
of the following major features and the rest for further detail study.

2.1 Onset/retreat(withdrawal) in 1998
During 1998 the Southwest monsoon had onset in the whole country on June
14. It was 13 days later than normal onset date. During the last 44 years from 1955
to 1998, the most retard dates ofmonsoon onset were June 16 in 1992 and June 14
in 1977.

In the year 1998, the Southwest monsoon had with drawn from the whole
country on September 24. This date was 19 days earlier than the normal withdrawal
date of October 13.

2.2 Active/Break monsoon in 1998
The rainy season of Myanmar in 1998 began on June 14 and last until
September 24 and therefore had a duration of 103 days. It was found that the
duration of monsoon season of 1998 was 32 days or nearly one month less than
normal rainy season of 135 days. Table

CD

shows the monsoon condition in

frequency (days) of 1998.

In early monsoon period (June 14 to end of June) the intensity was moderate.
During the peak monsoon period (July and August) the intensity was weak to
moderate. The absence of break in monsoon which usually lasts for 5-7 days in
peak monsoon period was abnormally observed. During the late monsoon period of
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1st September to 24th September, the intensity was weak to moderate. As a whole,
the monsoon was generally moderate during the whole monsoon season of 1998.
Table (I) Table showing the monsoon condition in frequency (days) in the
Bay of Bengal during the monsoon season of 1998.
Early

Peak

Late

Whole

Vigorous

-

-

-

-

Strong

8

14

-

22

22

23

16

61

23

6

29

Feeble

-

1

2

3

Total

30

61

24

115

Period
Condition

Moderate
Weak

2.3 Depressions/Storms in 1998
There were only foQJ!epressions formed in the Bay of Bengal in 1998. The
tracks of depressions/storms are shown in figure ( 1). Two significant features were
observed concerning the formation ofmonsoon depressions in the Bay ofBengal.
(1)

The year 1998 marked one of the lowest depression/storm frequencies in the

Bay ofBengal during the historical period of 122 years (1877-1998). The other four
years were 1957, 1993, 1994 and 1995.
(2)

The -year 1998 also marked one of the year during which the monsoon

depressions/storms were absent during the peak monsoon period of July and
August.

2.4 Monsoon rain in 1998
The year 1998 marked one of the driest year during the period starting from
1947 to 1998. The distribution of monsoon rainfall patterns of early, peak and late
monsoon are shown in fig (2), (3) and (4).
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In these figures the distribution of monsoon rain is categorised into three
conditions, namely, above normal, normal and below normal. The area distribution
of below normal monsoon rainfall of the country was 60% in early period, 80% in
peak and 70% in late period.

3. Method of forecasting the onset withdrawal date of monsoon in Mvanmar
Generally the date of onset of monsoon at various places in Myanmar may be
defined as the date of the first day of three consecutive rainy days with daily rainfall
amounting to 2.54 mm or more (Aung and Thoung, 1985).
Monsoon generally onsets into lower Myanmar about 3rd week of May,
gradually extends north wards and established over the whole country by about first
week of June; and generally retreats from Northern Myanmar by about mid of
September, totally retreated from the whole country by about end of October.
Hence the normal dates of onset/withdrawal of monsoon are June 1 and
October 31.

3.1 General Method
This method is generally based on forecasting the onset/withdrawal date at
various places in Myanmar, comprising of finding the onset date at Yangon and
considering the following factors whenever they are available.
The onset date at Y angon
The break down of the westerly component of Bombay (India) wind at 200
hp a level to less than 50 knots (and continue to prevail for 7 days) is related to the
onset of monsoon at Yangon City, allowing for a time lag of 35±5 days (HLA &

THAN 1970).
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3.2 The Analogue Method
The sequence of meteorological patterns in the monthly mean charts of the
mandatory level were examined for the month of April or May for onset, August or
September for retreat.
The year most resembles to the current year is chosen as an analogue year.
Based on the actual conditions occurred during the analogue year, forecasts are
made for the current year. Modifications, of course, are also made based on current
synoptic and climate situations.

4. Effect of ENSO on monsoon
4.1 ENSO and droughts
ENSO(EL-NINO/SOUTHERN OSCILLATION) phenomena have been
Irnown as the largest inter annual variations in the tropical regions and give a
significant impact on the global weather situations. The relationship between the
Asian summer monsoon and the ENSO has been manifested by numerous studies,
showing that the occurrence of ENSO is closely associated with the preceding weak
summer monsoon.
One of the maJor phenomena which is of global scale for drought is
EL-NINO phenomenon. In order to investigate the climatology of droughts m
Myanmar(AUNG & WIN 1984). They defined the drought as follows:
The rainfall condition in each of the sub states or sub divisions is examined.

If a sub state or sub division has three consecutive below normal values, (if the
percentage departure from normal is equal to or less than twenty one percent from
normal i.e. ~ 21 %>) the last de cad is considered as the "dry spell" or "drought"
period.
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If the "below normal" condition followed immediately, then that period is
also defined as a drought period. They studied the de cad rainfall data from 58
stations from the months of May to October, during the period 1950 to 1989.
These studies found that there are droughts in non EL-NINO years but
highest frequencies of drought in EL-NINO years (Table 2)

4.2 lVIonsoon in the context of climate change

The climatology of onset and withdrawal of Southwest monsoon in Myanmar
during the period 1955 to 1998 was studied. (AUNG H, 1998)

It pointed out that onset of monsoon is generally late after 1980 and
withdrawal of monsoon is generally early after 1985.
Monsoon period also generally decreases after 1989 may be closely
associated with global climate change. The following climatic changes are observed
inMyanmar.
( 1)

Rising of mean temperature

(2)

General decrease of rainfall

(3)

Decreasing numbers of yearly formation of cyclones in the Bay of
Bengal and Andaman Sea.

It is also evident that climate of Myanmar is significantly affected by
consequence of 1997-98 ENSO.

5. Conclusion
The year 1997-98 was the severe EL-NINO years and the effect ofENSO is
remarkably felt within the Asian summer monsoon areas.
Myanmar is a part of the Southeast Asian region, the partial effect of ENSO
forcing on monsoon during the post ENSO year 1998 can be seen clearly from its
climate data (significant change).
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Fig. ( 1 ) The Tracl{s of Storms formed in the Bay of Bengal during 1998
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Fig(2) Departure from Normal Rainfall during the Pre Monsoon Period of 1998
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Fig(4) Departure from Normal Rainfall during the Late Monsoon Period of 1998
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"Long Range Forecast of Indian Summer Honsoon
·BY Dhanna Singh
Monnoon Activity Centre,
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Introduction:
The
theoretical basis for se.:.:wona 1 predir:l.Flb l. 1 i l:.y of
l::trge cr.lcuJaL:Lon:-:> in thn t.r.·pp~c:-; is wrJlJ. formrltJd.
flnpr.•vr'r·,
i•ll'!
yred .i. eta b:i .1 i ty of non·- con t.inuoLw rnotnoro l or~j ea 1 v.:::r.r i a 1d. e:_; ::;rJc) 1 r.r.!3
rainf.:lll is not weLL known on any scaLe, wbUc it rn1r;ht hu P'X_:<_:.i.ble to pred i et seasonal mean vurir~ tion in ru:l nfall
j t nd r~h l.
nr.d..
}Jt::!
poss.lb.l0 1~tJ prcd.Lct v.:lr.i.abili.t:.y wlth i.n rt so.:wc)n.
'l'h·.~
TrH:J\
projec-t, h<.ts
provided. better under!> UmdJ np.: of th~ Em:c1.
Th·.:~
conditions ovr~r the P;Jc.i.flc lead thn :'\ccnrnrnnyinP.' :::d·.rnn:;pll'!r.i(~
concli Liom;
:i.n <IT!d around Pacifir..
Revers8 holrJc.;
f'(•r c•t'.lt<:r
ocnan3.
'I' hP.
EN~:;o ha:1 warm or cold ph."J.~tn, but
th(~
w.•nn plr:t:,;r:
trJnclu to hnvo more soc:ielal impact t.han the cold phtl~.::(~.
The_, H;tnu
plwsD aluo Lr:~wls to havo
LJt:/J,Or frf.Jquenr.:y nnd l.<JrW'T.' :nnp.l i tuclr.:,
but, of shorter uuraU.on than thmlO of r.old phnnr~.
HN'f•IJI.lyl \.h•:
modelle.rs have been ablr~ to 'devnlqp r~nup.lcd modr,l:~ l;q rn'd ic..~f. Lh•::
F.l-·Nino
(t.he warm pha.Sf'!) phenomenou wQll in ~tdvnnr:n.
Thl:i f•rc~·d.i.ctabi.lity has becomo best tool for long rD.f\/{8 forry~;~~~ \:. rr llHHl
the &;lobe, .i.n tropical a:roas in par-l.icular.
I

Out of the fou.r (offical) se.::Jsons in Indi;:~ i l. .i.::; tho
monsoon season in which the rainfall is most assured and plentyfull..
About. 80% of th8 annual rainfall for thr~ country n:> a
whole is rcce i ved durtng the four months (June- Septcrnh: r) r)f
the
monsoon season. · If norm;:ll rainfall is considcn~d n:.~ !JO% l.o
1 10~'~
of normal,
in 72% of the years the rainfall ls no.rmal,
in
14?~
years below normal(deficient) ·and in remai.rting 14% years abovu
normal
(excess).
The minimum on record :i.s 67% in .1 B77 ;_tnd Uv.~
maximum 122. 9% in
l!J 17.
For the monsoon sca::wu t b2 ()f f J.c:.-11
forecasts are being issued for about a hundred years.
Emp~rical
methods have been used t,o furmulnte these forecasts.
Time and
again there
has been some criticism of methodolo~y used Lo
formulate the se forecasts.
But, in the absence or cred 1 ble
numericnl models there is no a l tcrnate to thr.:se modo: 1:.::.
Thr:.:
statistical model in 1..1.~>8 i..n Tndia Meterologicnl
Dep<J..r.l.rnr_~nt
h·:l!l
yielded reasonnbly correct forecastr3 durir1g J.nst. clr:::ven ye~u-:>.
Ort tho sub-divisional scala the intcrannual variability
ls rnuch l.::1rfler. · Jn p;cncral the variabilit,y
is urnall·:~r when~
seasonal r.a.infall i;J lan:.or and l.at:"grJr" where Bea~..:;onal r.=J.inf.-lll hl
smaller.
Fort una t.e ly
even on sub-divisional scale the .fu i 1 m·e
of the monsoon does not n~ach the level of failure <:1~> ex.pcr'lenced
over the Sahel regjon of Africa.
Because of the
largPr inter·
annual
vari;:Jbillty .Lon1~ ranf{e fo.rocu.st-.:> h;~v~~ not b~cn attcmpLt..!d
so far on sub-di vj sionr~l level.
However there is u .to L of
pressure and requiremcn t too fo.t' fo rec.:m t·.~, on sub··di vis ion a l
scale.
Forecasts are pa.rticuJ arly iroportnnt. for e1re<.t!.~ c.•f 1 rn;
I

I
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rCiinfc.tll.
Fortunately several circulation p::tramet~r!:; yield better
tions wi t.h Sf_'030tta.l ra .i.nf::d l of t.be:)~..:. loH r.:d 11 fi;~ll arc.:t:s
and there-by provide possibility of deve.loprucnt of rcr,res.c::ion
equations.·
corr~ la

V(lritlbi.l.it.y ()f th8 mon:.;r•nn!~ i.s 'JI~ !' y
vr~t'Y .Lmp()rl.:..Jnt.
It is Lh.l~) va.d!Jj l.ity which on accu.rnnlwt1on nvcr
the Beason manifc~~ts ;_!S the j nter-annual variabili tr.
The intera-season.'J.l v.:~.rlabllity for Indian Monsoon c.:tn br~ linh.r~rl
to
several we 11 .dcf ined synoptic features_
To name a few :
Th1.~

jnt.n.t·~~ca~;(J!Jal

(i)
Monsoon Trough: The location & intensity of the monsoon
trough (an extended area of relatively low pressure); its oscillations.
the arnpli t:.u te of its osc ill a tiou:; :=1.nd th8 p(!riod or
frequency of its oscillation~ are all very important.
Active &
break phases of monsoon.are linked with. the oscillations .of
monsoon trough.
Cii)
Fertility of the Monsoon Trough : Cyclonic circulations
originate in the rnonsoon trough and under favourable conditions
-these devc:J.op in to dcprc~;sions and cyclones,
1'h~
numru:r of
Mon~;oon depres~3 ions per season vA..r: iAs f.t·om ;~ very few (:;) to ov(~ r
a dozen per seuson. There may not be much difference between the
total volume of precipitation released by a low pressure area
moving alonp.: the trough and that yielded hy a cyclone or r1~pres·
r.;Jon.
But,
thf~ orv,;Jni.::;nd ~;y~;Lr~m~; r~onc(~utr:'lt-.P. t.hr~
r·;dnf:.l.ll
in
·t..~rms
of tirno <:lnd space and so rnalw thE: m responsible for
both
spacial and temporal variability.
(iii)

Duration

of the active monsoon season:

the

~ont.hwest

monsoon ;HJvancr~s over the country from the south .:md it t.::~kes
abouL 40 days for the monsoon to cover the entire conntry.
The
withdrawal is in reverse order and startr: from the no:rth-'i-7t;st atd
from the southern perninsula. -the rnonsoon is deemed to have with-·
drawan on 15 October if synopic situation d.o not permit its
withdrawal by that d~te.
The withdrawal phase th~oretically
lasts in the mean for about 45 days but only for 30 days practicalli as the monsoon s~ason ends on 30 Sept.
In the mean tlre
active rnonsoon season is of four months dura t.ion over the south·crn peninsula and it lasts only for about 60 days on 1r ovc!r
exl.remc north-H8stcrn parts or [ndi.:t.
Thr~ dur.:\t.ion of !..lw .v..::U.vc
riJI:.>Iwoon
sc:uson shows J.are:e inter-annual v.:J.rj ab.il i ty r.•v'..·r I h·~
nortbern
<.:~nd
centr<J.l· India.
The~ dural-ion
of
"'r:l.iv·~
ruun:.;r;,_,rr
sc~asor1

<J\'Pt':l""

~.-Hli~t·(• 1 nrt

c·.c·rttr.:~.J.

t·.h~

.i

t1.+.r' r

;;;ic>IJct.l rui11faJ.l but

(iv)

;:~:

;.l .. ,J... ~_.h(.·J-lJ

·_lr,,:1 i :'. :'I'l''····~) .. !: !,_, ,-.:.~···., .. ri -·,-..:,_
~ . !~~c.~-~.:
v:n· i..., l • i 1 i +- •· r ,f n•) I. r •tl I~' l,h ·
·~11hd .i V .i
coutll.r·y <.t~: :t \-Jhr'l"' .'.1!..; W(~ll.

.-11'"'1.''' 1

th,~:

Strength of Interhemispheric monsoon

flo~:

'l'hr·

r11··n:~.~nn

flo'W urj_girl<.tt~!f3 in the southern herni~~phcro.
Th0 :.1.J~r:.:nP:t.h ~"d. n1i.r\
.lc.LllrJ.rl<:! h.i.gh::-5 .i.n the Indian or.f~on mndul:~t.~;:.; th<:! .i.ntc.:r-h':!rn_i.~~ph~r
lc flow.
::::trong<..~r highs <.Ire w:.neralJ.y f.l.f:_:!_:oci.:.:ttcd wi Lh
st.ron['.cr
flow.
Int.ensit.y of Lh(; heat lo>-7 .';l.!Hi th" pt:r~;::r:.nr.'~ 0f ck·r,r.·c~~~sinn:.::
etc.
in the northern )'l(~misphcre ::tlso i nf .illf·-rr.-::8 t.h~:':
~::tn~~nr~t.h
of
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this flow by providing

·tho suction effect.

Influence of mid-latitude llesterly systems:
Th(~ j n [ J u·
vf mld- la t.l tu tcJ 1..:: ~: y ~d.m:; i:::; qui to c>f tf~ IJ [l.Sr.;r,c i ~~ V·d w "i. ll1 d 1 :.;
ruption of monsoou ac t.i.vi ty.
But some times. i nterac Lion of
monsoon sybternu leads to enhanced rainfall activity whi~h if it
happens .\. n September m:Jy lr::ud to f .Loons ov0r nor Lhwcr; r.
f w:li.J.
rlif.ll .i.rH.k~x 1_:ircuJatioll c'vcr .m.id-Jui_,jtudef:> iE.> t~t:-:nr:rally u~:soc:i;ttcd
with good monsoon.
(v)

(~nee:.

I

(vi)
Infulence of Cyclonic activity over Pacific : Some of
the systems from western Pacific reach the bay of Bengal as we~k
sy~t.cms
which intensify over the bay of Bcnr.~al and levd
to i IJ·creased prec ipi ta tion when they move inland.
Thr~
frcquf~ncy
of
such systems
dependcHt cm the cyclon.ic activ.i ty ovc1.· th•~ ~,.7;~·;;t
Pacific and Lhe gcm;ral trend of: t.h'.) ir tr<Jcl.\s.
Thr; var i..:tbU i Ly
oi the frequency of the ttrri vo.l of rem~want c. f s1.1.ch :-y::.:·l.. r-:-rn~;
c•ver bay oi Bengal var.i.e:3 ,·1 lot fr0m yc-Jr tc1 yn.3r.
The r.'n:Jnti·
:i.c ~lcl..:i.vj.t.y ( l f Lhe Pnci.fir..: is J.m:r:cly coni..ro1led hy th~~ H:l-i:-~0 p1l0.-ll')IIJf~,nun;
t'.t1•::refo.r:r.::, it .i.:; 0bvio11;; lh.:tt F..I.-Nino shnuld iilflur..::nr~·~
UH:! wonsoons
in this manner o.J.so.
·

:i.s

Influence of Sea Surface Temperature (SST): \"i;u·mcr f\r::1 r_,i .:>en
and Bay ui Henga1 can contribute more to availabi.lity of rnoistu.re

I

therefore warmer SST should favour be t.t8r rainf<1ll.
sever~l co-rrelation studies.

This

ls corroborated by

Internal variability:
Ik~vc)lopmcnt of 8y.-.:lonic cir~nl:1t:.inw;
.in
to depressions etc.
has its own internaJ
varibility a~ the
development of individual cumuli and cloud clusters have large
random varibility.
It is rather impossible to estimate this
varibility.
lfor this re~son each cJ.oud, depression or cyclone
has its own characLristics.
It is obvious from the above that the performanGe of
monsoon depends on both local and extra regional influences.
That- s
why from the times of Walker efforts have been m3.ck t.o
associate the monsoon rainfall with meteorological elements in
the tJ.~opics around the globe.
Recently t.he fie l. d for cc,rreln.tion
studies has been widened to include the extratropial areas as
well.
- However, it is impossible to develop fulproof rec;ression
models as the internal variability of the monsoon appears to be

large.
ResuJ.ts of several studies done by me and my coJleaeuus
in the Monsoon Activity Centre, New Delhi have bean summarised
below.
The list
t.he papers is given in the ref ereTJC(:S.

of

Data Sources:
Basic rain£ all and upper. <:1ir data of
lndi a bo. VI~
bec.:H obtu:i.Hcd from the T.ndi.::.tn Nation.:1l Dat~. Centr~..:: .'-l.t Pune.
Sources of othc~r da.t.:t. · havn been mr.:nt.ioncd in th8 n::fr.:r~uce~3.
Surface & upper-air data sets prepared by the.: Monsoon Activity
Cenlre have a.lso been utilized.
Methodology:.

~luJ.tipJ.e

rE~P,ression t~:~chnique
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has been nt.i.li.sed to

develop statistical regression models.
New paprameters have been
screened by thorough_ analysis using correlations.
Parameters
wiLh significant correlations are tried in regression equations.
Already known paramct,ers ht.w0 also b,~cn utl iscd for the r; Ludies.
Parameters with more significant partial regression coefficents
are retained in the equations.
Temporal stability of the param~
ters is verified by 10 20 & 30 years running correlations before
U3ing
thBm in th0 models.
Dev~loped models
a.rc l.estcd with
indcw~ndon t dai.~.:.t to prove thr.::j.r suj tabU i ty.
In t.he Jntc r
s Lud-·
ie:i cross validation technique has been utilised to test the
entire series of data.
1

Results:
Reference No. 1 :
ln this p.::rper J.owef.::t monthly rnean prcs:::urc 0'5)
in the heat low region over Indo-Pak region foi the month of May
has been establised as .:t very useful p.J.r::~meter for predic-tion ·of
1\J.l Imiia(using Partha:::;rathy series of rainfall) sr::a~:;r:,ru11 r.:_tin·
f;_i.ll
as predictor.
Quantitatively the correlation for a
JJ'Jri..od
of 43 years was found to be -0.57,
simjlar v~lues for pressure
for
t.he mont.hs June to August. did not show :-.;ir,nif1,:<:J.nt. r~orrc]a
t.ions.
whereas that for September gave corrcJ.ution r.:.i r:r1 i.fjr:.:nnt.
<J.t D~ level.
All the p::1.rarne ters used in tho study hcwc- h~cn ::ntlJ-·
jected to temporal stability test and their relative merit is
compared.
The deve lop0d mod•~ l ha~.:; sur-cess fully prcdic Led rain·fu.lJ. even for contrasting y0ars J i}'.c 19EI7 .ctncl l~l8~~.
I

Reference No. 2 :

In this pu.per the winter pressure fc'r
0

0

0

Novern ·
0

ber-March over North-Pacific (27.5 N-72.5 N, 147.5 E·l22.!5 E) has
been found to have good correlation with summer monsoon rainfall
of India. for period .-:1fter 1.942.
R0g.n~~3s ion models
have ei ven
vr~ry UL>cfu.l. re::;uJ. ts.
The: North 1-'ar.; if i c T'.tT:.;:_: q n:-, flS .-, p;.l. r:::trw: Lr~ r
in the regress ion oqu:ll:.lon i:J :::;een to be vr.' r:y impor t..:ull. t-~:3 ;_;n,~n
by the significance of its partial regression ~oefficient.
I

Reference No.3 :
Rainfall d~ta (1948-93) for thj.s study was
t.r.tl·:un from data ~~et of India McteoroJ.op:ic:aJ l)~;;partrnr~nt.
I'b was
found to· have s igni f ica.nt cor relations >-7 i t..h ·this ro.infa 11 ser ic:J
as well.
The cc·s of P5 with sub-divisional rainfall are Dhown
in the refer,~nce.
L\ general incre<:\5e in the ~c. !3 is :;r~r~n f r:-om
~outh to north right up to the foothills of Himaluyus.
cc·~~

This correlation drops abruptly over thA hilly terrain.
The
of
raj nf~.l) J of (~ont,j.r;;tH>tl!: ~,rr~;, .'.\rnmtrl t."hc·
rnnn.::non
trnur;h

r(.j;J,lon

to

were found to

£areca~

t

I>·~

mn:_:l, :_:lgnll'it.!<\tll ..

'l'h<"

tm>d!·l::

this sub-· regional rainfa) 1 gv.v0 w_:eful

ru~jU

d··v•~l'.'r'•:~d

l. \.::;.

Reference No. 4 :
In this paper 35 yca.rf)(l~)f,9-9:3) d.J.t:::~ of the
zonal & mc.r id iom.tl wind cornpc•ncn·ts of se J c:Gtcd 1 ncli::.w f.b /Hw
'stations for f>tand.ard levc1.~3 up to lOO hP.:t Jr~v0l., W('J"r~ .')rt,J.lyse·d
for the! prc- monsoon months of April & May to ~;tudy !.h~·ir a:::-:ocjation with sub-region~l and sub-divisional monsoon rainfall of
north--west
India. - The meridional wind.~; at most of tho J.r:-vc:ls
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over Delhi and some of the levels over Jodhpur,
Nagpur,
Bombay
and M~dras for the month of May showed significant correlations
with sub-divisional rnonsoon rainfal1 of nort.h- west India.
Mul i. iplc rogression equal~.i.Orl[J have .::tlso been developed for tlc.\ry,:trl<l,
Punjab sub-divisions and the contiguous north-west India.
The
regression model for Punjab has shown best results with MCC of

U. 77.
5 :
J n this st.udy data ( 1862-1895) of a numbc~r of
global/regional circulation parameters have shown significant (at
5~~
level) correlations with the sub-seasonal fllJ India Mons0on
rainfall.
Utlizing some of these circulatjon parameters, we have
d(!Vf".! lope.: cl
a
few rc:gres:> .i.on models to foresee the sub- oca;;on;ll
CAugust-Scpt~mber) monsoon r~infall.
Cross validation chock .was
done for eutire series.
The correl.::~t.Lon between the forecast and
actual rainfall series is found to be significat at 0. 1% level of
;:; igni f icance.
Reference No.

Reference No. 6 :
Jn this ~tudy data for Tcmper<1ture n.ml "'ind
components for all standard levels up to 100 hPa of selected TEMP
stations of India were screened for association with the onset
data of sou~hwest monsoon over Delhi.
Data for several levels &
several sta t ion5 exi b:i. t.ed s iguif icn n t. cor re 1 a tions.
Pr~r:rr~~>s ion
equa lions have been dev(!}oped for ons~~t dat..:.1 of ~;out1rw-r::sl rnonsrJoil
over Delhi using the :3crccned data of tempera turc & t-d nd.s and
some other well known circulation parameters used for long ran~e
forecast.
Cross validation chock was done for the cnt.Lrr:~ ::;r.~rie::.
The: J.inec:tr corrcJ.atiom:
between t.hc forecast ficrir.:~; aml tb<J
actual onset date series i:::; found to hA 0.66 which is v~ry
significant.
Ut:d JJP: ·multiple regref:;sion teclmiql~(!~:, lfl(•dc~J.•_: 1Jr:lV'.:
been deve l.opr~d for forec.:.tst.ine: i.he preccntu.ge dep.::trtn.rc:s of
seasonal total rainfall of Coasta] Andhra Pradcsh and T>?leng.3na
subdi vi~ ions of India.
Jn this study 3?. year~~ ( HlG5-8fi) d:.tl..::t ha V(!
buen utilized fo.r various well lmown long range prr~dictor:.; ;:.Jnd
upper air temperatures and wind components for variou~ standard
levels of selected Indian radio-sonde stations.
The Multiple
Correlation Coefficient.D of the models is about 0. 8 Hbich f..:'X·
plains about 6 4~~ v.:tr iaucc of the series.
To J udr;c the p~~rforrn·
c.tnce or the models cross- validation checl~:s hav'3 h~·cn don<';! on t.bf!
entire series.
The linc.:~r correlation between actual rcrcentage
dcpartuers and forecasts of the entire series ·'He 0. 64 uttd 0. ti7
for Teleugana and Coast.:1l Andra Pradesh sub-di vis ion:3 re spec ti vely.
These values are comparable to the similar numbers for some
long ranp.:e prediction models for the scason.J.l rainfall of the
connt..ry as a whoJe.
Th8 values of these r:o.r:rr:.:Jai.i.ons ~lr'.! ~ir~n.if
icant, at 0. 001% level of sir;nifLcance.

Reference No. 7:

In this study based on 32 ye.:J.rs ( 1865-1996) d.:.d.a of
upper ~ir wind and temperature for the month ()f May at ctll staildurd levels. for selectP-d stations and seri.8;, of some 0thr;;r w.idr!Jy
used circuJ..:.t tj.on p.::tr<unr::.t.crs have: L>ecn u::;r..!rl l.. o CClTflJJDt.r~ 'l.r11: c:r~rrc··
lations with seasoni3.l pc.r.r-ent.1ge dep.].rturo:::; of r.'1infll of
t.1J'·~
subJivi~~ion:.;· Vid.nrbha & M.:;~.r.:.tt.hwada.

Reference 8 :
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Utlizing the parnmeters having linear correlation~
significant at lea::>t at 5~~ lc.::vel, rcgres:J.Lotl cquatiions h:J.vc boen
dcveJ.oped using partial regression technique.
In the individual
cases the multiple correlations are 0.78 and 0.80 which explain
about 60 to 64% of variance of the series.
Cro:::ss validation check has beP-n done over the entire
period i.e. by removing each year to turn for verification while
us in,e; rest of the yeo.rs for model eqtw.tlon.
Thus,
forec,:~.st
vnJ.ues .:tr0 av~liJ.abJ.c for ulJ. the 32 years based on 32 r.::cpl<lt.jo~Js.
The cor re ln. tions br.= twec:n such foreca;, ts .for pcrcen tage rkpurtu r·r~:.;
of rainfall and actual pf;;rcerrt....:~ge departures are 0. 65 D.nd Q. 66
for the subdivisions Marathwada & Vidarbha respectively.
Reference 9:
The tropospheric mean monthly thickness unomalics
of Nort,hern lnd ian stations of selected lc:tyers for thr~ months
/\pr.Ll Lo July for a 27 yoar~(1.9f38-1!1!34) dat.a h<.wc been :1n~lly~;cd.
The thickness anomalies of April and May exhibit significunL
persistence through July.
Also, the thicknes:::; anomalies of
different layers for the months May-,JuJ.y .:\re found to have eenerally si,.;nificant (5~~ to 0.1~:: levr.~l) linAar eo:r:rdation::: ~rith the
alJ. India seasonal monsoon rninfa) l.
Out of different J.,'JYf.'r~ .:md
all the months annly:::>ed, the~ thickness anomalies of er,o :lOO and
850-100 hPa layers for May c:tre found to have maximum correlationf;(si.lmificant at 0.1% .level).
~rom linear
rf'r,-rr:~S:3ion
results, 850-300 hPa thickness anomaly appears to be a useful
predictor for long range prediction of Indian monsoon.
Reference 10 : Using the upper air temperature data for aJl
the
leveh> of 1:) stations· for which sufficient data was ;_,_v.~·.ilablr..:: .~tnd
percentage departures of SC·:I.SOIF:tl monso0!t r.:t.t n.fall d.a ta for all
the 35 sub--divisions of India linear correlations have ber::n
worked out and presented.
The correlations have exhibited some
patterns and co-herence which suggest utility of upper-airtemperature in the longe ra.np;e forecast of subd.i. visional monsoon
rainfc.tll.
In general the correlations are poor for thP- subdivisions whose normal rainfall is high or for which the local
factors like location and ororaphy play significant role in the
rainfall · variability.
Sub-divisions over Northwest rndiJ. have
shown most significant correlations with temperature data of most
of the stations.
Th~!:3t~ corrolw.t:lons urr~ hjghpr for suh··divisi.ons
over the west.ern Hirnc\lyas and the three ~~ub- d i vi~.~ ioll~.; j n thr]
southern most. part of ·the country i.e. Kerala, Andamn.n & Nicohar
islands
and
Lakshadweep
island
have
shown
negutive
correlatJons(somc of thnm sigrtificant) with troposphcrj.c t~mpcrn
turcs of st.ations in the Penimmlar Jndia.
Tamilamlu lws ::;hr_.wn
weak correlations.
Some subdivisions over ·the Pcnin:..mlar India
have shown significant positive correlations with upper air
temperatures of sta t.Lons
in southorn IncU~.
Generally the
st.rato)Jhcr ic t.empc.n:\t.ui·eu have ~~hown ncr::ati ve corrcJ.u t.i on::; wbi eh
are of opposi tc ~igTt to ·th.::.\t of cc-~, of t·.ropo~:-:phr~ric t()mpcr.:-~. ·
tures.
But, a few subdivisions in the north-east have shown
positive correlations oloo.
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Similar correlations were computed for the All. India
rnonsoon seasona'l ra i nfa 11 series also for both the India Me t.eoro-·
Jogicnl lkpart.m~"Jilt and P.:.trthasara t.hy series. These scr :i es ha vo
givin similar results.
Conclusions :
(i) The centre has established a few new parameters e.g. Lowest
Pressure in the heat low reagion over Indo-Pak region, Seasonal
average North Pacific Pressure, Mean Upper Air Temperature qnd
Winds for M~y at various levels over India, for use in long range
forecast models.
(ii) feasibility study of forecast of sub-seasonal and iubregional rainfnll using correlation technique has given encouraging re.suJ.ts.
Acknowledgements : The author is thanY.ful to the organisers of
the workshop for providing the opportunity to present the work
of the Monsoon Activity Centre. The author is grateful to the
W. M. 0.
for sponsod.ng the participation of thr:: ;JUthor in the
workshop.
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TRACKING OF MONSOON DEPRESSIONS USING WEATHER,
SATELLITE AND RADAR DATA
MUHAMMAD MUNIR SHEIKH*
INTRODUCTION:
Pakistan has a long history of flooding from the Indus River and its
Tributariess (Indus River System- Annex-I) Loss of life and property associated with the
floods has been colossal. A glance over the damages caused due to some floods can nicely
reflect the situation (Annexure-IT).

YEARS

LOSSES
LfVESLOST HOUSESDESTROYED

1973
1976
1988

160
425

1992

1000

Over 3 million houses
Over 10 million houses

370
Over One Million houses

TOTAL LOSSES

Rs. 6 billion.
Rs.17 billion worth of
damages.
U.S. $ 2.2 Billion

Historic Maximum and peak discharges in different years upto the year 1997 are given in
Annex-m.
Floods in Pakistan are mainly caused by the heavy monsoon rains during the summer
monsoon period from July to September. Officially the flood season is spread over the period
15th June to 15th October to cater for possible exceptions. The heavy rainfall is caused due to

monsoon depressions mainly formed over the Bay of Bengal. Very rarely Monsoon
Depressions (l\1Ds) move northwards from the Arabian Sea into Pakistan. Monsoon
depressions from the Bay of Bengal move west or west north west across India and may

i)

Decay over India.

ii) Move into Southern Pakistan and merge into the seasonal low.
iii) Recurve towards north/north east and precipitate into the upper catchments of
Indus and its tributaries. The highest rainfall amounts are generally experienced
upstream of the rim stations in the Indian part of the catchments declining from
East to West. However heavy rainfall may also occur in the areas just down
stream of the rim stations.

*DIRECTOR, NATIONAL FLOOD FORECASTING BUREAU, PAKISTAN
METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT-46-JAIL ROAD, LAHORE-54000.
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It is the third situation which can give rise to the most serious flooding. In order to correctly
predict the areas being hit by the :MDs, accurate tracking of these depressions is essential.
The role of Monsoon depressions in the weather of Pakistan and consequently on floods
during summer can be best understood if the two Meteorological conditions in relation to
different conditions of Intensity and movement of lows/depressions producing different
categories of floods are seen.
(i)

Meteorological situation for categorv-I floods
This is the situation when the seasonal low, which is a semi permanent weather

system generally and mostly appears over South Eastern Baluchistan, South Western Punjab
and adjoining parts of Sindh (Annex-N). It gets occasionally intensified (due to the passage
of a westerly wave), causing the moisture from the Arabian sea to flow upto the upper
catchment of main rivers resulting in the heavy downpour along the windward slopes of the
mountain ranges due to the orographic lifting of the moist air-mass. Amount of rainfall
depends upon the intensification of the moist layer indicated by the vertical extent of the
Southwesterly air current which may extend upto the height of ten thousand feet under
extreme conditions. This is discernible in upper air weather charts. Rainfall is generally short
lived and occurs either in the late afternoon/evening or during the early morning lasting for a
maximum period of six hours. Floods under this condition are the category-I floods which
may cause a short peak ranging from 3 to 5 lac cusecs in Chenab and Jhelum rivers under
extreme conditions. Most commonly the peak is limited to within 3 lac cusecs only. This
usually poses no serious flood management problem for the Mangla reservoir due to the short
duration and consequently less volume. Tarbela dam is affected to a much lesser degree.

(ii)

Meteorological Situation for Categorv-II & Categorv-III Floods
The second flood generating meteorological situation is the one linked with the

monsoon lows/depressions. Such systems originate in the Bay of Bengal region and then
moving across India in a general west/north westerly direction arrive Rajasthan or any of the
adjoining states of India. These depressions are then prone to any one of the following three
courses:-

a) Continue

moving straight west causing wide spread rains over Sindh and

Baluchistan. No river flooding, however, occurs in this case.

b) Rec~e in the north east direction towards the upper catchments of Sutlej, Ravi
and Chenab rivers causing extremely heavy rainfall and consequently the floods
first across the border in India and then within hours at the rim stations in
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Pakistan. The situation depends upon the location of the westerly wave, position
of the Jet stream, north and north east of upper catchments of rivers and also on
the position of Tibetan high. This is the situation for category-IT floods. Under
this situation floods first occur in river Chenab due to its peculiar topographic
features which provide the most favourable conditions for the orographic lifting
of the south west/south east monsoon currents. Ravi and Jhelum are affected next
in sequence, followed by river Sutlej. Relatively the late occurrence of the floods
in Sutlej is due to the flat and lengthy upper catchment of the Beas and Sutlej
rivers. In addition, a number of control structures in the form of barrages and
dams which exist across the two rivers in India significantly delay the arrival of
flood wave in Pakistan. Floods in Jhelum and Chenab may be significantly
greater than the category-1 floods. Generally the flood peak at Mangla is limited
to below 5 lac cusecs but may reach 7 lac cusecs under an extreme condition.
The problem can be safely resolved by resorting to safe pre flood releases and
flood peaks at Trimmu- the down stream point (confluence of rivers Jhelum and
Chenab) can be averted by a sufficient margin of time.

C) Third and

the most critical situation is when the depression takes a straight

northerly direction under the effect of a strong westerly wave present over
Afghanistan or over the North west Pakistan. From its position over Rajasthan, it
enters Pakistan along Lahore/Gujranwala divisions skipping the catchments of
Sutlej and Ravi to the east. The upper catchments of Chenab, Jhelum and Indus
rivers come under its direct influence. Extremely heavy rains may occur over
Mangla and/or Tarbela catchment under this situation depending upon the fmal
·position of the depression. Extremely heavy floods (category-ill) may occur
under this condition. The Probable Maximum Flood(P:tvfF) is an extreme case of
category-ill floods. Historical floods on record under this situation occurred in
the years 1928,1929 and 1992.

INDUS BASIN RIVER SYSTEM
Before describing as to how :MDs originating from the Bay of Bengal or Arabian Sea are
tracked, a brief description of the Indus river basin is given.
Indus basin encompasses five rivers. Indus is the main river of the system, while Jhelum,
Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej are its tributaries. Upper catchments of all the rivers are
mountainous with some of the highest peaks of the world located within the Indus catchment.
Annex-1.
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TRACKING OF MONSOON DEPRESSIONS
Tracking of Depressions is done with the help of:i)

Conventional surface and upper air weather charts.

ii) Quantitative Precipitation Radars.
iii) Satellite imageries received through the Polar Orbiting Satellites
(NOAA 12, 14 & 15)

I)

WEATHERCHARTS

The Meteorological surface and upper air charts are regularly prepared at 3 hourly
interval during the flood season (15th June to 15th October) using data received from the
Meteorological network in the country. The data is also received by RTT from Delhi on
Global Transmission System (GTS) broadcast relayed via Karachi. Facimile analyzed Charts
(Surface. 500mb & 300mb) are also received from Tashkent.

The tracking of the depression is started right from the Bay of Bengal ( or from
Arabian Sea) and its position is marked daily on weather charts. Its probable movement
depending upon other meteorological conditions is reported daily in the flood bulletins.

The methodology adopted is based on the following:-

A)

STEERING WIND FORCE

This is a common practice adopted to forecast the probable movement of the
monsoon system. For this purpose. the surface and upper air weather charts of 850 h Pa, 300
hPa & 200 hPa are used. It is significant to note that the best level to identify the centre of a
monsoon depression is 850 hPa chart where the wind is almost friction free. The higher level
wind direction ( at 300 hPa & 200 hPa) right above the Centre of the monsoon low or
depression is considered to be as an indicator for the future movement of the monsoon system
provided it is free from the wind of the system itself. From the wind speed at upper level,
movement of the system in terms of distance is also estimated which may not be correct
every time.
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AXIS OF MONSOON TROUGH

(B)

The axis of monsoon trough which is extended usually from Pakistan to the Bay of
Bengal through Indian Punjab, Haryana, U.P. & Behar is also a general indicator of the trend
of the movement of a Monsoon Depression/Low unless it is affected by some other
approaching system such as the westerly waves, jet stream, the position of the Tibetan High
or the strong upper air divergence at 300 & 200 hPa levels.

(C)

POSITION OF WESTERLY WAVE. TIBETAN HIGH, UPPER LEVEL
DIVERGENCE & LOWER LEVEL CONVERGENCE & JET STREAM

Westerly waves, which are low pressure waves, belong to the family of extratropical
cyclones consisting of relatively cold airs. These are embedded in westerly flow of wind and
move from west to east. A jet stream is generally associated with the leading edge of these
waves alongwith an upper level divergence interconnected with the lower level convergence.

There is always cold, dry and heavy air in the rear of the line of discontinuity along
the axis of the westerly wave which serves as a barrier to the Monsoon lows/depressions
moving towards west and this effect along with the inter-connected low level convergence
and high level divergence tend the system to change its path towards north or northeast.

2.

SATELLITE CLOUD PICTURES:

The facility of getting satellite cloud pictures through the polar orbiting
Yleteorological satellites (NOAA 12. 14 & 15) is available. About 4 to 6 very good pictures
covering our area are daily available.
Satellite imageries are used to:-

i)

Identify the position of Monsoon lows/depressions. The tilt of the system towards a
certain direction gives a clue to its probable movement.

ii) Identify the position and strength of westerly wave and its speed using previous pictures
and consequently its interaction with the monsoon Depression/Lows. The position of
westerly wave is very important in determining the probable movement of depressions.

An estimate of its interaction with the monsoon system can be made which is always
extremely helpful in tracking the system on qualitative basis.
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USE OF RADAR IN TRACKING OF MONSOON DEPRESSIONS/LOWS:

An S-Band ( 10-Cm) Doppler weather radar has recently been installed at Lahore and
a C-Band (5-Cm) is already installed at Sialkot some 130 Km north of Lahore. These radars
are very helpful in monitoring the movement of the approaching weather systems when they
come within the range of these radars. One 5-Cm radar is also available at Islamabad, the
capital of Pakistan. The present network is being augmented with two more 5-Cm Radars at
Rahim Yar Khan and Dera Ismail Khan which will become operational from the Flood
season of 1999 i.e. from June. 1999. The movement of a rain generating system into the
upper and lower catchments of rivers in Pakistan can be estimatedected by studying the
system in Doppler mode.
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RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION

During the last dekad (21-31 December
1998) the ITCZ oscillated about the
southern parts of the · country. This
contributed to high rainfall to the south and
low rainfall to the north as evidenced by
the figures in the table on page 3.
Kafironda on the Copperbelt reported the
highiest ·of 141 mm, followed by Lusaka
City Airport and Mt Makulu with 137mm
each, Msekera 113mm, Kaser;npa 134mm,
Kabwe 112mm Petauke 105mm and
Lusaka International Airport 94mm. To the
north Kasama recorded the highiest of
8 6mm with Mansa reporting the lowest of
4mm.
The seasonal rainfall performance so far
shows large magnitude of rainfall deficits in
Northern and northen districts of Eastern
provinces. Mumbwa District stands out as
the most surplus area of up to 49% above
normal. Northern and parts of Eastern
Provinces on the other hand are the most
deficit areas in order of 24% to 65% below
normal.
FURTHER OUTLOOK

The intertropical Convergence Zone which
is associated with the rainbelt will continue
to be active and oscillate about the central
parts of Zambia till the 15th of
January, 1999, then will move south.
Forecast: Southern and Western Provinces
will be fairly cloudy with sunny periods
from mid morning over many areas. Warm
afternoons with showers and
thunderstorms in few places, sunny periods
by late mornings and early afternoon
showers and thunderstorms in many places
continuing well into the evenings from 1 61h
January till the end of the forecast period.
Rest of Zambia will be cloudy with out
breaks of rains in many places.

heavy to disturb agricultural activities. The
main problem area is the northern district
of the country where very little rainfall has
been received. This has affected the
growth of the crops. The areas where
rainfall is normal to above normal and well
distributed, the crops mainly maize is
reported to be at vegetative and flowering
stages. Going by the forecast for the next
ten days, the situation will be very
conducive for the crops in most parts of
the country. Otherwise continued heavy
pours will worsen the situation in areas
where crops need some sunshine for better
development. Reduced rainfall will be more
appropriate over the southern half where
some dry spells with clear skies will be
necessary. As at now time for planting has
almost run out especially the southern half
for crops like maize. lt is the right time for
to plant crops like beans and potatoes.

PESTS AND DISEASES

Black beetles were spoted in southern
province especially in Bweengwa areas of
Monze district. Leaf spots are attacking
beans in kabwe rural.

Data collection:

A. T. Muwaya
M. Bupe

Further outlook:

R. Mumbi

Data analysis:

F. A. Banda
A. T. Muwaya

Desktop Publishing

F. A. Banda

AGROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Besides the widespread rainfall over most
parts of the country, it was not all that
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Dekadal Rainfall and Rain Days Summary
Issue No: 6
Period: 01 - 10 January
Season: 1998/99
Station

Observed

Normal

Rain Rain
Fall Days
mm

Rain
Fall
mm

~otals

Since 1 July 1998

Rain Rain Normal
Fall Days
Rain
Fall
mm
mm

Rainfall
Departure

mm

%
I

11
11

Solwezi Met

82

6

102

631

11

zamh'ezi Met

46

7

78

662

43

627

5

1

494

168

34

!I

11
11

11

11
11

Mansa Met

4

2

74

481

26

468

12

3

11

11

Mbala Met

67

5

70

320

30

467

-147

-31

11

11

Isoka Met

63

4

75

289

393

-104

-26

11

Kasam.a Met

86

7

88

312

30

539

-227

-42

11

Ndola Met

74

8

97

427

32

517

-90

-17

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

11

Mongu Met

88

5

80

591

42

420

171

41

11

11

Kaoma Met

53

5

72

511

41

443

68

15

11

11

lCabwe Met

112

5

95

565

28

456

109

24

11

Mumbwa Met

69

7

65

426

35

286

139

49

11

Lusaka I Airport

94

5

70

513

25

350

162

46

11

Lusaka C Airport 137

8

73

472

25

373

98 - 26

11

Mount Makulu Agr 137

8

63

420

31

388

32

8

11

9

3

81

119

23

346

-226

-65

11

113

5

96

357

30

406

-49

-12

Chipata Met

84

4

84

305

28

404

-99

-24

11

11

Petauke Met

105

7

77

434

27

382

52

14

11

11

Choma Met

82

5

65

384

28

391

-7

-2

11

11

Livingstone Met

32

4

70

344

25

377

-34

-9

11

11

11

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

11
11

Lundazi Met

11

Msekera Agromet

11

~

11
11
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAMME

Monday, 18 January 1999
09.00- 10.00

Registration of participants and Opening Ceremony

10.00- 10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

The role and operation of ACMAD - Prof. B. Mohamed

11.30- 12.30

The predictability of ENSO - B. Kirtman

12.30 - 14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.00

The activities of the Drought Monitoring Centre - Z. K. Atheru

15.00 - 16.00

Coupled model forecast systems - T. Palmer

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.30

Use of empirical/statistical methods for climate prediction with application to
Africa - M. Jury

Tuesday, 19 January 1999
09.00 - 10.00

A look at the IRI (International Research Institute for Climate Prediction)
climate forecast system : construction, validation, performance - N. Graham

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

JMA operational dynamical one-month forecast system - K. Takano

11.30-12.30

The state-of-the-art in ENSO forecasting: a comparison of various prediction
systems - B. Kirtman

12.30 - 14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.00

Verification of Forecasts- M. Harrison

15.00 - 16.00

Probabilistic verification - T. Palmer

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30- 17.30

Optimal strategies for forecast production - M. Haffison
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Wednesday, 20 January 1999
09.00 - 10:00

Tropical Atlantic and Indian Monsoon circulations and African climate
variability - M. Jury

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.30

Influence of Indian Summer Monsoon on ENSO - B. Kirtman

11.30-12.30

Space-time characteristics of the equatorial East African monsoons during
northern hemisphere spring - R. Okoo/a

12.30 - 14.00

Lunch

14.00 - 15.00

The use of monsoon indicators in the seasonal prediction of East African
rainfall - L. Ogallo

15.00-16.00

On the relative roles of Indian Ocean SSTs on rainfall in eastern and
southern Africa - N. Graham

16.00-16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.00

The response of Kenyan rainfall to fluctuations in surface weather
parameters and OLR in the tropics - W. Nyakwada

17.00- 17.30

Reports from Activity Centres (Kuala Lumpur, Nairobi, New Delhi)

Thursday, 21 January 1999
09.00- 10.00

The year 2000 computer problem and its impact on weather forecasting
systems - R. S. Masika

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30-11.00

Statistical seasonal climate prediction for Australia- K. Puri (On behalf of D.
A. Jones)

11.00-12.00

Development of seasonal dynamical forecasts with the JMA global model K. Takano

12.00 - 13.00

Global and regional modelling of the short rains over East Africa - N. Graham

13.00-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.00

Application of probabilistic verification to medium range and seasonal
timescale model integrations - T. Palmer

15.00- 16.00

Value of forecasts- M. Harrison

16.00 - 16.30

Tea Break

16.30-17.30

Relating the contents of climate forecasts to real world risks - N. Graham
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Friday, 22 January 1999
09.00 - 10.00

What way forward for ACMAD in African monsoon prediction/Forecasting -M.
S. Boulahya

10.00-10.30

Tea/Coffee Break

10.30 - 11.30

Short presentations by participants

11.30-12.30

Panel discussion

12.30

Closing Ceremony
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Local Organising Committee
Ayub S. Mwadali (Coordinator)
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.5678889
E-mail :
ayub.shaka@meteo.go.ke

Nyakwada William
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
william.nyakwada@lion.meteo.go.ke

Kahuha Samuel
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
samuel.kahuha@meteo.go.ke
E-mail :

Okoola Raphael
University of Nairobi
P.O. Box 30197
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.44220145
Fax:
254.2.567889
okoola@lion.meteo.go.ke
E-mail :

Maingi Nicholas
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
nicholas.maingi@meteo.go.ke

Resource Persons
Atheru Z. K.
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567889
E-mail :
atheru@meteo.go.ke

Graham N.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, A-024
University of California
LA JOLLA, CA 92093-0024
USA
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail:

Ben Mohamed
Scientific Advisory Committe
ACMAD
NIAMEY
Niger
Telephone: 227.723160
Fax:
227.723627
E-mail :
ben@acmad.ne

Harrison M.
Forecasting Research Meteorological Office
London Road
BRACKNELL, Berkshire RG12 2SZ
United Kingdom
Telephone: 44.1344.856295
Fax:
44.1344.854026
E-mail :
mharrison@meto.gov.uk
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Jury Mark
University of Zulu land Geography Department
KWADLANGEZJNA 3886
South Africa
Telephone: 2735193911
Fax:
2735193420
E-mail :
mjury@pan.uzulu.ac.za

Okoola Raphael
University of Nairobi
P.O. Box 30197
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.4422014/5
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
okoola@lion.meteo.go.ke

Kirtman B.
Centre for Ocean-Land Atmosphere Studies
Research Scientist
4041 Power Mill Road, Suite 302
CALVERTON maryland 20705
USA
Telephone: 301.595.7000
Fax:
301.595.9793
E-mail :
KIRTMAN@COLA.IGES.ORG

Palmerlim
ECMWF
Shinfiels Park
READING RG2 9AX
United Kingdom
Telephone: 44.118.9499600
Fax:
44.118.9869450
E-mail :
tim.palmer@ecmwf.int

Masika Richard
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
richard.masika@meteo.go.ke

Puri K.
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
G.P.O. Box 1289 K
MELBOURNE, Victoria 3001,
Australia
Telephone: 03.9669.4433
Fax:
03.9669.4660
E-mail :
k.puri@bom.gov.au

Nyakwada William
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
wiiliam.nyakwada@lion.meteo.go.ke

Takano Kiyoharu
Japan Meteorological Agency
Climate Prediction Division
1-3-4 Otemachi, Chiyodah-ku
TOKYO 100
Japan
Telephone: 813.3212.8341 Ext.3155
Fax:
813.3211-2
E-mail :
k_takano@met.kishou.go.jp

Participants
Abdallah Nassor
Direction de la Meteorologia
BP 1254
TANANARIVE
Madagascar
Telephone: 261.20.22.402.41
Fax:
261.20.22.408.23
E-mail:
meteo@dts.mg

Gasengayire Rose
Meteorological Department
P.O. Box898
KIGALI
Rwanda
Telephone: 250.76572
Fax:
250.72971
E-mail :
mdidace@hotmail.com

Aura Stella
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
stella.aura@meteo.go.ke

Lemma Melesse
National Meteorological Services Agency
P.O. Box 1090
ADDIS ABABA
Ethiopia
Telephone: 251.1.512299
Fax:
251.1.517066
E-mail :
nmsa@telecom.net.et
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Madan Bahadur Basnyat
Department of Hydrology and Meteorology
P.O. Box406
KATHMANDU
Nepal
Telephone: 977.1.255920/248808
Fax:
977.1.262348/473268
E-mail:
hydro@dhm.wlink.com.np

Nguyen Huu Hai
Service Hydrometeologique
4, Rue Dang thai Than
HANOI
Socialist Rep. of Vietnam
Telephone : 8448253343
Fax:
8448260779
E-mail:

Mahahabisa Mabafokeng
Lesotho Meteorological Services
P.O. Box 772
MASERU 100
Lesotho
Telephone: 0266.325057/41
Fax:
0266.350325/325057
E-mail :
Bulane@lesoff.co.za

Ochoto Sam
Department of Meteorology
P.O. Box 7025
KAMPALA
Uganda
Telephone: 041.251798
Fax:
041.251797
E-mail :
bapuuli@starcom.co.ug

Makwetula Lyford
Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30200
LUSAKA
Zambia
Telephone: 260.1.252728/21711 00/251889
Fax:
260.1.251889
E-mail:

Ramiz Abdul Muhusin
Department of Meteorology
Ghazee Building
MAHE
Republic of maldives
Telephone: 960.323084, 323302
Fax:
960.320021 ,323084
E-mail

Mapande Am in
Directorate of Meteorology
P.O. Box 3056
OAR ES SALAAM
Tanzania
Telephone: 842370 or 844299
Fax:
255.51-844299
E-mail:
nmctz@lion.meteo.go.ke

Rotich John
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.2.567880 Ext. 2033
Fax:
254.2.567888/9
E-mail :
rotich@meteo.go.ke

Mussa Mustafa
Institute Nacional de Meteorologia
P.O. Box256
MAPUTO
Mozambique
Telephone: 258.1.490064/490148
Fax:
258.1.491150
E-mail :
Mussa-m@hotmail

Samarasinghe Guvani Baladeva
Department of Meteorology
Bauddhaloka Mawatha
COLOMBO 7
Sri Lanka
Telephone: 941.681 038
Fax:
941.698311,691443
E-mail :
meteo@slt.lk
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J. Namu Ndwiga
Kenya Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Telephone: 254.822245/822100
Fax:
254.2.5678889
E-mail:

Sheikh Muhammad Munir
Pakistan Meteorological Department
National Flood Forecasting Bureau
46, Jail Road
LAHORE
Pakistan
Telephone: 92.42.7586479 or 7562874
Fax:
92.42.7587625
E-mail :
sheikh 41 @hotmail.com

Singh Dhanna
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